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শেষের কবিতা : পুনঃপাষের প্রস্তািনা 

ভধুমভতা সনগুপ্ত 

গবফলক, ফাাংরা মফবাগ, আাভ মফশ্বমফদযারয়, মরচয

Abstract 

Most of the people say, Tagore’s ‘Shesher Kabita’ is the story of Amit Roy. The 

question arise, who is this Amit Roy? Is Rabindranath Tagore’s   Shesher Kabita’ 

realy a just story of Amit Roy? We know, this Amit Roy and his revolutionary 

theory of devine love is note of admiration till now. There has been a lot of debate 

regarding its acceptability of new theory of love. As a male character, so far 

priority was given to Amit Roy, whether the similar importance was given to 

female characters?  The present paper attempts to explore the answer of these 

questions and review the novel with analyzing various characters.  

„শষলয কবফতা‟ ঈন্যা বরখষত বগষে 
„কাষরয মাত্রায ধ্ববন রৄনষত 
শষেবছষরন যফীন্দ্রনাথ। পর 
াববতিক মাাযাত তাাযাআ শতা  আ ধ্ববন 
রৄনষত ান। তফুও অভযা জাবনত 
„শচাষখয ফাবরত „শগাযা‟ত „শমাগাষমাগ‟ 
ফা „চতুযঙ্গ‟য ভত ঈন্যাষয স্ফষ্টাষকও 
তাায ভাভবেক ফা ইলৎ যফততীকাষর 
ভাষরাচনায বতমতক ফাকি রৄনষত 
ষেবছর।  কথাও অভাষদয জানা 
নে শমত ভুরতঃ কষলার-কাবরকরভীে 
শরখষকযাআ  আ ববষমাগষক 
অষদাবরত কষযবছষরন। পষর রৄরু 

ষেবছর বফষরা। স্থবফয ভাষজয 
বফরুষে বফষরা নেত শকান ফাধা ফন্ধষনয 
বফরুষে বফষরা নেত বফষরাটা বছর 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথযআ বফরুষে  ককবাষফ। 

অধুবনক াবষতিয পিান 
শদৌযাষে যফীন্দ্রাবতি শম ক্রষভ 
 কঘষয ষত চষরষছ – তা ষনক 
অষগআ নুবফ কযষত শষযবছষরন স্েং 
যফীন্দ্রনাথ। তাআ শকান ংঘষলত না বগষে 
গবীয ববজ্ঞতাে কবফগুরু ঈচ্চাযণ 
কষযন- 
“ফ সরখা রুপ্ত য়, ফাযম্বায মরমখফায তবয 

নূতন কাবরয ফবণে। জীণে সতায অক্ষবয অক্ষবয 

সকন ট সযবখমি ূণে কময। বয়বি ভয় 
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নফীবনয তুমরকাবয থ সিবে মদবত বফ। 

সাক রয় ভামপ্তয সযখাদুগে। নফবরখা আম 

দেববয তায বস্মস্তূযাম মফদীণে কমযয়া 

দূযান্তবয উন্মুক্ত করুক থ, স্থাফবযয ীভা 

কময জয়, নফীবনয যথ মাত্রা রামগ।”
১  

এই                    
    ই                ‘      
     ’।                
    নাষথ                     
         ‘           ’ (১৯২৯)-ই 
         ।          ই এ   
ই       । 

                     
                      ।      
    হ                         
                                
                        
        ,        এই         
     ই            এ       
      ।                    
    ই             শ           
       । হ                  
                                  
                  ।     এ        
                ই   , ‘     
         ,             ;          
          ই          হ       
   ‟।  

অকাষযয বদক বদষে খুফ শছাট 
„শষলয কবফতা‟ ঈন্যা। ভাত্র 
ষতষযাবট বযষেষদ তায বযভাবি। 
 ষেষত্র  কটা ফিাায অভায খুফ 
গুরুত্বূণত ভষন েত জাবননা াঠষকযা 
অভায ভত ষফন বকনা। টাআ  য 

বদক শথষক „শষলয কবফতা‟ ঈন্যা 
কবফতাযআ বফবষ্টি ফন কযষছ। কবফতা 
শমভন কবফয কভ ব্দ খযষচ ফিঞ্জনাভে 
ঈরবি প্রদান। „শষলয কবফতা‟ 
ঈন্যাও অষর তাআ নে বক? ফক্তফি 
শ বকংফা চবযষত্রয দ্বন্দ্ব ফ ফিাাষযআ 
ঔন্যাবক বফদ বফষেলষণয থ 
 বিষে শগষছন। বনুণ তুবরয টাষন 
ফুবঝষে বদষেষছন চবযষত্রয গবতপ্রকৃবতত 
অয ফক্তষফিয শল বায তুষর 
বদষেষছনত ছষদাফে বালাববঙ্গয ঈয।  

ঈন্যাবট রৄরু ষেষছত 
বভষতয গল্প বদষে। চভৎকৃত আ মখন 
বনষজয ৃষ্ট চবযত্র  আ বভষতয ভুখ 
বদষে শরখক বনষজআ ভাবি শঘালণা 
কষযন বনষজয কবফ জীফষনয।  বদক 
শথষক ঈন্যাবটষত নতূনত্ব অষছ। 
ঈন্যা িষত রৄরু কষয স্েং 
ঔন্যাবষকয  ভন ভযণ-ভষাৎষফ 
অভযা যীবতভত কচবকষে মাআ। বকন্তু 
শমত „শষলয কবফতা‟ তায ভাত্র 
ষতষযাবট বযষেদ বনষে অভাষদয 
কাষছ  ত গুরুত্বূণত ষে ঈষঠত তায 
কাযণ রুবকষে অষছ ন্যত্র। 
ভাষরাচনাগ্রষেয াতা খুরষর শচাষখ 
ষিত „শষলয কবফতা‟ শম অরাদা 
কষয খুফ শফব অষরাবচত ষেষছ তা-
নে। তফুও „শষলয কবফতা‟ অষরাবচত 
ে। ে কষরজ িুোষদয ক্লাষয 
পাাষক পাাষকত কষরজ কিাবটটষনত 
বফশ্ববফদিারষেয গাছতরাে। কখষনা ফা 
ফুবেজীবফষদয ান্ধি অড্ডাষতও তা 
অষরাচনায বফলে ষে ঈষঠ। 
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প্রশ্ন ঈঠষত াষয শকন? 
„শষলয কবফতা‟ অস্ত  কটা শপ্রষভয 
ঈন্যা ফষরআ বক? ফাংরা াবষতি 
শপ্রষভয ঈন্যাষয শতা ছিাছবি। তষফ 
„শষলয কবফতা‟-আ শকন  ত জনবপ্রেত 
াঠষকয বফষলত তরুণ াঠষকয 
কাষছ। অষর ঈন্যাবটষত শরখক 
শপ্রভবফলেক  ভন ষনষকযা নতুন  ক 
তত্ত্ব  ঈস্থাবত কষযষছন-মা  তবদষনয 
প্রচবরত ধিানধাযণা বফশ্বা শথষক 
 কঝটকাে বযষে  ষন  ক ঠাৎ 
অষরায ভুষখাভবুখ দাাি কবযষে শদে 
অভাষদয। প্রথষভ বফশ্বা কযষত কষ্ট 
ে। তাযয ঈষঠ াজাষযা তকত-বফতকত। 
তষত্ত্বয ফাস্তফতা-ফাস্তফতা বনষে নানা 
দ্বন্দ্ব। যাবয শআ দ্বষন্দ্বয খুফ 
কাছাকাবছ না বগষে ফযং শআ 
চবযত্রগুষরায কাছাকাবছ মাআত শম 
চবযত্রগুষরায সুখরৃঃখত ফিাথা-শফদনায 
অবঙ্গষক নযনাযীয শপ্রষভয শআ 
ূক্ষ্মতষত্ত্বয ঈৎাযণ। 

„শষলয কবফতা‟ ভূরতঃ চাযবট 
চবযত্র বভত-রাফণি-শকবট-শাবানরার 
 য শপ্রষভয গল্প। শকঈ শকঈ ফষরষছন-
„শষলয কবফতা‟ বভত রাফষণিয 
শপ্রষভয গল্প। শকঈ অফায ফষরষছন-
„শষলয কবফতা‟ বভত যাষেয গল্প। 
ফগুষরা ভতাভতষক  ক জােগাে 
জষিা কষয ঈন্যাবট মবদ  কফায 
নতুন কষয বিত তষফ ভষন ে শমন 
চবযত্র শমন চবযত্র বষষফ বভত যাে 
 কটু শফব প্রাধান্য শষেষছ। প্রাধান্য 
শষেষছ তায ববনফষত্ব। স্ীকায 

কযায ঈাে শনআ শমত ভষন্দ্র-বফাযী-
চী-শ্রীবফরা-শগাযা-বফনে-বকংফা 
ভধুূদষনয াাাব বভত যাে 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয  ক ফিবতক্রভী ৃবষ্ট।  

বকন্তু  কটা ফিাায ষনষকযআ 
শচাখ  বিষে মাে শমত „শষলয কবফতা‟ 
ঈন্যাষ বভত নাষভয  কবটভাত্র 
ুরুল চবযত্রষক শকন্দ্র কষয ঈন্যাষয 
ভস্ত নাযীচবযত্রগুবর অফবততত ষেষছ। 
শকঈ তাষক ভাতৃষস্দষ ধন্য কষযষছত 
শকঈ শপ্রভস্ধষদয স্থান বদষেষছত শকঈ 
স্াভীরূষ ফযণ কষযষছত শকঈ ফা তায 
বফষেয জন্য ঈবদ্বগ্ন ষেষছত শকঈ অঘাত 
কষযষছত তায স্প্নষক „অআবডোয-
পানু‟ ফষর ঈবিষে বদষেষছ। তফুও 
প্রবতবট নাবযচবযষত্রয  কভাত্র রেবফন্দু 
ষে দাাবিষেষছ বভত যাে। বকন্তু 
শকাথাও শমন অভায ভষন েত 
ঈন্যাষ প্রবতবট নাযীচবযষত্রয দ্বাযা 
বনেবিত ষেষছ শরখষকয বতমষে 
রাবরত বভত চবযত্র। জাবননাত   
বাফনাে অজষকয াঠষকয বফশ্বাী 
ষফন বক না? 

বভত বাষফত শ বনষজ শমভন 
স্তি প্রকৃবতযত তায প্রণষেয াত্রীবটও 
শতভন বদ্বতীো ো চাআ; মাষত ড্রবেং 
রুষভ অয াাচজষনয ভাঝখাষন তায 
বস্তত্ব াবযষে না মাে। বভষতয 
কল্পনাে নাযীয ফেফ কবল্পত ে 
স্গতষদষফয অকষল্প। „ভবদযফতষতয 
নািা খাওো শপবনষে ওঠা ভুর শথষক‟ 
শম শদফীয অবফবতাফ। 
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অয ফাস্তফ ভাষজয নাযী? 
মগুমুগ ধষয শম নাযীযা ুরুলতষিয 
ফাবনষে শতারা শগারকধাাধাে থভ্রান্ত 
ষে শআ নাযীষদয শকান শচাষখ শদখষছ 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয বপ্রোত্র বভত যাে? 
অভাষদয বুষর শগষর চষর নাত 
শভষেষদয ঈষয ুরুলষদয অবধতি 
বনষে শকান  ক ভাজবততলীয ষঙ্গ 
কষথাকথষন বভত ভুখ শথষক 
বগাষযট নাবভষে পস্  কষয ফষর--- 

“ুরুল অবধতি শছষি বদষরআ 
শভষে অবধতি রৄরু কযষফ। রৃফতষরয 
অবধতি বত বেংকয।” শ অষযা 
ফষর- “শম ষেয দখষর বকর অষছ 
শ বকর বদষেআ াবখষক ফাাষধত থতাৎ 
শজায বদষে। বকর শনআ মায শ ফাাষধ 
অবপভ খাআষে থতাৎ ভাো বদষেত 
বকরওোরা ফাাষধ ফষটত বকন্তু শবারাে 
না; অবপভওোরী ফাাষধও ফষটত 
শবারােও। শভষেষদয শকৌষটা অবপষভয 
বযাত প্রকৃবত েতানী তায শজাগান 
শদে।” খুফ স্াবাবফকবাষফআ বভত 
চবযষত্রয কাষছ তা অভাষদয প্রতিাবত 
বছর না।  

াবনষে ফরা কথায তুরূ 
াবজষে বভত বাে ফি ফি ফক্তৃতা 
শদেত বচন্তাধাযাে স্াতষিি শভষেষদযষক 
ভুগ্ধ কষয। বকন্তু তায স্াতিি শম কতটা 
ন্তঃাযূণি শভষেষদয তা ফঝুষত ফাকী 
থাষক না। শফান ববয কাছ শথষকআ 
অষ প্রতিাঘাত “বকন্তু শতাভায বনষজয 
ভত ফষর শকান দাথতআ শনআ; মখন 
শমটা শয বাষরা শানাে শআবটআ তুবভ 

ফষর ফ।” ঈত্তষয বভত ফষর-“অভায 
ভনটা অেনাত বনষজয ফাাধা ভতগুষরা 
বদষেআ বচযবদষনয ভষতা মবদ তাষক 
অগাষগািা শরষ শযষখ বদতুভ তা ষর 
তায ঈষয প্রষতিক চরবত ভুূষততয 
প্রবতবফম্ব িত না।” তাআ 
ভাষরাচকষদয ফক্তফি নুমােী বভত 
চবযষত্রয স্াতিি অষর শকাথাে শ 
প্রষশ্নয ভীভাংা াআ না। 

করকাতা শথষক ছুবট কাটাষত 
 ষ বরং াাষি কাকতারীেবাষফ 
রাফষণিয ভুষখাভবুখ ে বভত। বরং 
াাষি প্রথভ বযচষেয য রাফষণিয 
ষঙ্গ বভষতয ধীষয ধীষয অরা  ফং 
অরা শথষক শপ্রভ। ভূরতঃ শআ 
শপ্রষভয বফষলত্ব  ফং কাফিবনষ্ঠ 
শভাভাোআ অোবদত কষয যাষখ ভগ্র 
ঈন্যাষক। অয শআ অোদষনয 
তরাে াবযষে মােত ভানফীত্তায মথাথত 
জীফষনাবিয গুরুত্ব  ফং তাষক 
বফষেলণ কষয শদখায অরৄ 
প্রষোজনীেতাও। 

যফীন্দ্রাবষতিয নাবেকা ফরষত 
াধাযণবাষফআ ফিবক্তত্বভেী নাযীয ছবফ 
শবষ ওষঠ ভষন। বফষনাবদনীত কুভুবদনীত 
সুচবযতাত দাবভনীত বকংফা  রা ফায 
ভুষখআ অষর ভস্ষয ঈচ্চাবযত ষেষছ 

 “নত কবয ভাথা 
 থপ্রাবন্ত সকন যফ জামন 

           ক্লান্ত ধধমে প্রতযাায ূযবণয রামগ  

  ধদফাগত মদবন? 

শুধু শুবণয সচবয় যফ? সকন মনবজ নাম রফ মচবন 

াথেবকয থ?” (ফরা) 
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রাফণিও তায ফিবতক্রভ নে। 
বকন্তু ভাষরাচষকযা অফায প্রশ্ন তষুরন 
“ কবট মুবক্তফাদী ও ফাস্তফফুবে ম্পন্ন 
শভষে বভষতয ঈেবত শপ্রষভ শমবাষফ 
বফগবরত ে  ফং শষল শআ শপ্রভ 
প্রতিাখাষনয ভধি বদষে শম অাত 
স্াবাবফক বযণবত শফষছ শনেত শআ 
কাযষণআ তায চবযত্র বকছুটা রৃষফতাধি ও 
জবটর ষে ষিষছ।”২    অয 
শজষন্যআ রাফণি চবযষত্রয গুরুত্ব 
ষনকখাবন। অষদৌ তায বযণবত 
স্াবাবফক বকনাত শস্োে  আ বযণবত 
শফষছ শনওোয শছষন তায চাবযবত্রক 
ংগবত ধযা ষিত না বক 
নাযীষচতনায ন্য  কবট গবতষথয 
ন্ধান শদে-অজষকয মষুগ তা  কফায 
নতুন কষয শবষফ শদখায প্রষোজন অষছ 
বফবক। 

ম্পকত মত  বগষেষছ শপ্রভ তত 
গবীয ষেষছ। ক্রষভ রেি কবয বভত 
 ফং রাফণি যস্ধষযয কাষছ „বভতা‟ 
ও „ফন্যা‟  আ রৃবট নাষভ ফাাধা ষিষছ। 
বভষতয কষটঠআ রৄবন – “শ শভায 
ফন্যাত তুবভ নন্যা/অন ধন্যা।” 
মথাযীবত রাফণি ভুগ্ধ ে। ষফআ ফা না 
শকত অষর নাযী শতা তাআ চােত ুরুল 
তায ভস্ত শৌরুল বনষে ফবরষ্ঠ দৃি 
কষটঠ শঘালণা করুক বাষরাফাায কথা। 
 য শচষে শফব চাওো নাযীয অয কী 
ষত াষয। শআ ঞ্জরীবযা ভুগ্ধতায 
জষন্য নাযী াযাজীফন ষো কযষত 
াষয। অয শজষন্যআ েষতা 
শাবানরাষরয অবফবতাফ রাফষণিয 

জীফষন শতভন ছা শপরষত াষয না। 
যফীন্দ্রনাথ তায কাযণ বষষফ ফষরন – 
“ কবদন শাবনরার ফযদান কযষফ 
ফষরআ ফুবঝ রাফণি – বনষজয 
ষগাচষযআ ষো কষয ফষবছর। 
শাবনরার শতভন কষয ডাক বদষর 
না।” 

ডাক বদষেবছর বভত। 
বাষরাফাায ঈত্তাষ ধন্য কষযবছর 
রাফষণিয নাযীজীফন। „ঘষয ফাআষয‟য 
বফভরাষকও দী  ভনবক কষয ডাক 
বদষেবছর। শম ডাষক বনবখষরষয বনবিন্ত 
অশ্রে শছষি শফবযষে  ষবছর বফভরা। 
ফষষল বুর ফুষঝ রৄবষফাধ বনষে 
ুনযাে বপষয শগষছ বনবখষরষয কাষছ। 
বকন্তু শকন জাবন ভষন েত ুরুষলয 
প্রফৃবত্তয কাষছ ায ভাষনষছ বফভরায 
নাযীত্ব। দী বনষজয প্রষোজষন 
ফিফায কষয বফভরাষক। অয 
বনবখষর; বফভরা বুর কষযষছ শজষনও 
তাষক ফাধা শদে না। ফযং গৃীভাে 
শস্োফদী স্বীষক ফষর – “অবভ চাআ 
ফাআষযয ভষধি তুবভ অভাষক াওত অবভ 
শতাভাষক াআত ওআখাষন অভাষদয শদনা 
াওনা ফাবক অষছ।” বকন্তু বফভরা 
 কান্ত বনজস্ চাওো াওো শমন 
স্ধষ্টআ শথষক মাে ভগ্র ঈন্যাষ।  

রাফণি  য শথষক ফিবতক্রভ। 
যফীন্দ্রনাষথয বফষনাবদনী বকংফা দাবভনীও 
তাআ। তাযা শকঈআ বফনাপ্রষশ্ন জীফষন 
তিাগ স্ীকায কযষত শষখবন। „নাযী 
তিাষগয প্রতীক‟ তথাকবথত  আ 
প্রফাদষক তাযা শবষঙ গুবিষে বদষে 
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মবুক্তয ভাধিষভ জীফষনয বন্ধান্ত 
বনষেষছ। বভত মখন রাফণিষক বফষে 
কযায প্রস্তাফ বনষে শমাগভাোয কাষছ 
 ষ ভত চাে  ফং শষেও মােত তখন 
শথষকআ রাফণিয ভষন ফাাষধ দ্বন্দ্ব। 
ফাস্তফষঘালা চবযত্র রাফণি ফুঝষত াষযত 
বভষতয স্প্ন-কল্পনাত তায ফষিা ফষিা 
অদত ফবকছুআ অষর পাাবক। বনষজয 
কবল্পত স্প্নযাষজি নাযীষক শ কষয 
শযষখষছ ষধতক ভানফী অয ষধতক 
কল্পনা। তায শপ্রভ শেষটাবনকত ফাস্তষফয 
ষঙ্গ মায শকান ংষমাগ শনআ। শপ্রেী 
 ফং শশ্রেীষক  শ  ক জােগাে 
ফাাধষত শচষেষছ বকন্তু রাফণি বভতষক 
ধবযষে শদে তায বুর – “তুবভ শতা 
ংায পাাদফায ভানুল নওত তুবভ রুবচয 
তৃষ্ণা শভটাফায জন্য শপষযা।” তাআ 
বভষতয প্রবত দভি বাষরাফাা থাকা 
ষত্বও শআ স্প্নযাজি শথষক রাফণি 
ষয  ষষছ বনঃষব্দ। শম রাফণি 
ফরষত াষয – “অন রুবচয জষন্য 
অবভ ষযয রুবচয ভথতন ববষে 
কবযষন” – তায ষে শটাআ 
স্াবাবফক। 

   শচতনাম্পন্ন নাযী কখষনাআ 
ুরুষলয ছকফাাধা  আ স্ষপ্নয খাাচাে ধযা 
বদষত চাে না ফযং স্প্নষক গুবিষে শদে। 
ভষন ষি মাে যফীন্দ্র যফততী 
াববতিক ভাবনক ফষদাাধিাে 
„ুতুরনাষচয আবতকথা‟য কথা। শমখাষন 
ী কল্পনা কষয “শকোবয কযা পুষরয 
ফাগাষন ব্লাঈজ বযবত যভণী‟ শক। 
তায স্প্নষক শগারাষয চাযায ভষতা 

াষে ভাবিষে বদষে মাে  ক গ্রাভি 
গৃফধু কুসুভ। ফবরষ্ঠ কষেয শজাষয শ 
ীয াজাষনা ফাগান গুবিষে বদষত 
চাে। রাফণিয প্রবতফাদ কুসুষভয ভত 
ততটা শাচ্চায নেত গবীয ঈরবিয 
অষরাষক ভস্ত ফন্ধন শথষক বভতষক 
ভুবক্ত বদষত শ বনঃব্দ ববমান চাবরষে 
মাে। ছষদাফে ববঙ্গষত ফষর- 

  “সতাভাবয মদই-

মন ুখ, ভুমক্তয ধনবফদয সগনু যামখ 

  যজনীয শুভ্র 

অফাবন। মকিু আয নাই ফামক, 

  নাই প্রাথেনা, নাই 

প্রমত ভুহুবতেয ধদনয যাম, 

  নাই অমবভান, 

নাই দীন কান্না, নাই গফে াম, 

  নাই মিু মপবয 

সদখা। শুধু স ভুমক্তয ডামরখামন 

  বমযয়া মদরাভ 

আমজ আভায ভৎ ভৃতুয আমন।” 

বভষতয প্রবত তায বাষরাফাা 
শম কতখাবন গবীয বছর – ভগ্র 
ঈন্যা জুষি তায বযচে াআ 
অভযা। থচ বভত বকন্তু রাফণিয 
ভষনয খফয যাষখ না।  কবদন ফলতায 
বদষন ষোযত রাফণিয কাষছ আষে 
থাকষরও  কবট তুে „ফলতাবত‟য বাষফ 
শ শমাগভাোয ফাবিয বদষক া ফািাে 
না। শখাাজ যাষখ না শ শমাগভাোযও। 
শম শমাগভাো রাফষণিয রৃঃখষভাচষন 
ভাতৃরদষেয ীভ ভভত্ব বনষে  বগষে 
 ষ চায াষতয বভরন ঘবটষেষছন 
বভষতয ফাােত শআ শমাগভাোষক 
মখন বনষজয শফান  ফং ুযষনা শপ্রবভকা 
 ষ ভান কষযত তখন বভষতয 
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যফ প্রবতফাদ কযষত শদবখনাত পষর 
াঠষকয বতবপ্রে বভত চবযত্রবটষক 
অয  কটু নতুনবাষফ শবষফ শদখায 
ফকা শথষকআ মাে। 

বভত চবযত্র বফষেলষণ শ্রী 
বভে চক্রফততী ফশ্য বভষতয ষে 
ফষরন – “মাাযা অবটতস্ট ষেও 
অবটতষস্টয শচষে ফষিা থতাৎ মাাযা ভান 
চবযত্রফান ুরুল তাাযা অটতষক স্ভবভাে 
প্রবতবষ্ঠত কষযও জীফষনয বফবফধ 
দাবেষত্বয ভষধিআ অটতষক ংগত 
কষযষছন। শমষকান অবটতষস্টয ষে  আ 
রৃআ দাবেত্ব – ংাষযয প্রবত দাবেত্ব 
 ফং অষটতয প্রবত দাবেত্ব –  ক ষঙ্গ 
ূণত কষয চরা কবঠন। বভত যাষেয 
ষে তা রৄধু কবঠন নেত ম্ভফ। প্রথভ 
শথষকআ শকথা অভযা ফঝুষত াবয।”৩    
রাফণিও গবীযবাষফ  কথা ঈরবি 
কষযবছর ফষরআ বফষেষত ম্মবত 
জাবনষেষচ। তায   ববফিবক্ত অযও 
দৃঢ় ষেষছ বভষতয ূফততন শপ্রবভক 
শকবট বভষত্রয অগভষন। 

ড০ শ্রীকুভায ফষদাাধিাে প্রশ্ন 
তুষরষছনত শকবটয প্রবত „বভষতয ঙ্গত 
অকলতষণয ফিাখিা শকাথাে?”৪    তাায 
ভষত বভত শকবটষক বাষরাফাষবনত 
ববনে কষযষছ ভাত্র। কথাবট 
ষনকাংষ বতি নে। কাযণ ফাস্তফ 
ববজ্ঞতারি রাফণি ঈরবি কষয 
নাযীভষনয ন্ততবনবত শফদনায কথাত 
মখন ববভানেুি শকবট বভতষক তায 
অংবট প্রতিাতণ কষয ফরষরা – 
“ফাবজষত মবদআ াযরুভত তষফ অভায 

 আ বচযবদষনয াষযয বচহ্ন শতাভায 
কাষছআ থাক বভত।” শপ্রভীন অংবটয 
কথা শকতকী বাফষত াষয না। তাআ 
শরখক জানান – “অংবট খুষর 
শটবফরবটয ঈয শযষখআ দ্রুতষফষগ চষর 
শগর।  নাষভর কযা ভুষখয ঈয বদষে 
দর দর  কষয শচাষখয জর গবিষে িষত 
রাগর।”  

 আ প্রথভ  কবট মিণাকাতয 
শভষেষক অবফষ্কায কবয অভযা। শভবক 
প্রাধনত কৃবত্রভ জীফনমাত্রা ফবকছুষক 
তুে কষয মায শবতয শথষক শফবযষে 
অষ  ক বচযন্তন শপ্রবভকত শম 
বভতষক মথাথত বাষরাফাষত 
শষযবছর। ফুেষদফ ফসু  আ দৃশ্যবটষক 
খুফ গুরুত্ব বদষে ফষরষছন – “তাায 
ভুষখয কথাে শম শফদনায সুয রৄনষত 
াআত শআ সুয বভত-রাফণিয 
কথাফাততায ভষধি  কফাযও রাষগবন। 
„শষলয কবফতা‟ে শপ্রষভয বফলষে 
ফিাখিা অষছ ষনক। বকন্তু ঐ  কবট 
জােগাষতআ অভযা নুবফ কবয শম 
শকঈ কাঈষক বাষরাফাষরা – ফা 
শফষবছর।”৫      ভাষরাচষকয  আ 
ভন্তফিষক অভযা স্ীকায কযষত াবয 
না। রৄধুভাত্র বফবস্পত আ  আ শবষফ শমত 
 যকভ  কবট নাযীচবযত্র ফাংরা 
াবষতি প্রাে ফষবরতআ শথষক শগর। 
 য জষন্য েষতা দােী ষনকটাআ স্েং 
শরখক। কাযণ বভত-রাফণি অখিাষনয 
প্রাফষরি ঈন্যা শকবট বভবত্তষযয জষন্য 
জােগা শযষখবছষরন ীবভত।  
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রাফণি শতা বঠক কষযআ বছরত 
শম ুরুল রৄধুভাত্র বনষজয ভষনাযঞ্জন 
কষয শফিােত ষন্যয ভষনয খফয যাষখ 
না  ফং কল্পনায নাযীষক ঘষযয 
বংাষন বধবষ্ঠত কযষত চাে – 
তাষক বনষে ঘয কযা চষর না।  ছািা 
শকতকীয ভষনয বাষরাফাায ন্ধান 
শষে শ  কটওু শদযী না কষয 
বভতষক নুষযাধ কষয – “ন্তত 
িাখাষনষকয জষন্য শতাভায দরষক 
বনষে তুবভ শচযাুবঞ্জষত শফবযষে  ষা। 
ওষক অনদ বদষত নাও মবদ াযত 
ওষক অষভাদ বদষত াযষফ।” 
নাযীভষনয  আ ঔদামত অভাষদয বফবস্পত 
কষয। রাফণি জানতত ফাস্তফ রাফণি 
বভষতয কাভনা নেত তাআ কল্পনায 
রাফণি বফফাষয প্রাতিাবক তুেতাে 
ভবরন ষে মাক্  বভষতয কাষছ তা শ 
শকানভষতআ চােবন। কবফতাে শ ফষর 
–  
“ভবতেয ভৃমিকা সভায, তাই মদবয় অভৃতভূযমত 

মমদ ৃমি কবয থাক, তাাময আযমত 

                    সাক তফ ন্ধ্যাবফরা 

ূজায স সখরা 

ফযাঘাত াবফ না সভায প্রতযবয ম্লান স্পে 

সরবগ।” 

      রাফন্যয  আ প্রতিাখিাষনয ভধি 
বদষে ঈন্যাষয ভাবি ষত াযত। 
কাযণ ফাংরা াবষতি বফষোগান্ত গষল্পয 
জনবপ্রেতায বাফ বছর না। বকন্তু 
যবফন্দ্রনাথ শআ গড্ডবরকা প্রফাষ গা 
বাানবন। অয তাআ ঈন্যাষয শল 
বযষেদ „শষলয কবফতা‟ে অভাষদয 
জষন্য ষো কষয থাষক ায 

বফস্পে। রৄনষত াআত ষয যাষ্ট্র 
শকতকীয ষঙ্গ বভষতয বফষেত  ফং 
বভতষক বফষে না কযায বন্ধান্ত 
জ্ঞাষনয ভষধি শকবটষক বফষে কযায 
নুষযাষধয শকান আবঙ্গত অভযা াআনা। 
ফুঝষত াবযত  টা বভষতয বনজস্ 
বোন্ত। যফীন্দ্র াবষতি খুফ কভ নাযীআ 
বফনা প্রষশ্ন ুরুষলয  ধযষণয ন্যাে 
ভাথা শষত বনষেষছ।  

রাফণিও প্রবতফাদ কষযবছর। 
বকন্তু তায স্রূ ম্পূণত ববন্ন। অয 
তাআষতা শ ফষর –  

“সভায রামগ কমযবয়া না সাক, 

আভায যবয়বি কভে, আভায যবয়বি মফশ্ববরাক। 

সভায াত্র মযক্ত য় নাই – 

ূবণযবয কমযফ ূণে, এই ব্রত ফমফ দাই। 

উৎকণ্ঠায় আভায রামগ সক মমদ প্রতীক্ষায় 

থাবক 

সই ধনয কমযবফ আভাবক।” 

ঈন্যাষয শষল শাবনরাষরয 
ষঙ্গ শম রাফণিয বফষে বঠক ষেষছত 
 কথাযও আবঙ্গত াআ অভযা। খুফ 
স্াবাবফকবাষফআ  আ বন্ধান্ত রাফণি 
চবযত্রবটষক  কটু জবটরতায ভুষখাভবুখ 
দাাি কবযষে শদে। বকন্তু অভযা জাবনত 
শাবনরাষরয শপ্রভষক প্রতিাখান 
কযষরও তায জষন্য রাফষণিয ভষন 
শফদনা বিত বছর। বভষতয জীফন 
শথষক ষয  ষ শ শআ শফদনায 
ভষধি বনষজষক খুাষজ াে। 

তাআ ফষর বভষতয প্রবত তায 
বাষরাফাাে শকান খাদ বছর বকনা –   
ষদ ফৃথা। বভষতয স্প্ন কল্পনায 
শানারী খাাচা  ফং দাম্পতিজীফষনয 
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গণ্ডীষত বনষজয শপ্রভষক অফে কযষত 
চােবন ফষরআ শাবনরারষক শ বনষজয 
জীফষনয ষঙ্গ গ্রবথত কষয। তাআ শল 
বচবঠষত বভতষক ফষর –  

“সম আভাবয সদমখফাবয ায় 

       অীভ ক্ষভায় 

 বাবরাভন্দ মভরাবয় কমর, 

এফায ূজায় তাময আনাবয মদবত চাই ফমর।” 

আয অমভবতয উবেবয স সযবখবি „  

“ফ সচবয় তয সভায সই ভৃতুযঞ্জয় 

 স আভায সপ্রভ। 

 তাবয আমভ যামখয়া এবরভ 

অমযফতেন অঘেয সতাভায উবেবয। 

...  ...  ... 

সতাভাবয মা মদবয়মিনু, স সতাভাময দান 

গ্রণ কবযি মত ঋণী তত কবযি আভায়। 

 স ফন্ধ্ু, মফদায়।” 

যফীন্দ্রনাথ বকন্তু  জােগাষতআ 
শথষভ থাষকনবন। রাফণি কতৃতক 
প্রতিাখাত ষে শকবট বভবত্তযষক বফষে 
কযায শছষন বভষতয শম মবুক্ত শষল 
স্থান কষযষছনত তায ববনফষত্বযআ 
„শষলয কবফতা‟ শৌাষছ মাে 
জনবপ্রেতায ীষলত। মবতংকষযয ষঙ্গ 
কষথাকথষন বভত ফষর – “শম 
বাষরাফাা ফিািবাষফ অকাষ ভুক্ত 
থাষকত ন্তষযয ভষধি শ শদে ঙ্গ; শম 
বাষরাফাা বফষলবাষফ প্রবতবদষনয 
ফবকছুষত মকু্ত ষে থাষকত ংাষয শ 
শদে অঙ্গ। রৃষটাআ অবভ চাআ। ... 
 কবদন অভায ভস্ত ডানা শভষর 
শষেবছরুভ অভায ওিায অকাত অজ 
অবভ শষেবছ অভায শছাট্ট ফাাত ডানা 
গুবটষে ফষবছ। বকন্তু অভায অকাও 
যআর।” 

ফরা মােত শপ্রভ ম্পবকতত মত 
মাফতীে ংস্কাষয অভাষদয ভন  তবদন 
ফে বছর। বফফা ফববূতত শপ্রষভয 
ন্ধাষন তায ভুবক্ত ঘটর। বকন্তু অষদৌ 
বক ফাস্তফ তা ম্ভফ ? শছাট্ট ফাাে ডানা 
গুবটষে ফা াবখ  কআ ষঙ্গ অকা 
 ফং ফাাে তায ডানা শভষর ঈিষত 
াষয ফষর অভাষদয ষদ ে।   
রৄধু বভষতয ষেআ ম্ভফ। তাআ শম 
বভত ফরষত াষযত - “শকতকীয ষঙ্গ 
অভায ম্বন্ধ বাষরাফাাযআত বকন্তু শ 
শমন ঘিাে শতারা জরত প্রবতবদন তুরফত 
প্রবতবদন ফিফায কযফ। অয রাফণিয 
ষঙ্গ অভায শম বাষরাফাা শ যআর 
দীবঘত শ ঘষয অনফায নেত অভায ভন 
তাষত াাতায শদষফ।” শ-আ-অফায 
ফষর- 
“আমভ মা ফরমি, য়বতা সটা আভাযই কথা। 

সটাবক সতাভায কথা ফবর ফুঝবত সগবরই 

বুর ফুঝবফ, আভাবক গার মদবয় ফবফ।” 

বভত  ফং রাফণি চবযষত্রয 
বফযীতি  খাষনআ। বভতষক স্ীকায 
কষয শাবনরারষক গ্রণ কযষত বগষে 
রাফষণিয শকান ঙ্গ – অঙ্গ তষত্বয 
ফতািনায দযকায ে না। দযকায 
ে নাত রৃবট ুরুষলয ভষধি বনষজয 
বস্তত্বষক বজআষে যাখায প্রষোজনও। 
ফযং কুে ততাে শ ফরষত াষয – 
“বযফততষনয শস্ফাষত অবভ চাআ 
শবষ/কাষরয মাত্রাে/শ ফনু্ধ বফদাে”। 

বভত ম্পষকত ভাষরাচক 
ফান্তী ভুষখাাধিাে ফষরন – “বভত 
যাে ফাস্তফ জগষত দূরতব; শ 
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ভষনাবফজ্ঞানীয গষফলণায ফস্তুত বকন্তু 
কবফয ষচতন ৃবষ্ট।”৬     অভাষদযও 
ভষন ে মতটা ষচতনতা বনষে শরখক 
বভত চবযত্রষক  াষকষছনত ততটা ন্য 
চবযত্র নে। থচ বভষতয বফষলত্ব – 
তায ফিবতক্রভী স্টাআর  ফং শষলাক্ত 
তত্ত্বকথায ফতািনাে। বকন্তু  কট ু
ূক্ষ্মবাষফ বাফষর ফরষত াবযত রাফণি 
মবদ বভতষক ফাস্তফজীফষন স্ীকায না 
কযতত তষফ বভতষকও শআ াধাযণ 
তত্ত্বকথা অওিাষত ত না।  ককথাে 
ফরষত াবযত বভতষক স্ীকায কযায 
ঈরবিটা মবদ রাফণিয না অতত 
তষফ বভত কবথত শআ বফষস্নাযক 
তত্ত্বকথাবটও ঈহ্য শথষক শমত। অয 
বভত ? ম্ভফত ফাংরা াবষতিয  ক 
প্রতিাখান নােক ষেআ শথষক শমত 
বচযকার। 

“শষল নাব শমত শল কথা শক 
ফবরষফ”-তাআ অভাযও বায শনআ শল 
কথা ফরায। অভায রৄধুভাত্র অাত-
কথা ফরায বধকাযী। শআ বধকায 
বনষেআ ফরষত াবযত শম বভত ফরষত 
াষয – “অভায শযাভান্স অবভআ ৃবষ্ট 
কযফ। অভায স্ষগতও যষে শগর 
শযাভান্সত অভায ভষততও ঘটাফ শযাভান্স” 
– শআ বভত ফশ্যআ যফীন্দ্রনাষথয 
অয াাচটা নােক শথষক অরাদা। 
তাষক ফুঝষত শগষর ভভতী ভন বনষে 
তায খুফ কাছাকাবছ শমষত েত কাযণ 

ফাস্তফ জগষত শ শফভানান। থচ  আ 
বভত চবযত্র রূােষণ শরখষকয মত 
অষোজন ফ ফিথত ষে শমতত মবদ না 
বতবন নাযী চবযত্রগুষরাষক  ত কামতকযী 
কষয তুরষতন। বভত বনষজআ ফষরষছ 
– “জে শাক অভায রাফণিযত জে 
শাক অভায শকতকীযত অয ফ বদক 
শথষকআ ধন্য শাক বভত যাে।” বভত 
যাে ধন্য ষেবছর ফশ্যআ। বকন্তু 
রৄধুভাত্র শকতকী রাফণি নেত প্রবতবট 
নাযী চবযষত্রয কুে ফদাষন। বভষতয 
পরতাে বরবর গাঙ্গুবরত বভবভ শফাত 
শমাগভাো কাষযায কথা অভাষদয বুষর 
শগষর চষর না। শকননা তাষদয ফায 
শকন্দ্রবফন্দু বছর বভত। বভষতয 
করিাষণ ফাআ শকান না শকান রিাআষে 
ফিাি বছর। বফবনভষে তাযা বকন্তু 
 কভুষঠা অষরাও শর না। কাযণ 
বভত  ফং বভত কবথত তত্ত্ব বনষে 
„শষলয কবফতা‟  ভনবাষফ অভাষদয 
কাষছ ভাথা তুষর দাািাে শমত অভযা 
প্রাে বুষরআ মাআ শনথিচাবযণী নাযী 
ত্তায কথা। শম নাযী কষট দাফী 
কষয – 

 “আমভ নাযী, আমভ ভীয়ী 

আভায ুবয ুবয সফেঁবধমি সজযাৎস্নাফীণায়   

মনদ্রামফীন ী। 

আমভ নইবর মভথযা ত ন্ধ্যাতাযা ওঠা, 

      মভথযা ত কানবন পুর সপাটা।” 

 
সুত্রবনষদত 
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অভিভিৎ সেন এর ‘সেঘের নদী’: বাস্তবতার নানা োত্রা 

তানিয়া চক্রবততী 

গববষক, বাাংলা নবভাগ, আসাম নবশ্বনবদ্যালয়, নিলচর 

Abstract 

Abhijit Sen is one of the prominent narrative writers in Contemporary 

Bengali literature. He is one who has stood ideologically against the 

inheritance of colonial model in the Bengali narrative world both in terms of 

form and content consciousness. Off and on, in his writings, Sen has 

criticized the trend of writing stories of love & sex only in Bengali fiction 

and pointed out that so called mainstream literature only depicts the life of 

growing middleclass and rich people, ignoring the struggle for existence of 

the common mass, their livelihood. Like Debesh Roy, Abhijit maintains the 

European model of novel is not useful for depicting the heterogeneity of the 
reality of life of the larger section of people. He says, like the Third World 

literature, our narrative is to stand politically and ideologically against neo-

colonial attack over the heterogeneous culture of marginalized mass and for 

this. The present day narrative should be emancipated from the domain of 

time-space contactless middleclass centric story writing, and it should take 

the way of re-evaluating & re-constructing of myth, folktales & traditions to 

represent the present day reality. Depiction of reality, in Sen’s idea is a 

protest against the traditional way of misrepresenting time & space. When 

we go through a narrative discourse of Abhijit Sen,we should be conscious 

about the narrative consciousness of the writer can be termed as post-

colonial and post-modern in Indian and Bengalee sense, otherwise, the reader 

may fail to find the path of entry in the narrative world of Sen, and also will 

not be able to understand the ideological protest against all kind of  

hegemony, be it in federal productive relation or in the domain of politics & 

culture.  

              We want to prepare a critical discourse on Abhijit Sen’s novel 

‘Megher Nodi’ from post-colonial and post-modern viewpoint of literary 

criticism.  

http://www.thecho.in/
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ভবভজৎ সননয যচনায প্রধান ফরম্বন 
াধাযণ ভানুল। তাাঁয ভকারীন ভকছু 
সরখক সমভন বগীযথ ভভশ্র, াধন 
চনটাাধযায় প্রভুনখয ভত ভবভজৎ 
সালণভূরক ভাজ ফযফস্থায কন ায 
ভানরাচক। সালণভূরক ফযফস্থা, থথাৎ 
ভানুনলয দ্বাযা ভানুনলয সালণ এআ 
ভফলয়ভি ভবভজনতয কথাাভনতয 
নানাবানফ উন  এননছ। একভদনক তাাঁয 
„যাজাি-ধভথাি‟ উন্যান সরখক 

চচতন্য অনন্দারননক গুরুত্বুণথ ফনর 
ভনন কনযনছন, সকননা সম সশ্রণীীন 
াভযতা প্রভতষ্ঠায রনে চচতন্যনদফ 
অনন্দারন গনে তনুরভছনরন তা 
ভবভজৎনক প্রাভণত কনযনছ। অফায 
ন্যভদনক „যহু চণ্ডানরয াে‟ উন্যান 

পুনি উন নছ সালনণয অনযক ভবন্পতয 
রূ। এআ উন্যাভিয একভদনক সমভন 
যনয়নছ অভধতযফাদী ভিয দ্বাযা যহুয 
দনরয উৎখাত য়ায কাভভন, 
ন্যভদনক পুনি উন নছ প্রফর ভিভান 
colonizer যা কীবানফ যহুয দনরয 

ংস্কৃভতনক গ্রা কযনছ তাযআ অখযান। 
নয়া-উভননফফানদয ংস্কৃভতয 
যাজনীভতনক ভবভজৎ এখানন নাফৃত 
কনয সদখাননায সচষ্টা কনযনছন। 
  ভবভজৎ সননয ভফভবন্প 
উন্যান সকাননা না সকাননাবানফ 
াভজয নয়নছ কৃভলজীফন। সরখক ফে 

দযনদয নঙ্গ কৃলক জীফননক তাাঁয 
যচনায় তুনর ধনযন। তাাঁয „রুদ যনঙয 
ূমথ‟ উন্যান ভতভন উদ্বাস্ত কৃলকনদয 

সম কন ায ংগ্রানভয কথা তুনর 
ধনযনছন, সআ ংগ্রাভ সকফর একভি 
ফাভে, উদ্বাস্তয নতুন ভ কানা ভকংফা 
রৃনফরায ন্পংস্থাননয ংগ্রাভ নয় ফযং 
এয ভনধযভদনয় তাযা ভননজনদয 
ভস্তত্বনকআ নতুনবানফ দাাঁে কযানত চায়, 
সম ভস্তত্ব যাজননভতক প্রভিয়ানত 
প্রতযাখযাত নয়নছ। তানদয ভনভদথষ্ট 
সকাননা স্থান সনআ। ূফথ াভকস্তানন ফা 
ফাংরানদন তাযা ভন্দু এআ যানধ 
অিান্ত য়, অফায বাযতফনলথ খণ্ড 
সদনয ভানুল য়া নত্ব ভননজয 
সদনআ ভচভিত য় উদ্বাস্ত নানভ। এআ 
জায়গানত তায সম অত্মভযচয় জথননয 
ংগ্রাভ, এনত একভদনক উন  অন 
কৃলকনদয াধাযণ জীফন, ন্যভদনক 
সতভভন একিা াংঘাভতক ভস্তনত্বয 
ঙ্কি অবাভত য়। ভবভজত এআ 
ভস্তনত্বয ংকনিয সগাো ধনয নাো 

সদফায সচষ্টা কনযনছন। এআবানফ 
ভবভজৎ সননয অয রৃভি যচনা 
„ফগথনেত্র‟ এফং „সদফাংী‟ সত কৃলক 

জীফননয নানা সপ্রভেত অনরাভকত 
নয়নছ সরখনকয ভফনল দৃভষ্টবভঙ্গয 
অনরানক। 
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 ভবভজৎ সননয যচনায প্রধান 
ফরম্বন নরা গ্রাভ। অয গ্রাভীন 
থথননভতক ভূর চফভষ্টয কৃভলনকন্ীকতা। 
তাআ সরখনকয গল্প-উন্যানয ভনধয 
প্রধানত াভন্ততাভিক উৎাদন ফযাফস্থায 
ভনধয কৃভলনকন্ীক জীফননয ফাস্তফ 
ফস্থা, কৃভলজীভফ ভানুল ফা 
কৃভলশ্রভভকনদয নানাবানফ ভনগৃভত 
য়ায কাভভন ফভনথত নয়নছ। অরাদা 
কনয ভবভজৎ সননয কনয়কভি 
উন্যানক কৃভলনকন্ীক উন্যা ফরা 
কষ্টকয। তফু গনফলণায স্বানথথ অভযা 
উন্যানয ভূর theme ফা ভফলনয়য 

উয ভবভি কনয ভকছু ভফবাজন কযায 
সচষ্টা কনযভছ। ভকন্তু এআ ভফবাজন 
ভনতান্তআ কৃভত্রভ। সকননা ভবভজৎ 
সননয ভস্ত যচনাআ কভ সফী 
কৃভলজীফন, কৃলকজীফন এফং সম 
সালণ-ৃঙ্খরা কৃলনকয জীফননক ভফন্প 
কনয তুনরনছ, ভূরত এআভস্ত 
ভফলয়ভবভিক। „সভনঘয নদী‟ 

উন্যাভিনত এবানফ কলৃক  

কৃভলজীফননয নানা সপ্রভেত ন  
এননছ। „সভনঘয নদী‟ উন্যাভি 

নানাকাযনণ কৃলক জীফননকন্ীক য়া 
নত্ব কৃলকজীফন, কৃভলনকন্ীক 
সালণফযফস্থা, সালনণয জাতাকানরয 
ফনথনায ভনধযআ ীভাফদ্ধ নয় থানক ভন। 
সফ কনয়কভি জভির ভফলয় ভবভজৎ 

এআ উন্যান স্পথ কনযনছন। পনর 
উন্যাভিয ফয়নফ চতযী নয়নছ সফ 
কনয়কভি তর (surface), প্রভতভি 
surface এ জীফনন ফাস্তনফয স্বরূ 

ভবন্প, অয ফগুভর একআ অখযাননয 
ানত্র উস্থাভত য়ায় „সভনঘয নদী‟ 

নানভয সছাট উন্যাভি উিযফনঙ্গয 
উদ্বাস্ত কৃলকজীফননয াদাভািা 
ফাস্তফভচত্রণ নয়আ থানক ভন, ফযং তা 
ভনয়য inner structure এ সম 

জিীর তিভূ ভফযাজভান তায 
ফগুনরানকআ ভচভিত কনযনছ। সদ-
কার ংরগ্ন জীফন ফাস্তনফয ফহুনযখায 
কািাকুভিনত এআ অখযান প্রকৃত প্রস্তানফ 
ফহুনযভখক ফাস্তনফয এক polyphony 

নয় উন নছ।  
 এআ উন্যান উিযফনঙ্গয 
সকাননা এক সজরা দনযয সজরা 
ভযলনদয একভি বায কামথভফফযণী 
যনয়নছ। ংভেপ্ত এআ কামথভফফযণীভি 
উন্যানয সেনত্র খুফ গুরুত্বূণথ এফং 
ফহুস্বভযক। ভিভফনঙ্গয উন্পয়ননয 

প্রভিয়ায় অভরাতাভিক কাজকনভথয 
স্বরূ, কৃভল ফযাফস্থায় ফযানঙ্কয বূভভকা, 
যাজননভতক ভিয বূভভকা, আতযাভদ 
নানা ভফলয় তযন্ত ফাস্তফতায নঙ্গ 
াভজয নয়নছ উন্যান। ভবভজৎ 
সদখানেন দরভত ভনভফথননল 
যাজননভতক ংস্কৃভত নয় নেনছ 
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দাভয়ত্বজ্ঞানীন। পরত সরাকবা, 
ভফধানবা আতযাভদনত জনগনণয 
উন্পয়ননয রনেয সম ভস্ত অআন এফং 
ভযকল্পনা গৃীত য়, তা ফাস্তফায়নন 
কায সতভন দায় সনআ। সজরায 
ভকুভা াক, ভমভন একজন 
দাভয়ত্বীর, স্থানীয় কভথকতথা; একভি 
ভনভদথষ্ট ঞ্চনরয উন্পয়ননয প্রধান চারক 
ভতভন। ভকন্তু ভতভনআ ঋণদান কভথূভচয 
ভাধযনভ যকাভয প্রকনল্পয ফাস্তফায়ননয 
জন্য, স্থানীয়বানফ নীভতভননদথনায জন্য 
সম ভভভিং য় তানত উভস্থত থাকায 
প্রনয়াজন সফাধ কনযননা। ভমভন 
যকানযয অভরা ভননফ সজরা 
প্রাননয প্রভতভনভধত্ব কনযন সআ 
সেুভি ভযাভজনেি রৃ-এক ভদন অনগ 
থ ফনযাধ সভাকাভফরা কযনত ভগনয় 
ভকছু বুর ভদ্ধান্ত ভননয়নছন এফং পরত 
ভতভন খাভনকিা রভিত নয় অনছন। 
তায এআ রিায কথা সকউ মভদ সকাননা 
বানফ সজনন সপনর এআ বনয় ভতভন এআ 
বা সথনক াভরনয় ফাাঁচনত চান। 

াভভগ্রক বানফ উন্পয়নন ফযাঙ্ক এয সম 
আভতফাচক বুভভকা যনয়নছ তা ফযাঙ্ক এয 
ভপাযনদয কথাফাতথায় ভযসু্ফি য় 
না। থথাৎ সকাননা নেআ সকাননা 
অন্তভযকতা সনআ। অয মাযা প্রকল্প 
ফাস্তফায়ননয জন্য কাজ কনয এযা সকউ 
বায় অহুত য় না। ভভভ ভভেত, 

এফং ভধযভফি সশ্রণীয কৃলক ফনরআ এআ 
বাগুভরনত অভিণ ায়, ভকন্তু াধাযণ 
কৃলনকয প্রভতভনভধ সআ বায় োক 
ায় না। এখানন এআ বায 
প্রভতনফদননয ভাধযনভ ভবভজনতয করভ 
সমন এআ প্রশ্ন তুরনত চায়, তানর 
ভতযকানযয উন্পয়ন নফ ভক কনয? 
ভবভজনতয একভি চফভষ্টয র ভতভন 
ভননজ যাভয ভানজয ফা system এয 
ভানরাচনা কনযন না, ভকন্তু 
ভনযনেতায অোনর সথনক ভতভন 
ঘিনানক এভন বানফ তুনর ধনযন মানত 
প্রকৃত ফাস্তফ ছভফিা উন  অন, এফং 
া ক ন্তত ভানরাচনা কযফায 
জায়গায় স াঁনছ মান। া নকয  
সচতনানক এআবানফ ভবভজৎ অঘাত 
কনযন। 
 ন্যভদনক এআ উন্যান উন  
এননছ যকানযয রৃফথরতায সুনমাগ 
ভননয় NGO (Non-government 

organization) ফা সফযকাযী 
ংস্থাগুভরয ফােফােন্ত নয়  া রূ। 

নয়া উভননফফাদী ভফশ্বায়ন মা প্রায় 
৮০/৯০ এয দনক জন্ধ রাব কনযনছ 
এফং এয য সথনকআ াযা ৃভথফীনত 
এআ NGO য একিা ভফনল বুভভকা 
সচানখ েনছ। এআ ংস্থাগুভরয প্রধান 
কাজ নে নানাবানফ f und সজাগাে 
কনয তথাকভথত উন্পয়ননয উনেনে 
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এভগনয় অা। ভকন্তু এয ানথ এগুনরায 
একভি ফযাফাভয়ক রেয থানক। মায 
ভকছু অভযা সনয়ভছ অধুভনক ভকছু 
সরখকনদয যচনায়। এযকভআ একিা 
রেয কভয বগীযথ ভভনশ্রয „অেকাভ ‟ 

উন্যান। এআ উন্যান সদখা সগনছ 
সম „আস্ট নয়স্ট সপাক পাউনণ্ডন‟ 
নাভক অনভভযকান এক NGO, মা 

সরাকংস্কৃভতয চচথা, প্রায, গনফলণা 
আতযাভদ ভননয় কাজ কনয এফং তা 
কযনত ভগনয় সআ ঞ্চনরয গনফলক 
যাজীফনক তায দারার ফা অেকাভ নত 
ভযণত কনয।  অত্মপ্রভতষ্ঠায সভান 
ভধযভফি যাজীফ িভ নয় ন  
পাউনণ্ডননয স্থানীয় কভথকতথা। বগীযথ 
ভভশ্র রেয কনযনছন অনভভযকান 
ংস্থাভিয কভথনক র। গ্রানভয জ 
যর সভনয়নদয নাচ, গান সদভখনয়, 
তানদয নানা stage সদয়ায নানভ এযা 
সকাভি িাকা সযাজগায কযনছ। বগীযথ 
এবানফআ নাফৃত কনযনছন NGO য 
সনভতফাচক বুভভকা। „সভনঘয নদী‟ 

উন্যান ভবভজৎ খুফ ারকাবানফ 
এআ NGO ভূনয বূভভকায য একিা 
নন্দনয বাফ ফযি কনযনছন। সকননা 
ভফশ্বভফদযারনয়য ভেক সজযাভতভথয় 
যানয়য চাকভয সছনে ভদনয় NGO সত 
মিু য়া এফং ভভনভয ভত একজন 
উনদযাগী, ভযশ্রভী ভানুলনক তায 

কভথকানণ্ড াভভর কযায জন্য এত 
উৎা সদখাননায ভনধয সকাথা সমন 
যনয়নছ একিা স্বানথথয সচাযািান। 
ভভনভয ানথ তায ভাষ্টানযয 
কনথাকথননয একিা ং এখানন 
উদ্ধৃত কযা সমনত ানয,  

“মভদ ভতযকানযয কাজ কযনত 

চা, গ্রাভীণ ভানুনলয মথাথথ 
উন্পয়ননয কাজ কযনত চা, 
অভানদয নঙ্গ সমাগ 
সদ।......নস্বোনফা সকউ 
কযনত ফরনছ না সতাভানক। তুভভ 
মা কযছ তাআ কয, সমখানন 
কযছ, সখাননআ কয। ভকন্তু 
অভানদয নঙ্গ ংঘফদ্ধ নয় 
কয। তুভভ এন.ভজ. কয। িাকায 
বাফ নফ না।াযা ৃভথফী 
এআফ কানজয জন্য িাকা 
ভদনে। আদাভনং অভানদয যকায 
 সফযকাভয ংগ ননক নানা 
উন্পয়ননয কানজ ংগ্রণ কযায 
জন্য োকনছ। এন.ভজ.যা 

ৃভথফীনত যাষ্ট্র  যাজনীভতয 
ভফকল্প ভি ভানফ ভাথা তুনর 
দাাঁভেনয়নছ। ভস্ত ৃভথফীয ভস্ত 
যকনভয ভঙ্গরআ অভানদয 
কাভয।” ১ 
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এবানফআ কৃভলনেনত্র ুাঁভজয 
প্রনফ ঘিনছ, াভন্তফানদয ভনধয ুভজাঁয 
নুপ্রনফ ঘিনছ। এআ ুাঁভজয নুপ্রনফ 
কৃলকনদয জন্য এক নতুন ভস্যায ৃভষ্ট 
কযনত ানয। এয পনর সম কৃলনকযা 
ভযশ্রভ কনয উৎাদন কযনফ, তাযা 
তানদয উৎাভদত পর ভননজযা 
ফাজাযজাত কযনত াযনফ না,  তা 
NGOয ভাধযনভ ফাজাযজাত নফ মায 
পনর রাব নফ এআ ংস্থাগুভরযআ। 
থথাৎ নতুন যকনভয একিা প্রজা 
সালনণয, কৃলক সালনণয ফযাফস্থা 
অনছ এআ NGOয মত্রতত্র গভজনয় 
 ায ভনধয ভদনয়, ভবভজৎ সন স্পষ্ট 
বানফ না নর আভঙ্গনতয ভাধযনভ এআ 
সালনণয ফযাাযিানক া নকয াভনন 
তুনরনছন।   
 „সভনঘয নদী‟ উন্যাভি রৄধুআ 

কৃলনকয জীফননয ভযক উন্যা ভাত্র 
নয়, এআ উন্যান সম ভংবাগ ভানুল 
উন  এননছ তাযা প্রধানত ফঙ্গবালী 
ফাঙাভর চভযত্র মাযা প্রায় ফাআ নে 

নভঃূদ্র ম্প্রদায়বুি। এআ নভঃূদ্রযা 
অভানদয ফাঙাভর ভন্দু ভানজ ফাাঁ-
সফনতয কাজ কনয, ভৎ চাল কনয, 
সকউ অফায কৃভলজীফী, ফরা বানরা 
কৃভলশ্রভভক। থথাৎ এনদয সাগুভরয 
সকানিাআ সতভন থথকযী নয়। 
ন্যভদনক ূদ্র ফনগথয ভনধয এযা 

ভনভন্দত  ভনচু ফস্থানন ফা কনয। 
আভতা সথনক জানা মায় মখন ধনভথয 
ভবভিনত সদবাগ য় তখন নভঃূদ্র 
ভানজয ভকংফদন্তী সনতা সমানগন্ ভণ্ডর 
াভকস্তাননক ভথথন কনযন। এিা সমন, 
সম ভন্দু Identity তানক াযাজীফন 
ম্মান কনযনছ, তায ভফরুনদ্ধ এক 
ধযনণয প্রভতফাদ। ভকন্তু এনত সম তায 
জানতয খুফ উন্পয়ন নয়ভছর তা নয়, 
ফযং ফযাভি সমানগন ভণ্ডনরয ভকছু রাব 
নয়ভছর, তা ভতয। ভতভন িভআ 
একিা যাজননভতক ভযভস্থভতয িীেনক 
এ ভযণত নয়ভছনরন, উিযকানর ভতভন 
াভকস্তাননয ভিী নয়ভছনরন। 
উন্যান সমানগন্ ভণ্ডনরয প্রঙ্গ 
অনছ। মাআনাক, এআ নভঃূদ্র জানতয 
সরানকযা খুফ ভযশ্রভী এফং স্ববাফতআ 
এনদয ভনধয সোব সিাধ ভকছুিা সফী। 
ভূরত ভযশ্রনভয মথানমাগয ভূরয না 
ায়ায়আ তানদয ভনধয এআ সিানধয 
জন্ধ নয়নছ। এযা তযন্ত ঐকযফদ্ধ 
জাভত। অয এআ জাভতয একজন 

সদনফাভ ফযাভি নরন সদনফন ভফশ্বা। 
সদনফন ভফশ্বা উদ্ধাস্ত নভঃূদ্র ভানজয 
সনতা। ূফথাভকস্তান সথনক ফথাযা নয় 
অা স্বজাতীয় সরানকনদয 
ুনঃপ্রভতষ্ঠান, তানদয ভননয় জনদ 
গ ন, তানদয ন্পংস্থান, তানদয নতুন 
সদন নতুন বানফ ভথতু কযাআ জীফননয 
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একভাত্র প্রধান উনেে রূন গ্রণ 
কনযনছন সদনফন ভফশ্বা। ভভনভয ানথ 
সুস্থ সদনফন ভফশ্বানয অনরাচনায় 
যনয়নছ এয প্রভাণ, 

“সম ফ ভানুল দণ্ডকাযণয, 

অন্দাভান ভকংফা অানভ াভযনয় 
সগনছ, অভানদয সগাষ্ঠীয ফ 
ভানুল, ফাআনক খুাঁনজ ভননয় 
অফ। এখানন তানদয ঘয কনয 
সদফ, জভভ কনয সদফ।”

২ 

         সদনফন ভফশ্বা মথাথথ নথথআ 
একজন সগাষ্ঠী নায়ক। তাাঁনক কনর 
ভফশ্বা কনয, শ্রদ্ধা কনয, ভানন। ভতভন 
স্কুর গ ন কনযনছন। তাাঁয সগাষ্ঠীয 
সরানকযা মানত োরৄনা কযনত ানয, 
মানত ৃভথফীয নঙ্গ ভযভচত নত ানয 
এআ সচষ্টািা ভতভন কনযনছন। মভদ এিা 
খুফ ভযষ্কায না সম এআ ভস্ত কাজ 
কযায জন্য উদযনভয ানথ সম নথথয 
প্রনয়াজন য়, তা উদ্বাস্ত সদনফন ভফশ্বা 
সকাথা সথনক সজাগাে কনযভছনরন? তনফ 
উন্যা সথনক একথা নুভান কযা 

মায় সম ম্ভফত ভতভন নভঃূদ্র ভানজয 
ভফিারী ভযফানযযআ সরাক ভছনরন। 
অয সআ ানথ সরাকভিয ভনধয 
ফযভিগত প্রভতষ্ঠারানবয সরাবিা ভছর 
ভকছু কভ। রৄধু এিা নয়, এয াাাভ 
ফযাভিজীফনন ভতভন ভকছু নুান 
সভনন চরনতন। ভনম্ননশ্রণীয ভন্দু ভানজ 

সম নতা, সম ন ম্পকথ, নফধ ম্পকথ 
আতযাভদ ভননয় এতিা স্পথকাতয সনআ, 
মতিা তথাকভথত উচ্চফগথীয়নদয ভনধয 
যনয়নছ। এয প্রভাণ অভযা তাযাঙ্কনযয 
ভফভবন্প উন্যানয ভনধয সনয়ভছ। 
ভকন্তু সদনফন ভফশ্বা এনকফানযআ 
ভউভযিান ভানভকতায সরাক ভছনরন। 
ভতভন তাাঁয সশ্রণীয উন্পয়ননয জন্য 
ভননজনক মথাম্ভফ এ ভস্ত ফযাায 
সথনক দূনয যাখায সচষ্টা কনযনছন, এফং 
ুত্র ভভভনক এআ যাভথআ 
ভদনয়নছন। 
 ভভভ সদনফন ভফশ্বানয মথাথথ 
উিযাভধকাযী। স ভস্ত ভানুলনক 
ভননজয ানথ ভননয় চরনত সচনয়নছ। স 
যাজননভতক সনতা নত চায়ভন। স 
একজন নতুন entrepreneur, স 
সদনফক নয়। তাআ স ভাস্টাযনক 
ফনর, 

“চাকযী কভযভন, একথা ভ ক নয় 

স্যায। া কযায য সফ 
ভকছুভদননয চাকয খুাঁনজভছ। 

কযফায ভত উমিু চাকভয াআ 
ভন। অয অভভ ভ ক গ্রাভ 
উন্পয়ননয কাজ কযভছ না স্যায। 
গ্রাভাঞ্চনর সম ফ কানজ য়া 
অনছ, সআ ফ কাজ অনানদয 
কাচ সথনক সখা ভফদযাফুভদ্ধ ভদনয় 
রৄরু কনযভছ। মভদ পর আ 
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ননক ভানুল উকৃত নফ। 
অভায সযাজগায নফ। 
সস্বোনফক য়ায ভনতা সতা 
াভযফাভযক ফস্থা অভায নয় 
স্যায।”

৩  

        এআ কাজ, এআ সচষ্টা কযনত 
ভগনয় স তায সগাভষ্ঠয এফং সগাভষ্ঠয 
ফাআনযয সফ ভকছু ভানুনলয 
কভথংস্থাননয ফযফস্থা কনয ভননয়নছ। ভকন্তু 
যকাভয রারভপতায ফাাঁধন সম কীবানফ 
ভভনভয ভত ভানুনলয ভযশ্রভী 
কভথকাণ্ডনক ননকভয় ভফপর কনয 
ভদনত ানয এয প্রভাণ যনয়নছ „সভনঘয 
নদী‟ উন্যান। ভভভ তায ভস্যা 

ভননয় প্রনতযকিা ফযাঙ্ক এ সগনছ। ফযাঙ্ক 
এয ভনয়ভ ভনত ভাছ ভাযায ভয় র 
পাল্গুন ভা, তাআ প্রফর খযায় চজযষ্ঠ 
ভানআ জনরয বানফ ভাছ ভযনত রৄরু 
কযনর ভাছ তনুর ভফভি কযা চরনফ 
না। এভদনক ভভনভয িাকা ফাভক নয 
অনছ ফযাফাদাযনদয কানছ, তানক 
িাকা ভদনত নফ নননকয। এভন 

ফস্থায় ফাস্তনফয নঙ্গ এনকফানয 
ম্পকথীন াভাভজক, যাজননভতক  
প্রাভনক ফযাফস্থায চান ভভভ াভযনয় 
সপরনছ তায অত্মভফশ্বা। উৎাদননয 
ৃঙ্খরায় িভআ ঘুণ ধযনছ মথাথথ 
ফযাফস্থানায বানফ। ভভভ তায 
শ্রভভকনদয িাকা ভদনত াযনছ না, 

ফযাফাদাযযা তায ানা িাকা ভদনে 
না, ন্যভদনক ফযাঙ্ক এয ভকভস্তনত স 
ভননজআ ভদনত াযনছ না। চানয ভনধয 
অনছ ভভভ। এআ চািা ৃভষ্ট নয়নছ 
ভূরত মথাথথ ভযকল্পনায বানফ। 
উন্যানয ভভভিংিা এখানন খুফ জরুযী। 
সরখক প্রথনভআ ফনরনছন সম „বা না 
ফনর ভভভিং ফরা বানরা‟। বায ভনধয 

একিা ফে ফযাায থানক থথাৎ বায় 
প্রচুয ভানুনলয ংগ্রনণয ফযাায 
থানক। অয ভভভিং ভুভষ্টনভয় ভকছু 
ভানুনলয মাভিক উভস্থভত  তনতাভধক 
মাভিক এজযান্োয ভনধযআ ীভাফদ্ধ 
থানক। 
 ভূরত কৃলক জীফননয ভস্যা 
ংকি, ভযকল্পনাভফীন উন্পয়ন এফং 
এআ ভযকল্পনাভফীন উন্পয়ননয পনর 
ভফভবন্প কাজকভথ গ্রাভাঞ্চনর কীবানফ নষ্ট 
নয় মানে, এয ফণথনা যনয়নছ 
উন্যাভিনত। জনজীফননয নঙ্গ 
একফানযআ ম্পকথীন যাজননভতক 
কতথাফযাভিযা কীবানফ কাগনজ নত্র 

উন্পয়ণ কনয ভননেন এফং মায পনর 
ভভনভয ভত কভথনদযাভী ভানুনলয 
কভথমজ্ঞ ভফপনর মানে সালনণয ভনধয 
নয ভভনভয ভত উদযভী ভানুল, 
ভভেত সছনর চা াভরানত াযনছ 
না উন্যাভিয এভি একভি প্রধান 
ভফলয়। অয এআ ভফলয়ভিয উন্যান 
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দাে কযাননায সেনত্র একভি ভস্যায 
ভদক রূন সদখা ভদনয়নছ সম নতা। এআ 
সম নতা এননছ একভি ধলথনণয ঘিনা, 
একভি ভযভস্থভতগত প্রভিয়ায ভধয 
ভদনয়। এআ ঘিনাভিয ফণথনা কযনত ভগনয় 
সরখক ফনরনছন কীবানফ সফদনাতথ 
তিােন্প ভভনভয খুনর যাখা ানিথয 
নকি সথনক িাকা চুভযয কযায সরানব 
ঘনয স ানক সাভরয়ানদয সভনয় উিযা, 
সম ভভনভয খাভাে ফাভেযআ এক ভ নক 
ভঝ ফা কভথচাযী। িাকািা ভননত স 
ংনকাচ কযনছ, বয় ানে, অয এআ 
ফনযআ সজনগ সগনছ ভভভ। সজনগ স 
সচায ধনযনছ। সচায ধযনত ভগনয় াভান্য 
ভফদ্ধস্ত নয়নছ উিযায সাাক। অয 
এয যআ ঘিনছ ভভনভয কতৃথক 
উিযানক ধলথনণয ঘিনা। এআ ঘিনানক 
উন্যানয প্রায় প্রধান রূন সদখানেন 
সরখক। এিা ভক এনকফানযআ 
উনেেীন সবনফ? ভবভজৎ সননয 
যচনায় সদখা সগনছ সম ভস্যানক একভি 
ন্যভাত্রা সদয়ায জন্য সরখক ফযফায 

কনযনছন সম নতানক। সম নতা, 
সম নদৃনেয ফণথনা এগুভরয ফণথনায় 
সরখক আভঙ্গনত ভফশ্বাী নন, ভফফযনণ 
ভফশ্বাী। থচ ভফফযনণয ভনধয এভন 
একধযনণয বাভলক ংমভ থানক সম দীঘথ 
ফণথনা নে তা ণথগ্রাভপয স্তনয 
সাাঁছায় না। এ সরখনকয একিা 

যচনায সক র। এআ কাভ, সম নতা, 
এফনক এতিা ফণথনা না কযনর 
সরখনকয উন্যানয ভল্পভভদ্ধ ঘিত 
ফনর অভযা ভফশ্বা কভয। তনফ 
সম নতায এআ ভতকভথত প্রঙ্গ সম 
সরখনকয যচনায রৃফথরতা তা ফরা মায় 
না। সকননা তা কখনআ নয় ন  না। 
 ভবভজৎ সন ভভভনক 
ফযভিচভযত্র ভানফ গনে সতারায 
প্রনয়াজনন, ভভভ সম সদফতা নয় একথা 
স্পষ্টবানফ ফুভঝনয় সতারায প্রনয়াজনন, 
ভভনভয সম অয াাঁচিা াধাযণ 
ভানুনলয ভতআ চাভদা যনয়নছ তা 
সদখাননায জন্য ভভনভয এআ কাজভিনক 
একধযননয মভুিগ্রাহ্যতায সদয়ায সচষ্টা 
কনযনছন। সরখক এক দু্ভত মভুি 
ভদনয়নছন এখানন। ভতভন ফনরনছন 
ভভনভয াযা জীফন ধনয ভনম্ননশ্রণীয 
ভানুল নয় থাকায মিণায কথা- 

“ভস্ত ৃভথফীয ভফরুনদ্ধ তায 

প্রভতনানধয অকাঙ্খা াযা 
জীফন ধনয ফাঙাভরক উচ্চফনণথয 

কাচ সথনক ায়া তায ূক্ষ্ম  
স্থূর ঘৃণা, স্কুর সথনক 
ভফশ্বভফদযারয় মথন্ত দীঘথ মাত্রানথ 
ংযেণ সুভফধায জন্য ায়া 
সেল, ভান, সিাধ, ভফগত 
ভতনভানয সম ন মাত্রানথ 
ংযেণ সুভফধায জন্য 
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িভফধথভান খযা  উিীভফত 
দাফদা তায যীয  ভনন এভন 
এক ভফভচত্র অরনকভভ ৃভষ্ট কযর 
মা তায জাগ্রত সচতনানক, তায 
অত্মাননক এফং সদনফন 
ভফশ্বানক মুথদস্ত কনয সপরর। 
তায ভননজনক ভনন র 
সস্বোচানযয ভধকায জথন কযা 
এক প্রফর ফযাভবচাভয।”

৪
  

  
এখানন সমন উন্যানয কথক 

তাাঁয নায়নকয যো কযায জন্যআ এভন 
মভুিজার যচনা কনযনছন। এখানন 
অনযকভি প্রনঙ্গয উনেখ অনত 
ানয। ভভনভয ভত কাজফথস্ব ভানুনলয 
সনারী ভভরায ফাভেনত মায়া সকন? 
এআ ঘিনাভি অনর যফতথী ঘিনাভিনক 
ভফশ্বানমাগয কনয গনে সতারায জন্যআ 
উন্যান এননছ। এআ অধা সদফতা, 
অধা ফতায ভভভ সম যিভাংনয 
সদানল গুনণ ভভনর একভি ভানুল তাআ 
সমন সরখক এখানন সদখানত চাআনছন। 

তাআন ফনু্ন গুআন্দুয ানথ উভস্থত য় 
সআ সনারী ভভরায ঘনয। সআ 
ভভরায ভদনক অকৃষ্ট নয় ভভভ মখন 
তায কানছ সমনত গ্রয য়, তখন স 
অয়নায় সদখনত ায় সদনফন ভফশ্বানয 
প্রভতেভফ। এ রৄধুআ সদনফন ভফশ্বানয 
প্রভতেভফ নয়, এ সদনফন ভফশ্বানয 

ভো, ংস্কায, দাভয়ত্বনফাধ। সদনফন 
ভফশ্বা তানক ভভখনয়নছন, ভাজ 
সনতানক াধাযণ ভানুনলয ভত চরনর 
নফ না, তাআ মখনআ ফাাঁধাধযা ভনয়নভয 
ফাআনয একিু উনিজনা, একিু 
নফধতায ভদনক ভানুনলয প্রানণয 
স্বাবাভফক সঝাাঁকফত গ্রয নয়নছ 
ভভভ, তখনআ তায াভনন তজথনী তনুর 
াভজয নয়নছন সদনফন ভফশ্বা। এ 
তাযআ ভফনফক দংননয প্রভতেভফ। 

সরখক ভভভ চভযত্র যচনায 
সেনত্র নুুঙ্খ ফণথনায ভধয ভদনয় 
ফাযফায এিাআ প্রভাণ কযনত সচনয়নছন 
সম, স সকাননা আউনিাভয়া ফা রীক-
ফাস্তফ-স্বপ্নভয় চভযত্র নয়, স ভানুল। 
ভভভ ভচি রৃফথর এক মফুক, মায 
রৃফথরতায একভি ভফনল ভদক অনছ। 
নাযীয স্তননয প্রভত তায প্রফর অগ্র 
াযাজীফনন, তায উয ত্নীয 
গবথাফস্থায় তায ানথ স্বাবাভফক দূযত্ব, 
াযাভদননয ভযশ্রনভ ভফভ্রান্ত ফস্থা, 
তন্ােন্প ফস্থায় তায স্বনপ্নয ফণথনা 

এভস্ত ভকছুয ভনধযআ যনয়নছ সম নতায 
নুঙ্গ। ফ ভভভরনয় সদনফন ভফশ্বা 
যাবূত নয়নছন। এখানন প্রশ্ন জানগ 
তানর ভক ভবভজৎ সননয উনেে 
রৄধুভাত্র এআ ধলথনণয ঘিনাভিনক ভথথন 
কযায ভনধযআ ীভাফদ্ধ? উন্যাভি 
নচতন া নকয দৃভষ্টনত েনর সদখা 
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মায়, সগািা ফযাাযভি ভবভজৎ ফযাফায 
কনযনছন ন্য একভি উনেনে, ন্য 
একভি ফযাায উন্যান ভননয় অায 
জন্য।  

প্রথভত এআ ঘিনাভি দযকায 
একভি ভস্যানক ভচিীত কযায জন্য। 
উিযা ধভলথত না নয় ন্য সকাননা সভনয় 
ধভলথত নর ফযাাযিা এভন দাাঁোত না। 
সভনয়ভি সাভরয়ানদয য়া দযকায, 
সভনয়ভি যাজফংীনদয য়া দযকায, 
সকননা উিযফনঙ্গয কাভতাুভয 
অনন্দারননক অখযাননয িননািন তুনর 
অননত নফ, সচষ্টা কযনত নফ তায 
মথাথথ স্বরূ ন্নাননয। এআ দায় ভাজ-
নচতন সরখক ভবভজৎ সননয। াযা 
উিয-ূফথাঞ্চনর গত ভত্র-চভে ফছনযয 
প্রধান ভস্যা র Identity ফা 
ভস্তনত্বয ন্নান। প্রনতযকিা সছাি সছাি 
জননগাষ্ঠী তায ভস্তত্বনক ুনরুদ্ধায 
কযনত চাআনছ, এফং মখন সদখনছ সম 
তায ংস্কৃভত, তায স্বাতিয, তায বালা, 
তায অত্মভযচয় সকাননা না সকাননা 

বানফ অিান্ত নে প্রভতনফী 
েভতাারী ভিয দ্বাযা, তখন তাযা 
স্বতি যাজয চাআনছ, স্বতি ঞ্চর 
চাআনছ, কখন চাআনছ সগািা যাষ্ট্র। 
ভেভাা, ভায, ভযয়াং, চাকভা কনরআ 
থথাৎ উিয-ূফথবাযনতয ভফভচত্র 
জননগাষ্ঠী অত্মভযচয় ুনরুদ্ধানযয জন্য 

স্ত্র অনন্দারননয ভদনক মানে, মানে 
ভফভেন্পতাফাদী অনন্দারননয ভদনক। এআ 
অনন্দারননয প্রভিয়া, এআ জাভতগ ননয 
প্রভিয়া post-colonial জাভত গ ননয 
প্রভিয়া রূন ভচভিত নত ানয। এআ 
উিয ূফথ বাযনতয জাভত গ ননয 
প্রভিয়ায় সকাচ ফা যাজফংীযা ভনজস্ব 
ভবজ্ঞান ফা অত্মভযচনয়য ন্নানন 
ব্রভত নয়নছন। অিাসু (All Assam 

Koch Rajbansi Students Union) 

অভানদয ভিভ অানভয এক প্রফর 
ভিভান ছাত্র ংগ ন। এআ ংগ নআ 
ভিভফনঙ্গ কাভতাুভয নানভ খযাত। 
সকাকোঝায ঞ্চর  সগায়ারাোয 
একিা ং ভননয়, ফাংরানদনয যংুয 
সথনক ভফানযয ুভণথয়া মথন্ত এফং সগািা 
উিযফঙ্গ জুনে ফযাক ানয 
যাজফংীনদয ফা। এআ যাজফংীযা 
অানভয ভফভবন্প ঞ্চনর ভভয়া, 
অফায ভভরগুভেনত-সকাচভফানয-
ভদনাজুনয-ভারদানত ভননজয ফাভেনত, 
স্ববূভভনত তাযা ফাঙাভর ভযচনয় ফা 

কনয। থচ তাযা সভাঙ্গরনয়ে, অয 
ফাঙাভর নে ভেক ভভভশ্রত জননগাষ্ঠী। 
এআ কাভতাুভয অনন্দারনভিনক এক 
ন্য ভাত্রা সদফায জন্য ঘিনাভিনক তুনর 
অনা নয়নছ উন্যান। প্রথনভ এআ 
সাভরয়ানদয সভনয়য ধলথনণয ফণথনা, 
তাযয ব্রনজন যানয়য ফৃিান্ত। কত কত 
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ফাঙাভর ভানুল আউভনয়ননয নানভ কাজ 
কনয না, ভকন্তু ভফচায নর চাকভয মায় 
সকফর যাজফংী ব্রনজন যানয়য। ভতভন 
সদখানেন যাজফংীযা ভনমথাভতত। 
ভবভজৎ তাআ ফনর সকান জাভত-সগাষ্ঠীয 
ভফেন্পতানক ভথথন কনযন না, ভকন্তু এআ 
অনন্দারননয সপ্রভেতভি যচনায় তুনর 
ধনয ভতভন সদখানত চাআনছন সম 
স্পথকাতয ভনয় একভি াধাযণ 
ঘিনা, একজন ুরুনলয দ্বাযা নাযী 
ভনমথাতন ভাত্র নয় থানক না, ফযং নয় 
মায় ফাঙাভর ুরুনলয দ্বাযা যাজফংী 
নাযীয উয অিভণ। যাজফংী ভাজ 
তাআ ফন্ন োনক, যাস্তা ফনযাধ কনয, 
ভফনদ্রা কনয। এআ বানফ গত ভফ 
ফৎয ধনয চরনত থাকা যাজফংীনদয 
স্বতি সকাচ যানজযয জন্য অনন্দারননয 
ছভফ উন  অন উন্যান। এআ ভফলয়ভি 
উন্যান স্থান ায়ায় এভি সকফর 
কৃলক জীফন ভবভিকতায ভনধয ীভাফদ্ধ 
নয় থানক ভন, সনয়নছ নতুন ভাত্রা। 
উন্যান মিু নয়নছ ফাস্তফতায 

অনযকভি তর, স ভভনভয স রুনল 
ভুগ্ধ নয়ভছর, ভকন্তু ভভভ মখন তানক 
ভস্ত ভি ভদনয় সচন ধযনরা, তখন 
সভনয়ভিয ভুখ সথনক একভি অতথ 
ভচৎকায (ভভনভয মা „ীৎকায‟ ফনর 

ভনন নয়ভছর) ফযাভতত অয সকান 
অয়াজআ সফনযার না, এফং তায য 

সথনক সগািা উন্যান জুনে সভনয়ভি 
সফাফা নয়আ থাকর। উন্যানয 
যাান  উন  অনরা ভনম্নফনগথয 
ধভলথতা সভনয়য ভবনমাগ সানফায কান 
অভানদয বয যানষ্ট্রয অজ চতভয 
য়ভন। উিযানক সকনন্ সযনখ 
অখযানভিয একভি নাযীনচতনাফাদী বাষ্য 
যচনা কযা ম্ভফ। ন্যভদনক ভভনভয 
স্ত্রী ভভনভারায প্রঙ্গভি এখানন উন  
অনত ানয, উিযা ভভেত, 
অভদফাী সভনয়। ভকন্তু ভভনভারা ত 
ভভেত, যানজযয ভেক ভনমুভিয 
যীোয় স উিথীণথ নয়নছ 
বানরাবানফআ। ধলথক, ভফশ্বাঘাতক 
স্বাভীয ানথ অয থাকনত াযনফ না 
ফনর স্কুনর চাকভয ভননয় দূনয সকাথা 
চনর মাফায কথা ফনর ভভনভারা। ভকন্তু 
যভহুুনতথআ সুজাতা ভদভদভভনয ভুনখ, 

“তা ছাো সতানদয সছনর অনছ। 

তায কানছ বভফষ্যনত জফাফভদভ 
কযনত নত ানয।”৫      

এআ াভান্য কথায় স দনভ 

মায় সকন। নাযীয এআ ফদভন অনর 
ুরুলতাভিক ভানজয ফহুভুখী 
সালনণযআ পর। 
        মাআনাক, ভভনভয সক 
ভনস্পভি য় ম্ভফত দ-নননযা াজায 
িাকায়। ভকন্তু একথা জানা ফাকী সথনক 
মায় সম, উিযা ভক অনদ  বয় 
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সনয়ভছর, স অনদ  ভক সচনয়ভছর? 
অভানদয ভানজ প্রাভন্তক নাযীয ফস্থান 
সকাথায়? তাাঁনক ভননয় যাজনীভত য়, 
যাস্তা ফনযাধ য়, তানক সকন্ কনযআ 
চতুথথ ফনগথয কভথচাযী ভানজয সনতা 
নয় ন , তানক ভননয় ভফার ফিৃতা 
য়, ভকন্তু সভনয়ভিয অয়াজ অয সানা 
মায় না, সভনয়ভিয ভুখ অয সদখা মায় 
না। নানান যকনভয ফাতথায ভনধয ভদনয় 
সালণভূরক ভানজয নানা নাচাযনক 
নাফৃত কযায সচষ্টা কনযনছন সরখক 
তাাঁয এআ „সভনঘয নদী‟ উন্যান। 

উন্যা সছাট ভযনয ফাস্তফতায 
একিা ফহুভাভত্রক ছভফ নয় উন নছ। 
এখাননআ ভবভজনতয াথথকতা। 
ভবভজৎ একিা গনল্প সকফর ভননিার 
গল্পআ ফনরন না, সকননা রৄধুভাত্র 
কাভভন গ্রন্থনা তাাঁয উনেে নয়। ভতভন 
সআ গল্পভি কামথকাযণ ূনত্র সগাঁনথ তাাঁয 
একিা ভনভদথষ্ট ভযণভত দান তাাঁয দায় 
নয়। তাআ কাভভনয সনল ভভভ-
ভভনভারা ভক র তা জানা মায় না, 

মভদ ভফচানযয ফাণী নীযনফ ভনবৃনত 
কাাঁনদ, থথাৎ সাভরয়া সভনয়ভি উমিু 
ভফচায ায় না, এভন আভঙ্গনত ায়া 
মায়। ভকন্তু গল্পভি সল কযায দাভয়ত্ব 
সরখক সনন না।  
        „সভনঘয নদী‟ সক উন্যা না 

ফনর একিা ফে গল্পআ ফরা সমনত 

ানয। ভকছু ভকছু narration দীঘথ তাআ 
অকানয ভকছুিা ফে নয়নছ। একভদনক 
কাভতাুভয অনন্দারন, একভদনক প্রাভন্তক 
নাযীয ফস্থান, াাাভ ভানজ 
ভধযভফি নাযীয ফস্থান এআবানফ নানা 
ভদক সথনক ফাস্তফতায নানা ভাত্রা এআ 
উন্যাভিনত ধযা নযনছ। অভযা 
সদনখভছ সম ভবভজৎ সকফর কাভভনআ 
ফনরনছন না, ফযং কাভভনয ন্তফথয়নন 
সদ-কানরয মথাথথ ফাস্তফতানকআ 
প্রভতভফভম্বত কনযনছন। সরখক তাাঁয 
যচনায় ভনয়য ন্তথফতৃ ফাস্তফতায কর 
ভাত্রানকআ নাফৃত কযায সচষ্টা কনযন। 
তযন্ত ভয় নচতন সরখক ভতভন। তাাঁয 
যচনায উজীফয ভফলয় র ভানুনলয 
দ্বাযা ভানুনলয সালণ। এআ ভফলয়িানকআ 
অভযা সফাঝায সচষ্টা কযফ অভানদয 
গনফলণায ভধয ভদনয়। ফাস্তফতা ম্বনন্ন 
সরখনকয ভনজস্ব ভকছু ফিফয অনছ। 
ফাস্তফ কীবানফ ভনভভথত য়, তথাকভথত 
অধুভনক াভভতযনকযা ফাস্তফনক কীবানফ 
ভনভথাণ কনযন। তাাঁয কানছ ফাস্তফ ভানন 

জস্র খুাঁভিনাভি ঘিনায ভাায। সশ্রণী 
ভবভিক ভানজ একনতুন ফাস্তফতায 
প্রচায কনযন ভবভজৎ সন। অয তাাঁয 
এআ ফাস্তফম্বন্নীয় বাফনায াথথক 
উদাযণ র তাাঁয „সভনঘয নদী‟ 

উন্যা। 
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রবীন্দ্রনাথের ধমম ও সমাজ ববষয়ক ভাবনাাঃ বনবমাবিত ‘বিবিথে’র প্রেবিথত 
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কবফলও, ফাাংরা মফবাক 

াঅাভ মফশ্বমফদ্যারয়, মরঘয 
 

Abstract 
           If we follow we will see that one third of Rabindranath‟s Poetry are 

indication of expand of literature of letters. Viewing the subject variant of 

multiple thinking of the literature of letters, it seems that Rabindra paragraph 

could not get full form if he did not present it to us. In his every letters we see 

subject variant. Religion, Society, city life, Independence of women, 

Education, thinking about nature, love; nothing left in his script. All letters 

written by him in different time are contained in books named “Chinnopotro”, 

“Bhanusinger Potro”, Russiaer Chiti”. His first countable Book “Europe 

Probashis Potro”, describes the story of his England journey at teenage. In 

spite of these the number of letters which are written addressing to his wife, 

son, relative-friend, pal, colleague & co-operator, are not a lesser quantity; 

some of these are attached in the book “Chiti Patra”.Where we find 

Rabindranath as a human being.  

          Answers toward questions of Hemantabala Devi (Beloved, personable, 

Hemantabala is daughter of zaminder Brojendrakishore Roychoudhury of 

Moimonsing District of Gouripur, & wife of zaminder Brojendrakanta of 

Rongpur Bhitorbongo. She left her family & had become Baishnav, and in 

alias name communicated with Rabindranath through writing letters, 

appreciated for “Sesher kabita” & thus starts corresponding by Rabindranath 

of miscellaneous religious &  socialism questions, we find the thinking of 

Rabindranath about religion & society.  

           Rabindranath thinks the dirt of body clean through taking bath, but the 

thinking about clean of mind through taking bath is nothing but foolishness. 

So, estimating any community as worthless is a sin. All people in spite of 

different cast & creed should understand that God is devoted always for every 

era, not let think them personal property which degrades God. If this thinking 
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will not become clearly known to all, till then in ‟India‟ Gods are degraded, 

Human being are degraded; never this defame will go away. 

 

যফীন্দ্রনাবেয কদ্য যঘনায প্রায় এও 
তৃতীয়াাং চুবে রক্ষয ওযা মায় তাাঁয 
ত্রামবতযয ফযামি এাআ ত্রামবতযয 
মফলয়-বফমঘত্র বাফনায ফরভুঔী প্রওা-ঐশ্বময 
দদ্বঔ ভবন য় দমন যফীন্দ্র যঘনা য়বতা ফা 
ূর্যাঙ্গ রূ দত না, মমদ্ না এাআ 
ত্রামতয মতমন াঅভাবদ্য াঈায মদ্বতন। 
তাাঁয প্রমতমি মঘমিবত াঅভযা দদ্ঔবত াাআ 
মফলয়-বফমঘত্র। ধভয, ভাচ, ল্লীচীফন, 
নাযীয স্বাতন্ত্র্য, মক্ষা, প্রওৃমতবঘতনা, দপ্রভ 
দওাবনা মওঙুাআ ফাদ্ বেমন তাাঁয দরঔনীবত। 
তাাঁয মফমবন্ন ভবয় মরমঔত ত্রগুমর স্থান 
দবয়বঙ „মঙন্নত্র‟, „বানুমাংবয ত্র‟ 
„যাময়ায মঘমি‟ াআতযামদ্ মফমবন্ন গ্রবে। তাাঁয 
প্রেভ কর্নীয় গ্রে „াআাঈবযা প্রফাীয ত্র‟, 
বওবাবয তাাঁয াআাংরযাণ্ড ভ্রভবর্য ওামমন এবত 
ফমর্যত। এঙাো ত্মী, ুত্র, াঅত্মীয়-ফনু্ধ, 
সুরদ্, ওভযী  বমাকীবদ্য মতমন মত 
মঘমি দরবঔন তায মযভার্ ওভ নয়, 
ফরঔণ্ড „মঘমিত্র‟ গ্রবে তাযা গ্রমেত। ভানুল 
যফীন্দ্রনাবেয মযঘয় াঅবঙ মাবত। 
        যফীন্দ্রনাে ওতৃযও দভন্তফারা 
দদ্ফীবও (যফীন্দ্রনাবেয দস্দধন্যা, 
ফযামিত্বভয়ী দভন্তফারা ভয়ভনমাং দচরায 
দকৌযীুবযয চমভদ্ায ব্রবচন্দ্রমওবায 
যায়বঘৌধুযীয ওন্যা  যাংুয মবতযফবঙ্গয 
চমভদ্ায ব্রবচন্দ্রওান্ত যায়বঘৌধুযীয স্ত্রী, মতমন 
াংায তযাক ওবয বফষ্ণফ ধভয গ্রর্ 
ওবযমঙবরন এফাং ঙদ্মনাবভ যফীন্দ্রনােবও ত্র 
মরবঔ তাাঁয „দমাকাবমাক‟, দবলয ওমফতা‟য 
চন্য ামবনন্দন জ্ঞান ওবযন এফাং দাআ 

ূবত্রাআ তাাঁবদ্য ত্র মফমনভয় রৄরু।) তাাঁয 
মফমবন্ন যওভ ধভযীয়  াভামচও প্রবেয 
প্রবদ্য় াঈত্তবয যফীন্দ্রনাবেয ধভয  ভাচ 
মফলয়ও মঘন্তাভূ প্রওামত। 
         „মঘমিবত্র‟য নফভ ঔবণ্ড ান্তবুযি 
দভন্তফারা দদ্ফীবও মরমঔত প্রেভ, মিতীয়, 
তৃতীয়, ঘতুেয, ঞ্চভ, লষ্ঠ, িভ, াষ্টভ 
বত্র যফীন্দ্রনাে ফাযফায দম-ওোমি ফরবত 
দঘবয়বঙন, তা বরা বাযতফলযীয় 
মন্দুভাবচয ধভয  াঅঘাবযয ািযফায। 
দাআ ািযফাবযয পবর ভাবচ াননবওযয 
ৃমষ্ট বয়বঙ। মতমন দভন্তফারাবও াষ্টভ বত্র 
চানান--- 

“......... ভস্ত ৃমেফীয ভবধয 
এওভাত্র বাযতফবলযাআ বকফানবও 
ূচায দক্ষবত্র চাবতয দফোয় মফবি 
ওযা বয়বঙ ােযাৎ দমঔাবন ত্রুযা 
দভরফায ামধওায যাবঔ, মন্দুযা 
দঔাবন মভরবত াবয না। এাআ 
ভভযামন্তও মফবেবদ্ মন্দুযা বদ্ বদ্ 
যাবুত। তাযা ফযচবনয াইশ্বযবও 
ঔফয ওবয মনবচবদ্য ঙ্গু ওবযবঙ---
ভানুলবও মন্দু ভাচ াফভাননায 
িাযা দূ্য ওবয মদ্বয়বঙ ওবরয দঘবয় 
রজ্জায মফলয় এাআ দম দাআ াফভাননা 
ধবভযয নাবভাআ।” (মঘমিত্র ৯. ৃাঃ ৩১০-
৩১১) 

      মতমন াঅফায িভ বত্র (বভন্তফারা 
দদ্ফীয ত্র) এওচায়কায় ফবরন দম ফাহ্য 
াঅঘায ভানুবল ভানুবল দবদ্ খিায় এফাং 
ভানফ দপ্রবভয ভাছঔাবন প্রাঘীয দতাবর, 
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াইশ্বযপ্রদ্ত্ত ফুমিবও াফজ্ঞা ওবয াবস্ত্রয 
াক্ষয ফাাঁঘাফায চবন্য ঔুবনাঔমুন ওযবত 
াগ্রয য়, তাবও ফচযন ওবয নামস্তও ধভয 
গ্রর্ ওযবত তাাঁয দওাবনা রজ্জা দনাআ। মতমন 
মমুিয প্রমত াঅস্থা, ভানুবলয প্রমত শ্রিা, 
ভানফবপ্রভ এাআমিবওাআ ভানফচীফবনয ফে 
তয ফবর দচবনবঙন। তাাঁয দৃ্মষ্টবত চামত-
ধভয মনমফযববল ভানফচামত এওাআ ধামযত্রীভায 
ন্তান, ওাবচাআ ৃেও ভবনাবাফ াঅািাাআ 
ানুমঘত।  
 লষ্ট বত্র মতমন ফবরবঙন মন্দু 
ভাবচয াননবওযয ওো। মওন্তু এাআ াননওয 
ভুরভান, মিষ্টান ভাবচয দনাআ। মতমন 
ফবরন--- 

“ভুরভান, ধবভয এও, াঅঘাবয এও, 
ফাাংরায ভুরভান, ভাদ্রাবচয 
ভুরভান, াঞ্জাবফয ভুরভান এফাং 
বাযতফবলযয ফাাআবযয ভুরভান 
ভাবচয ফাাআ এও, মফবদ্ াঅবদ্ 
ফাাআ এও বয় দ্াাঁোবত াবয, 
এবদ্য বঙ্গ বাঙ্গাঘুবযা মন্দু চাত 
াযবফ না।” (মঘমিত্র ৯, ৃাঃ ২০৮-
২০৯) 

াঅয াঅভযা প্রায়াআ ভাবচয এাআ ধবভযয 
াধামভযওতায চন্যাআ রক্ষয ওময, প্রায়াআ 
াভামচও াম্মান দেবও ফাাঁঘায চন্য 
মনম্নবশ্রমর্য মন্দুযা ভুরভান এফাং মিষ্টান 
বে। মওন্তু বািাোয বঘতন্য দনাআ। 
 ঙুৎভাকয, াঅঘায, াংস্কায-এফাআ 
াঅভাবদ্য ওাবঙ ফবো, তযধভয াঅভাবদ্য 
ওাবঙ এচন্যাআ ফবো নয়। রৄমঘতা যক্ষায 
চন্য াঅভযা ভানুলবও দূ্বয দিমওবয় যামঔ। 
এাআ প্রবঙ্গ াভযা যায়বও মরমঔত 

যফীন্দ্রনাবেয এওমি বত্রয ওো স্মযর্ 
ওযবত াময। মতমন দঔাবন াস্ধৃশ্যতা, 
ধবভযয াপ্রবয়াবকয প্রমত মধক্কাযফার্ী ফলযর্ 
ওবয ফবরন--- 

“প্রফাদ্ াঅবঙ ওোয় মঘবোঁ দববচ না। 
দতভমন ওোয দওৌবর াম্মান তা 
প্রভার্ য় না। কুকুযবও স্ধয ওময, 
ভানুবলয স্ধয ফাাঁমঘবয় ঘমর। মফোর 
াআাঁরৃয ঔায়, াঈমেষ্ট দঔবয় াঅব, দঔবয় 
াঅঘভন ওবয না, তদ্ফস্থায় ব্রাহ্মর্ীয 
দওাবর এব ফবর কৃওভয ারৄমঘ য় 
না। ভাঙ নানা ভমরন দ্রফয দঔবয় 
োবও, দাআ ভাঙবও াঈদ্যস্থ ওবযন 
ফাগামর ব্রাহ্মর্, তাবত দদ্ব দদ্াল 
স্ধয য় না। ... াঈচ্চফবর্যয ভানুল 
দমফ রৃষ্কৃমত ওবয োবও তায িাযা 
তাবদ্য ঘমযত্র ওরুমলত বর 
দদ্ফভমন্দবয তাবদ্য াফাদ্ প্রবফ।” 
(যফীন্দ্রনাবেয মঘন্তাচকৎ ভাচমঘন্তা-য 
ান্তকযত ভমতরার যায়বও মরমঔত ত্র, ৃাঃ 
২৫৬) 

     যফীন্দ্রনাবেয ভবত, চামত ধভয 
মনমফযববল ওর দদ্বয ওর চামত ভান, 
চাবতয দদ্াাাআ মদ্বয় ওাাঈবও ীনজ্ঞান ওযা 
াঈমঘৎ নয় তাাঁয ভবত। “ফায াঈবয ভানুল 
তয তাায াঈবয নাাআ” মকু মকুান্ত দেবও 
এওো ফরা বে যফীন্দ্রনাে এাআ ভবত 
এওভত। এ ফার্ী মবুকয ফার্ী। ওমফ 
এওোিাবওাআ ফবরবঙন এওিু ান্যবাবফ। 
ওমফয ধভয এওাধাবয ফাস্তবফয াঈয  
বাবফয াঈয প্রমতমষ্টত। এ ধভয মযূর্য 
ভানফতায ধভয। এ ধভয ওবভয ওবিায জ্ঞাবন 
াঈজ্জ্বর, বমিবত যাপু্লত। দৌন্দবময ভমিত।   
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দভন্তফারা দদ্ফীয ওাঙ দেবও ূচায ফর্যনা 
রৄনায য মতমন াঈত্তবয ফবরন--- 

“দতাভায দরঔায় দতাভাবদ্য ূচায 
ফর্যনা রৄবন াঅভায ভবন য় এ 
ভস্তাআ াফরুি াতৃি াম্পূর্য 
চীফবনয াঅত্মমফেম্বনা। াঅভায 
ভানুলরূী বকফাবনয ূচাবও এত 
চ ওবয তুবর তাাঁবও মাযা প্রতয 
ফমঞ্চত ওবয তাযা প্রতয মনবচ 
ফমঞ্চত য়। তাবদ্য দদ্ব ভানুল 
এওান্ত াঈবমক্ষত, দাআ াঈবমক্ষত 
ভানুবলয বদ্ন্য  রৃাঃঔ দ দদ্ 
বাযাক্রান্ত বয় ৃমেফীবত ওর 
দদ্বয মঙবন বে াঅবঙ। এ ফ 
ওো ফবর‟ দতাভাবও ফযো মদ্বত 
াঅভায বচ াআো ওবয না – মওন্তু 
দমঔাবন ভমন্দবযয দদ্ফতা ভানুবলয 
দদ্ফতায প্রমতিন্দ্বী, দমঔাবন দদ্ফতায 
নাবভ ভানুল প্রফমঞ্চত দঔাবন াঅভায 
ভন বধমযয ভাবন না। কয়াবত মঔন 
দফোবত মকবয়মঙবরভ তঔন মিবভয 
দওান্  এও ূচাভগু্ধা যার্ী াণ্ডায া 
দভাবয দেবও মদ্বয়মঙবরন-ক্ষুমধত 
ভানুবলয াবন্নয োমর দেবও দওবে 
দনয়া াবন্নয ভূবরয এাআ দভায 
বতময। দদ্বয দরাবওয মক্ষায চবন্য 
াঅবযাবকযয চবন্য এযা মওঙু মদ্বত 
চাবন না, ােঘ মনবচয ােয-াভেযয 
ভয় প্রীমত বমি ভস্ত মদ্বে দাআ 
ফাদ্ীভবূর দমঔাবন তা মনযেযও বয় 
মাবে। ভানুবলয প্রমত ভানুবলয এত 
মনবযৌৎসুওয, এত দ্াীন্য ান্য 
দওাবনা দদ্বাআ দনাআ, এয প্রধান 

ওাযর্ এাআ দম, এ দদ্ব তবাকা 
ভানুবলয ভস্ত প্রায দদ্ফতা মনবেন 
যর্ ওবয।” (“যফীন্দ্রনাবেয মঘমি ান্তযঙ্গ 
নাযীবও” ৃাঃ ১২৭) 

 যফীন্দ্রনাে াঅয ভবন ওবযন, 
াঅভাবদ্য দদ্ বাযতফবলযয মমঙবয় োয 
দঙবন দম ওাযর্মি াঅর, তা র ভানুলবও 
ীনজ্ঞান ওযা। াঅভাবদ্য ধভযবও মমদ্ তয 
বে মযঘামরত ওযা দমত, ুচায ভবধয 
মোেয ফীমযয, দফায ভবধয তযাক োওত, 
াঅভাবদ্য াধনা মমদ্ মোেয দক্ষবত্র প্রমতমষ্ঠত 
বয় ভানুলবও ম্পরূ্য াঅত্মীয়তায বঙ্গ 
স্বীওায ওযবত াযত তাবর ওঔবনাাআ 
দদ্বও এত মকু ধবয এত বদ্ন্য এত 
াভান হ্য ওযবত বতা না। দদ্বয এও 
প্রান্ত দেবও ান্য প্রাবন্তয দরাও এত 
াজ্ঞাবনয ঘাব াায় বাবফ বদ্বফয মদ্বও 
তামওবয় মফরীন বতা না।
      দাআ প্রবঙ্গ মতমন াযমদ্বও 
াআাঈবযাফাীয বাফনায ওো প্রওা ওযবত 
মকবয় ফবরন- 

“াআাঈবযাব এভন াবনও নামস্তও 
াঅবঙন মাাঁযা মফশ্বভানবফয াঈরমিয 
িাযা তাাঁবদ্য ওম্মযবও ভৎ ওবয-
দতাবরন, তাাঁযা দূ্য ওাবরয চবন্য 
প্রার্র্ ওবযন, র্ব্যবদ্বয চবন্য। 
তাাঁযা মোেয বি। মাাঁযা াঅঘাবয 
ানুষ্ঠাবন াযা চীফন াতযন্ত রৄমঘ 
বয় ওািাবরন, বাফযব ভগ্ন বয় 
যাআবরন, তাাঁযা দতা মনবচযাআ ূচা 
ওযবরন – তাাঁবদ্য রৄমঘতা তাাঁবদ্যাআ 
াঅনায, তাাঁবদ্য যবভাক মনবচয 
ভবধযাআ াঅফমত্তযত, াঅয ভুমি ফবর 
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মমদ্ মওঙু তাাঁযা ান তবফ দিা দতা 
তাাঁবদ্যাআ াযবরৌমওও দওাম্পামনয 
ওাকচ। ---াঅমভ মাবও াফায প্রয়া 
ওময দাআ ভবনয ভানুল ওর দদ্বয 
ওর ভানুবলয ভবনয ভানুল, মতমন 
স্ববদ্ স্বচামতয াঈবয। াঅভায এাআ 
াযাবধ মমদ্ াঅমভ স্ববদ্বয দরাবওয 
াস্ধৃশ্য, নাতনীবদ্য ঘক্ষুূর াআ 
তবফ এাআ াঅখাত াঅভাবও স্বীওায 
ওবয মনবতাআ বফ।” (“যফীন্দ্রনাবেয মঘমি 
ান্তযঙ্গ নাযীবও” ৃাঃ ১৩০) 

      যফীন্দ্রনাে ভবন ওবযন দদ্বয ওরুল 
চবর ধুবরাআ মায়, মওন্তু ভবনয ওরুল ফাহ্য 
স্দাবন দূ্য য় ভবন ওযা ভূঢ়তা। ওাবচাআ, 
দওান চামতবও ীনজ্ঞান ওযা ান্যায়। 
চামত-ধভয মনমফযববল প্রমতমি ভানুলবও 
াঈরমি ওযবত বফ দম দদ্ফতা ফযওাবর 
ফায মঘয াঅযাধয, তাাঁবও ফযমিকত ম্পমত্ত 
বাফা ভাবন দদ্ফতায াভান। এাআ ধাযর্া 
ম্ববন্ধ াফমত না বর „বাযতফবলয‟ দদ্ফতা 
াভামনত, ভানুল াভামনত; এাআ ওরবেয 
দফাছা ভুঙবফ না।  

 
সহায়ক গ্রন্থাবলী : 
১. “মঘমিত্র” – যফীন্দ্রনাে িাকুয। 
২. “                          ”,                   , এ  ই          , 

       ।
৩.“                   ",                ,                  ,       , 

      । 
৪. “        ৪৭”,         , এ    ২০১০,                      ,       । 
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Abstract 
Privation of exposure, women cluster of our society were ignored, their 

potentiality  and  credentials  never  note-of  for  productive  utilization, 

thus,  their  qualities  remains  unveiled. The SHG movement of 

microfinance (mF), bring an exception and has able to reach all over the 

world  for  her  easy  factors  of  financing  ,  where  women  occupied  the 

major  share,  as such, the entrepreneurial and other potentialities of this 

neglected cluster, become a case of concern.   Same   instance   is   in   the 

Gobardhana    Block,    where    woman’s   shows   their potentialities   of 

excellence   in   various   economic   activities,   especially   in   weaving 

and farming.  But,  to  have  desired  result,  women  clients  of  mF are in 

need   of   due   care   and  attention  like  training,  management  etc. as 

demand by the time. 

Key words: Microfinance, Potentiality, SHG, Unveil, Women 

Introduction: In male dominated 

society of ours, the “women 

cluster” is always ill-treated, 

underweights and are hardly 

recognized of productive 

utilization, as such, their 

potentiality never got a chance to 

explored. For India, where 

employment avenues is remains a 

matter of anxiety, where figures 

of employment  is   sufferingfrom 

“disguised-unemployment”,where 

the  gap  of  demand  and supply 

of  employment  is  still  healthy, 

thus, “utilization of women 

potentiality” is the normal case of 

ignorance. But, thanks to the 

concept of “microfinance” (mF), 

which coined from Bangladesh by 

Md. Yunus, (the Nobel laureate in 

2005, for peace) that has able to 

cover the ignorant of all sides and 

section, the poor, especially rural 

poor and women and the deprived 

mailto:bhdebnath@gmail.com
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of formal financial system, under 

the shadow of mF and also 

leading towards „financial 

inclusions‟. Mf has become an 

important component of 

development, poverty reduction 

and economic regeneration, 

women empowerment strategy 

around the world. By the early 

twenty first century, tens of 

millions of people in more than 
100 countries were accessing 

services from formal and semi-

formal microfinance  institutions  

(MFIs)  (Humle,  2009).  Again,  

women  are  found  more  sincere, 

dedicated and loyal, while they are 

in economic activity, then male 

counterpart (except in risk bearing 

factor), and that is being evidence 

by many success stories of 

microfinance, world-wide. Those 

success stories and achievements 

became a revolutionary 

mechanism in the world and every 

country accelerated to adopt some 

programmes of mF, especially in 

the developing countries. 

Interestingly, mF able to motivate 

more women, for her easy features 

and for them it is an entry door to 

economic activity and results of 

mF today is the outcome of their 

sincerity and dedication. 

Considering their potentiality with 

mF programme many initiatives 

had been taken, as in 1997, Micro 

Credit Summit, held in 

Washington DC, adopted a 

resolution to reach 100 million of 

the world‟s poorest families, 

especially the women of families 

with credit for self- employment. 

Again, by proclaiming 2005 as the 

International Year of Microcredit, 

the General Assembly of the 

United Nations requested that “the 

Year‟s observance be a special 

occasion for giving impetus to 

microcredit programs throughout 

the world” (Sharma Borah, 

2008).This was in response to 
microcredit occupying a 

commanding position in economic 

development and purposive social 

change as evidenced by its 

continuing growth in terms of 

volume, geographical coverage, 

and influence over social, 

economic and political processes, 

especially women empowerment. 

The institutions, such as FWWB 

and RMK are two organisations 

charged with growing the seeds 

and saplings of the sector and 

preparing them for commercial 

financing by the banks. Friends of 

Women‟s World Banking 

(FWWB) is a private NGO, and 

RMK an NGO funded and 

controlled by the Department of 

Women and Child Development 

of the central government, (Ghate. 

2009), are the replication of 

women performance.  

Objective: 

The objective of the paper is to 

highlight the performance of 

women clients in mF programme 

and how that aiding in productive 

utilization of women, with special 

reference to the Gobardhana block 
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of Barpeta district, Assam. 

 

Methodologies adopted: 

The study has been made taking 

both the primary and secondary 

data and for primary data 

questionnaire being used and 

surved in Gobardhana block of 

Barpeta district. Primary data has 

been collected from the sample of 

10% (i.e. of 119 No‟s of villages) 
of the total village of the block. 

Again, from the selected sample 

village the mF beneficiaries of 

SHG model have been selected 

randomly. While selecting the 

SHGs, they were categories in 

terms of „age‟ in three groups (i.e. 

SHGs> 7yrs; SHGs>5yrs but < 

7yrs; and SHGs> 3yrs but <5yrs 

;), accordingly 368 no‟s of SHGs 

has been selected and 10% (i. e. 

37 SHGs) of such selected SHGs 

has been considered as sample of 

study. 

Area of the Study: the Lower 

Assam District Barpeta, covers an 

area of 3245 square K.Ms and is 

bounded by international border 

i.e. Bhutan Hills in the North, 

Nalbari District in the East, 

Kamrup and Goalpara District in 

the South and Bongaigaon District 

in the West. The District lies 

between latitude 26'5'' North - 

26'49'' North and longitude 90'39' 

East - 91'17' East. The district, 

having 12 blocks and Gobardhana 

Block is one of the leading block 

with highest numbers of village 

and that is the outcome of merge 

of a part of BTC (Bodoland 

Territorial council) area with this 

block, as the newly created Baska 

District of BTC has been attach 

with Gobardhana Block. There are 

119 No‟s of village along with 

total population of 1, 76,873, out 

of that Male- 90,720 Female- 

86,153, (Census 2001). 

Conceptual Framework: 

Microfinance: 
        Microfinance means the 

provision of thrift, credit and other 

financial securities and product of 

very small amount of the poor in 

rural, semi-urban or urban areas 

for enabling them to raise their 

income levels and improve their 

living standards.                   –RBI 

Microfinance can be defined as 

giving access to financing to as 

many poor people as possible, 

allowing them to use their 

capacities in favour of durable 

development.  (Yunus, 2003) 

       “Microfinance represents a 

participatory approach to 

development where people can 

take control of their lives and 

because of self-efficiency one 

does not need to be an individual 

of significant means to take 

creative business ideas, save 

according to ones owns priorities 

and ultimately plan for the 

future” 

-Joel Wani. (The prominent 

economist of the United Nation.) 

 

Women performance in 

Microfinance: 
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Mf programs have significant 

potential for contributing to 

women'  economic, social and 

political empowerment. Access to 

savings and credit can initiate or 

strengthen a series of interlinked  

and  mutually reinforcing  

empowerment.  Mf  development  

has  emerged  as  major strategy to 

combat the twin issues of poverty 

and unemployment that continue 
to pose a major threat to the polity 

and economy of both the 

developed and developing 

countries, (Basu). A number of 

agencies- Government as well as 

Non-government Organizations- 

are, today involved in  mF  

development  programmes.  

Considering  the  remarkable  

success  of  women  in  mF 

programme worldwide and its 

active role as „driving force‟ for 

the development of poor and 

vulnerable sections of our society, 

the concept of mF has able to 

fetch attention of policy makers. 

Thus, World Summit for Social 

Development, which was held in 

Copenhagen, in March 1995, had 

underscored the importance of 

improving access to credit for 

small producers, landless farmers  

and  other  low-income  

individuals,  particularly  women  

and  disadvantaged  groups. 

Again, while we talk about women 

in mF, it is the SHG model which 

able to attract huge women clients 

world-wide. The SHG-Bank 

linkage program, in India, which 

commenced in 1992, with a target 
to link of 500 SHGs, has grown 

phenomenally (Sundaram, 2009). 

As per NABARD report (2010-

11), that figure reached to 7.462 

million SHG covering over 97 

million rural households. Of the 

total 7.462 million SHGs, over 

4.78 million SHGs have access to 

direct credit facilities from banks 

with an outstanding loan amount 

of Rs. 312.21 billion as at end of 

March 2011. As dominating 

model of microfinance, the SHG 

model has made rapid growth in 

terms of numbers of SHGs, loan 

disbursement and outstanding and 

also in linking of SHGs to banks, 

what is called SBLP. The growth 

trend can be observed as follows: 
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Fig: 1. Growth trends in SHG (SBLP): 

        

One of the most distinguishing 

features of the program is that a 

majority (81.7 per cent) of the 

SHGs are exclusive woman 

groups. Women SHGs have 

accounted for 75.5 per cent of the 

total savings and 83.7 per cent of 

the total loan outstanding of SHGs 

in 2010-11 (Sinha, 2012). In mf 

status reports of NABARD, the 

mf performance has been 

disclosed, which depicts the 

SHG model as the only 

dominating model in India in 

terms of clients reach, loan 

disbursement, loan outstanding, 

group formation etc. The details of 

total SHGs, number of women 

SHGs and credit linked from the 

last four years are given below: 
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      The performance of women in 

SHG model of mF can be 

considered  satisfactory in terms 

of SHGs formation, loan 
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disbursed or linking towards 

banks,  because they become the 

key factors of the model. 

Interestingly, the performance 

scenario of women in this model 

is not an over-look for India, but it 

is an average scenario all over the 

world. As for example, the „ 

Grameen Bank‟ of Bangladesh, is 

women dominated organization, 

where all the excutive members 

are women, thus an replication of 

unveiling of women  potentility in  

practice.  The dealing 

organisations  and agencies like 

NGOs, Banks etc. feel confident 

and secure, as women are more 

scincere and honest in tranctions 

and those intermidiries are willing 

to execute more transaction with 

them and the high recovery rate 

has been encouraged by many 

banks,(Purkaystha, 2004). 

Women participation in mF in 

the Block: 
The block is one of the leading 

blocks of the district in terms of 

numbers of village and 

population, as such; it has good 

numbers of mF clients, which in 

majority are women. Again, 

among the various models of 

mF, the „SHG model‟ is the only 

dominating model of the block 

and is under the domain  of 

women clients, thus, the study is 

confine to the said model. 

 

Beneficiaries of mF in the 

Block:  The beneficiary of mF 

here means the clients, who deal 

in mF in the block. The study 

reveals the following position of 

SHG beneficiaries: 
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So, of the total members of mF in 

the block 20.39 percent are tribal 

and rest 79.39 percent are non-

tribal clients, out of that, women 

members accounts for 93 percent, 

who engaged in SHGs. 

        To consider the 

performance of women in mF 

and to reach to the objective of 

the study some factors which 
generally taken as the 

performance indicator are 

replicated here.  But studies 

reveals that, among the others 

factors, „economic factors‟, (i.e. 

income generation factors) can be 

considered as dominating one in a 

developing country, (Morduch & 

Haley, 2001). So, more stress has 

been given in „economic factor‟ 

and efforts are also made to 

know the saving behaviors of the 

women in the block. Thus, the 

study primarily focuses on the 

following: 

 

  Nature of economic 

activity initiated; 

   Income and savings  

position of  women members; 

 

Nature of economic activity: 

During field investigation, the 

respondents were asked about the 

nature of activities, they involved 

in. Though, mF programmes are 

not designed to follow any 

particular category of activity, but 

considering her basic nature of 

thrift, small size credit, group 

approach  etc. it‟s generally 
influences the mF clients to 

have small  and ancillary types 

of activities/ industries, which 

mainly required small amount of 

investment, (Soile, et al., 2003). 

 

The types of activities noticed 

during investigation in the block 

are weaving, farming like piggery, 

dairy, fishery, goatary, poultry, 

making plates by of areca nut-leaf, 

making various types of product 

out of puffed-rice, Biscuit bakery 

etc. The weaving and farming 

activities are found to be two 

major economic activities in block 

and become the main earning 

source, and following diagram is 

being used to present the 

proportion of mF clients in various 

activities 
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Fig. 4 shows that, 42 percent of 

the total activities are covered by 

weaving and then farming, 

because of    sizable tribal 

population and clients‟, again 

weaving is their traditional 

activity. Among the various 

farming activity, the piggery, 

poultry and fishery units are 

highest in numbers in the block. 

The performance of other types 
of activity like puffed-rice 

products is moderate and that of 

areca-nut leaf is very poor 

because of raw-materials 

problems. 

      As, weaving and farming 

activities become the two main 

sources of income generation, 

for the t women clients in the 

block, because these activities 

are hassle free and they have 

easy access to those in terms of 

knowledge, skill, time, low 

investments etc. The following 

diagrams are offered to depict the 
details of farming and weaving 

activity of the block. 

 

        

In farming, “poultry” and in 

weaving, “Chadar Makhela” 

scored height percentage; clients 

of the block are more interested 

to these activities as given in the 

diagram. Rests of the activities 

are in the growing stage and yet 

to come-up in greater way. Proper 

exposure like training, adequate 

capital (i.e. credit), provision for 

equipment‟s etc. if provided, than 

much can be expected from this 

field. 

        Income and savings 
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position of women members: 

During investigation effort were 

made to know the income and 

savings pattern of the respondents 

and found positive. Though, 

existing income level is not 

satisfactory, in present day 

context, but a movement has been 

noticed among them for mF and 

respondent feel secure, because 

„having some income is more 

than nothing‟. Again, women are 

basically of less-expensive nature 

and willing to save more, as such 

they maintain some savings even 

in such low amount of income. 

The following diagram is used to 

present the income wise savings 

pattern of women in mF: 

 

From the diagram, it is cleared 

that, in an average 58.59 percent  

savings are made by the mF 

clients, and that seems highest, in 

case of weaving and biscuit 

bakery, which are 61.57 and 

61.97 percent, respectively. 

Though the income and saving 

amounts are small, but it is a 

movement towards economic 

empowerment, so appreciable. 

The intermediaries of mF also 

like to deals with the women 

clients, as they found high 

recovery rate and has encouraged 

by many banks to provide 

microcredit through SHGs which 

has helped the microcredit 

movement, (Purkaystha, 2004). 

Thus evidencing the women‟s 
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active involvement performance 

in earnings and savings and that 

leading towards economic 

empowerment. 

Consequences of unveiling 

Women Potentiality: 

Unveiling of women potentiality 

emerges on many factors and 

gives the sense of their 

empowerment, thus an effort were 

made to realize that in practice 
considering decision making 

power rights in family and interest 

towards politics, which considered 

the outcome of economic power. 

Women mobility and decision 

making in family: the 

MFIs/NGOs of the block claim 

that women are increasingly 

„coming out‟ as a result of 

credit programmes. In some 

cases, where mobility outside the 

home is often restricted, women 

have reported increased mobility, 

simply having to inform male 

heads of households instead of 

soliciting their permission 

(Sharma Bora, 2008). Although 

NGOs appear to have had some 

success in supporting women to 

travel to NGO and local 

government offices, much more 

could be done to empower and 

support women to enter the 

market place. One important 

indicator of change is the ability 

to make decisions within the 

household. On this issue, we 

asked the respondent about their 

involvement in decision making 

of her family, they reveal that, 

they could decide on spending 

their own income, although men 

were often consulted in case of 

big amount of spending like on 

purchase of jewelry or assets etc.  

and has developed self-

confidence and self-esteem, 

among them. Women are more 

able to articulate their views and 

were able to command attention 

and respect within the household, 
and often within the community. 

Interest towards politics: It is the 

“economic power” which actually 

influences other factors, like 

education, health, living standard, 

thoughts etc. and has bring sea 

change in the mindset of women 

of eightees and nintees and 

women of today, (Sharma Borah, 

2008). While reflecting the 

performance of women, basically 

in SHGs, „Jeevika’, a model SHG 

of rural Bihar, which reveal the 

potentiality of rural women‟s 

called the Didi (Sister) in 

driving the social and economic 

shifts. The change entails first the 

empowerment of the poorest 

women both economic and social 

development, (Tiwari, 2010). 

During investigation efforts were  

made to know the position of 

women in the society and their 

involvement in the same, taking 

the factor  ‘politics’ 
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      Majority of the women of the 

block are interested in politics i.e. 

61percent of total and this 

signifies the sense of their 

empowerment, and is the result of 

economic performance, because 

economic power and politics has a 

key link. Again, among the 

interested, 4 percent has already 

involved in politics i.e. in 

panchayat election. In all, the 

level of involvement, self-

confidence, and self-esteem of 

women in the block has turn in 

positive way, thus evidencing their 

positive performance. 

Conclusion: 
Once women start enjoying 

freedom in the areas like formal 

education, independent decision 

making on economic matters and 

policy matters as well, access to 

better health care and health 

facilities, one can say that they 

are empowered, which will 

contribute to better self-image 

and will encourage her to perform 

in a better way for herself for her 

family, to the society and the 

nation as a whole. 

 

The mF become a driving force of 

society, especially for poor and 

women, in economic 

empowerments, poverty 

alleviation, productive utilization 

and social development. The 

same have been seen among the 

women of Gobardhana block, 

deals in mF under SHG model. 

Results depict that, performance 

of mF is not up to the mark and 

that is owing to small size of 

loan, lack of training, SHG 

management/ monitoring etc. 

The positive aspect is that, 

women of the block are more 

productive and hardworking, 

though as of now they are 

engage basically in traditional  

activities,  but  special  training  

about  innovative  business  ideas  

or  for  small industrialization etc. 

will materialize and can make the 

involved clients more beneficial. 

Some suggestion for further 

development: 
 

 As the members of 
SHGs are mostly 

women and from poor 

and remote places, so 

they face many 

difficulties in reaching 

the MFIs branches. So, 

an effort to enhance 

the 

„mobile service‟ of mF 

will go long way and will 

avoid such problems. 

 

 The existing credit 

limit/slabs needs to 

increase, considering 

the needs of capital in 
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present day context, as 

the demand for more 

amount loan always 

exist and lack of so, 

hindered in the progress 

of their business. 

 

 The regulatory bodies 
have to be more active 

and should make some 

policy regarding 

deposits mobilization of 

SHGs. There exists the 

need for, SHG 

promotional institution 

(SHGPI) to manage the 

SHGs of the block for 

long and active 

sustainability and care 

should also be made to 

conduct regular training 

for giving innovative 

business idea to raise 

their income level 
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Abstract: 

The study is based on primary data which are collected with the help of a 

structured schedule from four different castes of population spread over 

North Tripura District and Unokuti District of Tripura. Stratified random 

sampling technique was applied for the collection of data at household level 

where the sample units are the adult women in the age group of 18 - 55 

years. All the data are collected based on the criteria of balanced 

representation of different social castes such as ST, SC, OBC and General in 

the sample. Altogether 90 samples have been collected. Main objective of the 

study is to determine the morbidity status and also to determine the key 

variables which affect morbidity status of the people of North Tripura. 

Binary logistic regression model has been applied to determine the key 

determinants of morbidity status. It has been found that age of the 

respondent, respondents per day calorie intake and educational level of the 

respondents are the key determinants of morbidity status of the respondents. 

The model as a whole explained between 30.6% (Cox & Snell R Square) and 

41.1 %( Nagelkerke R Square). And ᵡ
2 
(6.460, N=90) =32.811. 
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Introduction: I 

           Poverty eradication with an 

explicit recognition that 

deprivation has multiple 

dimensions, both income and non-

income, human in particular is the 

revised approach of Public policy 

in the New Millennium. Among 

the non-income dimensions, health 

and education have received 

special attention. Recognizing this 

fact, the central govt of India in 

2013 budget promised to spend 

0.34 percent of GDP compared to 

0.25 percent in 2011-12. The 

enhanced allocation in Health and 

Family welfare in 2012-13 is 

30477 crore as against 24315 

crore in 2011-12. Given the 

universal trend towards 

liberalization, privatization and 

revising the scope for public 

health centres with emphasis on 

cost recovery, choice of cost-

effective strategy towards health 

care assumes importance. This in 

turn would call for an 

understanding and appreciation of 

the morbidity profile of the 

population and the proximate 

determinants. 

              Self-reported measures of 

poor health and morbidities from 

developing countries tend to be 

viewed with considerable 

scepticism. In an influential 

editorial, Amartya Sen argued that 

there is a fundamental disconnect 

between an individual‟s subjective 

perception of their health and the 

objective or actual health 

condition that they may have (Sen, 

2002, 1993). According to Sen, 

because an individual‟s 

assessment of their health is 

directly contingent on their social 

experience, socially disadvantaged 

individuals will fail to perceive 

and report the presence of illness 

or health deficits (Sen, 2002). For 

instance, an individual with no 

formal knowledge of diseases but 

residing in an area with substantial 

disease burden that has inadequate 

social infrastructure facilities may 

be inclined to treat disease 

symptoms as „„normal‟‟ given 

their lack of awareness, and 

therefore, health expectation. Sen, 

therefore, reasons that perceptions 

and self-reports of health – which 

he refers to as the “internal‟‟ view 

of health – can be „„extremely 

misleading‟‟ as they obscure the 

true extent of health deprivation 

(Sen, 2002). 

               The study is of interest 

for a different reason. In 

particular, following from 

previous findings (Zimmer et al., 

2000) and given the fact that self-

assessed health is a subjective 

measure, there may be differences 

in the way people from different 

cultural settings subjectively 

interpret their health and health 

disorders.  

              Therefore in this study it 

has been attempted to determine 

the morbidity status of the 

respondents by considering the 

self-perception of the investigator 
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by observing the health of the 

respondents during survey. 

 

Background of the study: II 

             Morbidity among people 

has an important influence on their 

physical functioning and 

psychological well-being. The 

objective of this study is to assess 

morbidity status of the women 

population in North Tripura and 

Unokuti District of Tripura and to 

determine relationship of 

morbidity with on body mass 

index, illness record of the 12 

months preceding the year and the 

present health condition of the 

respondent, destructive Habit 

Index, Household Amenities Index 

of the respondent and other socio 

economic variables among the 

population in North Tripura and 

Unokuti of Tripura, India. 

               Departure from a state of 

physical or psychological well-

being, resulting from disease, 

illness, injury, or sickness, 

specially where the affected 

individual is aware of his or her 

condition. According to the World 

Health Organization (WHO), 

morbidity could be measured in 

terms of (1) number of persons 

who were ill, (2) illnesses these 

persons experienced, and (3) the 

duration of these illnesses. 

                Using data from a study 

conducted among rural urban 

communities in North Tripura and 

Unokuti, this study examines the 

factors associated with health 

status among the adults women 

aged 18-55 years in these district‟s 

settlements with particular 

emphasis on morbidity 

experiences in the twelve months 

preceding the survey. 

 

Health problems in Tripura: III 

               Major health problems in 

Tripura are Diarrhoeal diseases, 

parasitic infestation, infective 

hepatitis, enteric fever and other 

waterborne diseases originating 

from sources such as  non-potable 

drinking water and poor 

sanitation, malnutrition among 

children, anaemia, malaria, and 

respiratory diseases. Diarrhoeal 

diseases and enteric fever (group 

of diseases) was the leading cause 

of mortality in the state. As per 

data available of recent time, 47.7 

percent of rural population is not 

covered by potable water 

facilities, 24.6 percent is only 

partially covered. High endemic 

levels of diarrheal diseases 

together with epidemics cause 

much of the work load for the 

health services, leaving very little 

time for other activities such as 

MCH and Family Welfare 

(Tripura Human Development 

Report 2010). 

 

Materials and methods: IV 

The study is based on primary data 

which are collected with the help 

of a structured schedule from four 

different castes of population 

spread over three municipalities of 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/psychological.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/injury.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/sickness.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/individual.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/condition.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/health.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organization.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/term.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/person.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/duration.html
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North Tripura and Unokuti 

District during December 2010 to 

June 2011. Stratified random 

sampling technique was applied 

for the collection of data at 

household level where the sample 

units are the adult women in the 

age group of 18 - 55 years. All the 

data are collected from both urban 

and rural areas and the basic 

criteria of selection of population 

groups was a balanced 

representation of different social 

castes such as ST, SC, OBC and 

General in the sample. 

                The sample size is 90. 

Only the adult women who looked 

apparently active at the time of 

survey are included in the sample. 

Information pertaining to the body 

weight (W) and height (H) of the 

respondents are collected through 

household survey with the help of 

appropriate kit. 

Variables included in the study are 

To estimate the result binary 

logistic regression model has been 

applied with following set of 

variables: 

Dependent variable  

Here the dependent variable is 

categorical 

 Morbidity (Health 
condition of the 

respondents observed by 

the investigator as well as 

reported by the 

respondents)=1 for chronic 

diseases(12 months 

preceding the survey or 

more) and 0 otherwise 

(seasonal and initial stage 

of any disease) 

Independent variables are 

 Respondents monthly 
income 

 Age of the respondents 

 Education level of the 
respondents 

 Sex of the respondent ( it is 
categorized as 1=male, 0 

otherwise) 

 Marital status (it is 

categorized as 1=married, 

0 otherwise) 

 Respondents working 
condition (it is categorized 

as 1=permanent, 0 

otherwise) 

 Respondents calorie intake 
per day 

 Residence of the 

respondents(it is 

categorized as 1=urban, 0 

otherwise) 

 Household amenities( 
house type-pucca/ kucha, 

number of rooms, sq. ft. 

area under roof,kitchen-

separate/attached, latrine- 

sanitary/kucha/attached/ 

separate, fuel for cooking, 

water source,electricity,in 

house drainage,and sewage 

disposal facility) index 

(Zhai =  
   

 
 ) 

X= unit observations of the series  

M= Mean of the observations 

And  = standard deviation of the 
series 
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 Destructive habits 
(alcohol, exercise, drinking 

of water, vaccination, 

medical checkup, working 

hours, smoking-drinking 

tobacco chewing etc. and 

rising time in the morning) 

index(Zdhi =  
   

 
 ) 

X= unit observations of the series  

M= Mean of the observations 

And  = standard deviation of the 

series 

 Body mass index(BMI) it 
is categorized as 1=normal, 

0 otherwise 

Physical Status of the 

Respondents: V 

Table: 1 

Physical Status of the Respondents 

Place Normal Handicapped 

Rural 60 0 

Urban 30 0 

Combine 90 0 

Source: Field Survey 

 

Table-1 explains the physical 

status of the respondents as 

appeared at the time of survey. 

Out of the 90 respondents, all 

respondents are found to be 

physically normal and active. And 

no handicapped respondents are 

there in the sample.   

Morbidity details of the 

respondents: VI  

To assess health in terms of 

mortality rates only is misleading. 

This is because; mortality 

indicators do not reveal the burden 

of ill health in a community, for 

example mental illness and 

rheumatoid arthritis. Therefore 

morbidity indicators are used to 

supplement mortality data to 

describe the health status of a 

population. In this case study 

morbidity is given due importance 

as an indicator of health.  

 

Table: 2 

Morbidity Details of the Respondents 

Place Frequency of Illness 

Number of respondents 

suffering from Chronic diseases 

Number of respondents 

suffering from Seasonal 

diseases 

Rural 27 33 

Urban 11 19 

Combine 38 52 

Source: Field Survey 

Fig: 1-Respondents Morbidity Records 
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Table-2 and Figure-1represents 

the morbidity records of the 

respondents. In table-2 morbidity 

records of the respondents(recall 

basis) is shown into two categories 

i.e. morbidity due to chronic 

diseases like chronic gastric, skin 

diseases, diabetic, TB, sexual 

impotency etc. and morbidity due 

to seasonal diseases like cough, 

cold ,fever diarrhoea etc. Out of 

the total 90 respondents, a total of 

38 rural and urban respondents 

suffer from chronic diseases in 

which rural respondents constitute 

the major part comprises of 27 

persons. A total of 52 respondents 

are found to have suffered/ 

suffering from seasonal diseases. 

However, seasonal disease is 

almost common to those who have 

suffered or are suffering from 

chronic diseases. The prevalence 

of the seasonal diseases is more in 

rural areas of the district, 33 rural 

respondents suffers from seasonal 

diseases and 19 females of 

municipalities suffer from 

seasonal diseases. 

 

Table-3 documents morbidity 

records of the respondents at the 

time of survey. Records of 

morbidity have been collected 

under three categories i.e. 

respondents suffering from 

communicable diseases i.e. illness 

due to a specific infectious agent 

or its toxic products capable of 

being directly or indirectly 

27 
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transmitted from man to man or 

from the environment through air, 

dust, soil, water, food etc. , non-

communicable diseases and 

seasonal diseases. It is a good sign 

that only 1 respondent suffer from 

communicable diseases. In rural 

areas no respondents suffers from 

communicable diseases. In urban 

areas it is only 1 female 

respondent who suffer from 

communicable diseases. In case of 

non-communicable diseases 40 

respondents, 29 rural females and 

11 urban female respondents 

suffer from non-communicable 

diseases as recorded at the time of 

survey. Prevalence of seasonal 

diseases is more in rural areas 

recording 31 female respondents 

who reported that they suffer from 

seasonal diseases as against 18 

female respondents in urban areas.  

Table: 3 

 Morbidity details of the respondents (at the time of survey) 

Place Communicable 

Diseases 

Non-

Communicable 

Diseases 

Seasonal 

Diseases 

Rural 0 29 31 

Urban 1 11 18 

Combine 1 40 49 

Source: Field Survey 

Table: 4 

Average medical Expenditure of the respondents 

Source: Field Survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place In Rs. 

Rural              1602.50 

Urban               9773.33 

Combine        3969.99 
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Figure: 2- Medical Expenditure of the respondents 

 

 
 

 

Health status and expenditure on 

health shows a direct relationship. 

Table-4 presents average medical 

expenditure incurred by the 

respondents. Table-4 shows that 

average medical expenditure is 

higher for urban respondents at an 

average of Rs. 9773.33 as against 

Rs. 1602.50 for rural female 

respondents.Table-4 conveys 

another important message that 

average urban medical expenditure 

is almost 5 folds higher than rural 

average medical expenditure. 

Results and Discussion: VII 

In order to identify the morbidity 

determinants within this limited 

scope of study, a qualitative 

response model (Logit Model) is 

constructed where the dependent 

variable is a categorical variable 

taking value Yi= 1 if a respondent 

in the age group 18-55 years have 

chronic diseases value in the 

normal range  and Yi= 0, 

otherwise (implying seasonal 

diseases). 

Table: 5- Logistic regression 

predicting likelihood of reporting 

a problem of morbidity 

Variables in the Equation 

 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. 

Odds 

Ratio 

Step 

1(a) 

RMI .000 .000 .332 1 .564 1.000 

AR .072 .034 4.448 1 .035 1.074 

EDLR -.206 .081 6.460 1 .011 .814 

MS 
-22.744 

40193.0

00 
.000 1 1.000 .000 

RWC .900 .695 1.676 1 .195 2.460 

RCAI -.004 .002 3.838 1 .050 .996 

1602.5 

9773.33 

Expenditure in Rs. 

Rural

Urban
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PD 

RESI .632 .822 .592 1 .442 1.882 

HAI -.152 .094 2.612 1 .106 .859 

DHI -.192 .120 2.561 1 .110 .825 

BMI -.291 .708 .169 1 .681 .748 

Const

ant 30.513 
40193.0

00 
.000 1 .999 

178437

963593

48.370 

A Variable(s) entered on step 1: RMI, AR, EDLR, MS, RWC, RCAIPD, 

RESI, HAI, DHI, BMI. 

 

 

 

Table6: Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

 

 

Table: 7 Model Summary 

 

Direct logistic regression was 

performed to access the impact of 

a number of factors on the 

likelihood that respondents would 

report that they had a problem of 

chronic diseases. The model 

contained ten independent 

variables(Respondents monthly 

income, Age of the respondents, 
Education level of the 

respondents, Sex of the respondent 

( it is categorized as 1=male, 0 

otherwise), Marital status (it is 

categorized as 1=married, 0 

otherwise), Respondents working 

condition (it is categorized as 

1=permanent, 0 otherwise) 

Respondents calorie intake per 

day, Residence of the 

respondents(it is categorized as 

1=urban, 0 otherwise), Household 

amenities index (Zhai =   
   

 
 ), 

Destructive habits index(Zdhi 

=  
   

 
 ), Body mass index(BMI) it 

is categorized as 1=normal, 0 

otherwise). The full model 

containing all predictors was 

statistically significant, ᵡ
2 

(6.460, 

N=90) =32.811, p<.001, indicating 

   Chi-square df Sig. 

Step 1 Step 32.811 10 .000 

Block 32.811 10 .000 

Model 32.811 10 .000 

Step -2 Log likelihood 

Cox & Snell R 

Square 

Nagelkerke R 

Square 

1 89.769 .306 .411 
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that the model was able to 

distinguish between respondents 

suffers from chronic diseases and 

otherwise. The model as a whole 

explained between 30.6% (Cox & 

Snell R Square) and 41.1 % 

Nagelkerke R Square) of the 

variance in morbidity status and 

correctly classified 32.811% of 

cases. As shown in table 5 only 

three of the independent variables 

made a unique statistically 

significant contribution to the 

model (age of the respondents, 

respondent‟s calorie intake per day 

and education level of the 

respondents). The strongest 

predictor of reporting a morbidity 

problem is age of the respondents, 

recording an odds ratio of 

1.074.The odds ratio of 0.996 for 

respondents calorie intake per day 

is less than 1, indicating that 

respondents are .996 times less 

likely to report having a problem 

of calorie intake. And the odds 

ratio 0.814 for education level of 

the respondents is less than 1, 

indicating that respondents are 

.814 times less likely to report 

having a disadvantage of 

education. 

Appendix 

Brief Description of Statistical 

Technique used for Analysis the 

details of the multivariate 

statistical technique used for the 

analysis of data and the need to 

use the technique and basic model 

are briefly provided below. 

However, formulae and algorithms 

are not described. Appropriate 

references have been cited for 

them. 

Logistic Regression Analysis 

Logistic regression (logit 

regression) is used when the 

response or dependent variable is 

dichotomous (i.e., binary, or 0-1). 

The predictor variables may be 

quantitative, categorical or a 

mixture of the two. Suppose, the 

probability of the occurrence of 

event Y, [P (Y=1)] depends on a 

set of explanatory variables X1, 

X2, X3… Xk. 

  

The basic form of the logistic 

function is 

 

                                      

P=P[Y=  
 

                
] 

=   
  

    =  
       

          
 

 

Where Z, is a linear function of a 

set of predictor variables, X1, X2, 

X3,… Xk , given by  

                                      Z = b0 + 

b0X1 + b2X2 + …….. + bkXk, 

                           and b0, b1, b2, ….. 

. bk are regression coefficients. 

 

Logit of P is derived by taking 

natural logarithm, that is, log 

[(p/1–p)] = Z 

 

The quantity [(p/1–p)] is called the 

odds and hence log [(p/1–p)], the 

log odds. The coefficients b0, b1, 

b2,…..bk are similar to regression 

coefficients and are called logit 
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regression coefficients. These 

coefficients are used to compute 

odds ratios (reported in results), 

which give the ratio of two odds 

of an event occurring (Y=1). In 

the case of a dichotomous 

independent variable, the odds 

ratio can be interpreted as the 

increased odds of a positive 

outcome on the dependent variable 

for the affirmative category (X=1) 

over the negative one (X=0). An 

odds ratio more than one indicates 

a positive association between the 

independent and dependent 

variables and an odds ratio less 

than one indicate a negative 

association. 

 

Owing to the dichotomous nature 

of the dependent variable 

Morbidity (Chronic diseases Vs. 

Seasonal diseases), the technique 

of logistic regression has been 

used for the analyses. The logistic 

regression technique can be used 

not only to identify the risk factor 

but also to predict the probability 

of success. 
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Abstract 

            Women constituting almost half of the population of a country are the 

major human resource and accordingly the involvment of women in every 

sphere - economic, social, political is urgently felt for the development of a 

country. Health is one of the major infrastructures to constitute a strong 

human resource and is emerging as a significant element of human capital 

and a vital indicator of human development. Improvement in the health 

status of women plays a very important role in the improvement of socio-

economic condition of an economy.  
             In India nearly 70% of the population are coming from rural areas 

and are suffering and dying from preventable diseases due to unavailability 

and inaccessibility of health care services. Among the rural population 

women are the most sufferer. They are trapped in poverty, malnutrition, low 

level of literacy, and are facing high rate of infant and maternal mortality rate 

with low expectancy of life at birth etc. Providing sound health care to these 

rural women is the urgent need and accordingly the Government of India has 

launched National Rural Health Mission to improve the availability of and 

access to quality health care by people, especially for those residing in rural 

areas, the poor, and women. ASHA – one of the stakeholders of NRHM play 

a very important role in smoothening the delivery of health care services to 

the rural population specially the woman. A female from a village acts as an 

ASHA in improvising the health condition of the rural women. The present 

paper is prepared with the following objectives: 
1. To study how ASHA is functioning in providing health care services. 

Methodology and data base: 

The study will be based on both primary and secondary data. The primary 

data will be collected by using multistage sampling. In the first stage of 
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sample selection 2 Community Blocks of Karimganj will be selected at 

random. From the selected 2(two) Community Blocks 1 Gaon Panchayat 

from each Blocks will be selected on the basis of simple random sampling. 

From each of 2 selected Gaon Panchayat 2 villages will be selected by using 

simple random sampling. From each village 10% of total household will be 

surveyed and the ASHA workers will be directly interviewed. The main 

sources of secondary data are the official publication of governments. 

 

Women are the mother of a race. 

The development of a nation 

requires development of women 

by giving them opportunity to 

contribute their potentialities. 

Creating opportunity requires 

empowerment of women form 

social, economic and political 

point of view. In the recent sphere 

of development paradigm where 

human development is the most 

concern, mere increasing the 

volume of output or other 

macroeconomic indicator are no 

more considered as growth or 

development of a country unless 

there is improvement of the 

overall development of human 

being. The main element of human 

development paradigm is people 

and considering the same as 

human capital. Women 

constituting almost half of the 

population of a country are the 

major source of human capital or 

human resource. Without the 

development of women half of the 

human resources remain 

unutilized.  Realizing the fact all 

planners and policy makers are 

giving great attention for women 

development.  

Transformation of human resource 

to human capital requires strong 

base of social infrastructure. 

Health is one of the major 

infrastructures to constitute a 

strong human resource and is 

emerging as a significant element 

of human capital and a vital 

indicator of human development. 

In this respect the health of 

women is very significant. Good 

health status of women not only 

enables them to enjoy long, 

healthy and creative lives as well 

remunerative employment but also 

assures healthy child or healthy 

family. However, it is a known 

fact that the health status of 

women is very low compared to 

their male counterpart. Mortality 

either in the form of maternal or 

infant seems to be highest in case 

of female. For instance, the 

maternal mortality rate (per 

100,000) is 407 in India, whereas 

it is only 56 in China, in the year 

2004, and 101 in Japan. Infant 

mortality rate is 85 (per1000); 36 

in China. Expectations of life at 

birth in 2004 was, 63.9 for male 

and 66.9 for female where as it 

was 79 and 86 respectively for 

male and female in Japan. But the 

picture is very acute for the rural 

population of India. Of the total 

population, Infant mortality rate is 
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75 (per1000) compared to 44 in 

urban areas.  

Since women are the custodian of 

the health of a family they play a 

unique role in maintaining the 

health and wellbeing of 

communities. Accordingly the 

International Conference on 

Population and Development at 

Cairo in 1994 and Fourth World 

Conference of women at Beijing 

in 1995, it was accepted that 

women‟s health and reproductive 

rights are important means of 

women‟s empowerment and 

quality of life. In India importance 

of improvising women‟s health is 

thus felt and the landmark 

approach in this regard is the 

National Rural Health Mission 

launched in April 2005. The prime 

focus of the mission is child and 

mother. The mission seeks to 

improve the health care delivery 

system. To strengthen the 

infrastructure of health delivery a 

cadre of Accredited Social Health 

Activist (ASHA) is created to 

bridge the gap in rural health care 

especially for the women and 

child. Selected from the village 

itself and accountable to it, the 

ASHA is a female health activist 

who is trained to work as an 

interface between the community 

and the public health system.  

About functions of ASHA: 

Rural women are selected as 

ASHA and they perform various 

functions related to health care 

delivery however, here those 

related to women and child is 

mentioned: 

 Empowered with    
knowledge and a drug-kit to 

deliver first-contact 

healthcare, every ASHA is a 

fountainhead of community 

participation in public health 

programmes in her village. 

  ASHA is the first port of 

call for any health related 

demands of deprived 

sections of the population, 

especially women and 

children, who find it difficult 

to access health services. 

 ASHA is a health activist 
in the community who will 

create awareness on health 

and its social determinants 

and mobilise the community 

towards local health 

planning and increased 

utilization and 

accountability of the existing 

health services. 

 She is a promoter of good 
health practices and provides 

a minimum package of 

curative care as appropriate 

and feasible for that level 

and makes timely referrals. 

 ASHA provides 
information to the 

community on determinants 

of health such as nutrition, 

basic sanitation & hygienic 

practices, healthy living and 

working conditions, 

information on existing 

health services and the need 

for timely utilization of 
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health & family welfare 

services. 

  She counsels women on 
birth preparedness, 

importance of safe delivery, 

breast-feeding and 

complementary feeding, 

immunization, contraception 

and prevention of common 

infections including 

Reproductive Tract 

Infection/Sexually 

Transmitted Infections 

(RTIs/STIs) and care of the 

young child. 

  ASHA  mobilises the 

community and facilitate 

them in accessing health and 

health related services 

available at the 
Anganwadi/sub-

centre/primary health 

centers, such as 

immunisation, Ante Natal 

Check-up (ANC), Post Natal 

Check-up supplementary 

nutrition, sanitation and 

other services being 

provided by the government. 

  She acts as a depot older 

for essential provisions 

being made available to all 

habitations like Oral 

Rehydration Therapy (ORS), 

Iron Folic Acid Tablet(IFA), 

chloroquine, Disposable 

Delivery Kits (DDK), Oral 

Pills & Condoms, etc.. 

 Due to non- availability of good 

health care delivery system, 

illiteracy and ignorance of the 

importance of women‟s health 

earlier the maternal mortality was 

very high. All these functions of 

ASHA workers are directly 

affecting the health status of rural 

women. Here the parameters of 

health status of rural women are 

confined to maternal mortality, 

infant mortality.  

In this respect it necessitates in the 

present paper to study the how 

ASHA workers being a lady 

health activist are engaged in 

improving health status women in 

particular and rural areas in 

particular in the Karimganj 

District of Assam. 

Background of the study 

          Karimganj with an area of 

1839sq.km is a district in the 

southern part of Assam. Of the 

three districts of Barak valley, 

Karimganj has an international 

border with Bangladesh in its 

North West side, Tripura on its 

southwest, Mizoram in the south 

and other two districts of Barak 

valley Cachar and Hailakandi on 

the eastern side. 

     Karimganj is situated between 

longitude 92˚15΄ and 92˚35΄east 

and between 24˚15΄ and 24˚55'east 

latitude. The north and north 

eastern district are plain areas 

while south and south western 

parts are covered by dense forests. 

Largest number of population of 

Karimganj i.e.92.67% resides in 

the rural areas and their main 

occupation is agriculture and 

allied activities. Rice accounted 

for nearly 80% of the gross 

cultivated area. But this practice is 
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seasonal, in other times they 

mainly depend on other 

occupations such as day labour. 

Overview of the district: 

 
Source: Department of statistics and economics. (2001 census) 

       With largest rural areas 

Karimganj has local rural self-

government or Panchayat Raj 

institution (PRIs) constituting of 1 

Zillah Parishad, 7 Anchalik 

Parishads with 96 Gaon 

Panchayat.  

Objectives of the study: 
The paper is presented with the 

following objectives: 

1. To study the changes in 

health status of rural 

women with the service 

provided by the ASHA 

workers. 

Methodology and data base: 

The study is based on both 

primary and secondary data. The 

primary data is collected by using 

multistage sampling. In the first 

stage of sample selection 2 

Community Blocks of Karimganj 

is selected at random. From the 

selected 2(two) Community 

Blocks 1 Gaon Panchayat from 

each Blocks is selected on the 

basis of simple random sampling. 

From each of 2 selected Gaon 

Panchayat 2 villages is selected by 

using simple random sampling. 

From each village 10% of total 

household is surveyed and the 

ASHA workers are directly 

interviewed. The main sources of 

secondary data are the official 

publication of governments. 

Findings:  

The first part of the findings of our 

study is about the health status of 

the women of the rural areas in 

Karimganj district. This is 

depicted in the table below:          

1.  Total land area 1089 sq.km 

      2. Total population 1003678 

      3. Total rural population 934126 

      4. Total urban population 73,747 

      5. Sex ratio 944 

      6. Literacy rate 55.74 

     7.  Poverty line 40.86 
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The maternal mortality rate in 

Assam in 2004-06 was 254 and 

was 212 in 2007-09.Infant 

mortality is 70 per thousand.  

Performance of ASHA in 

promotion of health status of the 

rural women can be visualized in 

the following cases: 

Increase of institutional 

Delivery: The numbers of rural 

mothers for preferring   

institutional delivery has 

increased.  It is found that the 

number of institutional delivery 

has increased district wise form 

4920 in 2007 to 11439 in 2010. As 

from the table 1 it can be seen that 

the percentage of institutional 

delivery has increased from 25 

percent in 2007 to 61.2 percent in 

2010. These increased preferences 

are due to the awareness of the 

rural masses about the benefit of 

both good health of mother and 

child, less risk of infant and 

maternal death and other 

complicacy during after the birth 

of child. It is an undoubted fact 

that ASHA workers are most 

responsible for increasing the 

preference of institutional delivery 

as well promotion of maternal 

health. 

The following table shows the 

number of increasing institutional 

delivery in the sample areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  

      2. 

      3. 

      4. 

      5. 

      6. 

      7. 

      8 

     9. 

     10. 

     11. 

     

     12. 

 

       

Total land area 

Total population 

Total rural population 

Total urban population 

Sex ratio 

Literacy rate 

Birth rate * 

Death rate * 

Poverty line 

Fertility rate 

Doctor-population rates         

 (per lakh of population) 

Health facilities 

1. ASHA(per lakh of 

population) 

2. No. of bed available 

(per lakh of 

population) 

1089 sq.km 

1003678 

9,30,131 

73,747 

944 

55.74 

26.6(per thousand) 

9.2(per thousand) 

40.86 

7.08 

6.48 

 

 

99.99 

 

6.45 
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Table 1:  No of institutional delivery in the sample areas. 

 

Year Institutional delivery 

2007 25% 

2008 27% 

2009 49% 

2010 61.2% 

                        Source: Author 

 Table no 2.  No. of Institutional Delivery in Karimganj District  

 
Year Karimganj District 

2007 4920 

2008 7557 

2009 7964 

2010 11439 

Source: Joint Director of Health Services, Karimganj 

 

Awareness of people:  Another 

performance of ASHA workers is 

increasing the awareness level of 

the rural women to live a healthy 

life. Keeping in continuous touch 

with each and every rural woman 

they become aware about different 

practices to live a healthy life 

which included child 

immunization, nutrition, basic 

sanitation & hygienic practices, 

healthy living and working 

conditions, information on 

existing health services and the 

need for timely utilization of 

health & family welfare services. 

Visiting the rural areas 

interviewing with the villagers it 

was found that there has been 

increasing realization of the 

numbers of rural masses for 

complete immunization of their 

children. It was a known fact that 

rural people due to their ignorance 

and poverty fail to give proper 

nursing to their children and thus 

giving an unhealthy future to the 

society. This challenge is reduced 

as ASHA workers have 

successfully coming forward with 

increasing the awareness of the 

people to immunize their children 

from deadly diseases. It is found 

that about 90.50 percent of the 

rural people are aware about the 

providing polio drop and nearly 

69.93 percent about complete 

immunization (refer table no 3 

Awareness score). Almost 96.09 

percent of children are fully 

immunized in the district in 2010 

(Joint Director of Health Services, 

Karimganj) 
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Table 3 Awareness score of rural women: 

 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
                                                                                     
 
 
 

Source: Author 

 

In the conclusion it can be said 

that ASHA the lady health activist 

in the rural area is thus 

smoothening and promoting the 

health scenario of the rural 

women. Being a female she is 

working as custodian of the 

promotion of health status of 

females in her village. 

Interviewing the ASHA workers it 

is found that they are enjoying 

empowerment both social and 

economic empowerment. It has 

been found that this village lady 

with some basic education and 

health training performing the 

best. Her status in the family as 

well in the society has increased. 

Another important fact to be 

mentioned here is that the both the 

female is working as the promoter 

of health condition of the society 

one as a distributer( ASHA) and 

other as the receiver (the rural 

woman) of health care services. 

 

 

 

 

Sl. 
no 

Heads Score (in 

percentage) 

1 Aware to use sanitation 35.75 

2 Aware to use purified water 72.07 

3 Aware about NRHM 23.02 

4 Aware about complete   child 

immunization 

69.93 

5 Aware about giving polio drop to 

child 

90.50 

6 Aware about institutional 

delivery 

58.10 

7 Knows  ASHA of their village 100 

8 Knows the functioning of ASHA 68.72 

This changes in the health status as well the awareness level to live healthy 

life is the reflection of the better performance of the ASHA. 
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Abstract 

Rural handicraft industry has performed exceedingly well and enables our 

country to achieve a wide measure of industrial growth and diversification. 

By its less capital intensive and  high  labour  absorption  nature,  this  

sector  has  made  significant  contribution  to employment generation and 

also to rural industrialization. Small scale industrial sector in India 

create largest employment opportunity for the Indian populace, next only to 

agriculture. A failure to modernize the rural industrialization programme 

and revamp the rural non-farm and agricultural sector on the part of the 

government is partly responsible for the apathetic condition of some rural 

craft industry and “Pottery industry” of the Hira people provides a good 

example in this regard. This pottery industry which is given full and part 

time employment opportunities to a large section people belongs to a 

marginalized community is crippled by various problems. The real incomes 

of the workers associated with this profession have declined over the years 

instead of increasing in tandem with the growth of economy. Consequently 

the no. of workers working in this industry has been decreases to large 

extent despite its potentialities for self-employment. The paper studies the 

prospect of Pottery Craft industry for rural employment in Assam 

particularly in Karimganj district of Barak Valley and various views of 

Hira (Kumar) people to solve their basic problems. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 
Rural handicraft industry has 

performed exceedingly well and 

enables our country to achieve a 

wide measure of industrial growth 

and diversification. By its less 

capital intensive and high labour 

absorption nature this sector has 

made significant contribution to 

employment generation and also 

to rural industrialization. Small 

scale industrial sector in India 

create largest employment 

opportunity for the Indian 
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populace, next only to 

agriculture.
1 

(Yojana, May, 2010, 

(A Development Monthly 

Magazine), Upkar Prakashan, 

Agra, p-08) After independence 

lots of fund has already been spent 

to strengthen and restructure the 

rural economy and even now we 

talk about inclusive growth of the 

economy without realizing the 

importance of our traditional crafts 

industry. But this sector along with 

other allied activities holds the key 

to faster economic development. 

They not only remove poverty and 

unemployment from the villages 

but also make them self-sufficient 

economic units. In fact a failure to 

modernize the rural 

industrialization programme and 

revamp the rural non-farm sector 

and agricultural sector on the part 

of the government is partly 

responsible for the apathetic 

condition of some rural craft 

industry and the “Pottery 

industry”  of the Hira people 

provides a good example in this 

regard. Pottery industry refers to a 

particular rural craft industry 

where the person produces 

different kinds of earthen pots 

from a special type of clay without 

using technical and scientific 

instruments. This pottery industry 

which has given full and part time 

employment opportunities to a 

large section people belongs to a 

marginalized community, it-self 

crippled by various problems. 

Consequently  the  number  of  

workers working  in  this  industry 

has  decreased  to  large extent  

despite its  potentialities  for self- 

employment. 
 

Earthen pots like “Kalah”, “Charu”, 

“Ghat”, “Tekeli”, “Nagra”, “Madali” 

etc. are still considered important 

from religious and cultural point 

of view and still occupy an 

important place in auspicious 

occasions like celebration of 

marriages, religious occasions like 

“Puja”, performance  of  “Preta 

Karma” of  deceased.  Increasing  

cost  of  collecting  the  Hira  clay, 

difficulty of  getting  necessary 

and  required  burning  materials  

and  more  importantly the 

availability of similar cheap 

plastic items everywhere reduced 

the demand for the product 

produced by this industry. Further, 

in this age of globalization it has 

failed to attract large capital  and  

more  importantly  the  upcoming  

generation  of  this  community  is  

also  not interested to work in such 

a profession. As a result, this 

industry is facing extinction which 

in turn will bring disaster to this 

community. 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

AND RESEARCH GAP: 
The origin, growth and 

development of the Hira 

community can be traced from 

mythological, historical and 

ethnological sources. From 

mythological point of view, the 

word “Hira” is derived  from  

“Mahadeva”, while  the  “Kumar” 
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was  born  from  father,  

“Viswakarma” and mother 

“Gritachi”.
2  

(     Haloi, R. (2007), 

A Study on the Problems and 

Prospects of Pottery Industry of 

Hiras in Nalbari district with 

reference to Pub-Nalbari Block, 

(M. Phil dissertation),p-74 

Historically about 600 hundred 

years ago, late Mahendra 

Mahapatra along with his wife 

Hira Devi came to Assam from 

Orissa to visit the temple of “Maa-

Kamakhya”. One day in a pleasant 

morning while she was passing by 

the bank of the mighty 

Brahmaputra, she noticed some 

lumps of earth were sparkling 

and shining like a diamond. 

Then with the help of Kumars 

she learnt the art of making 

earthen pots from this clay. From 

then on, the soil is known as “Hira 

mati” after the name of its 

discoverer “Hira Devi” and the 

different earthen pots are called 

“Hira bachan”, and her 

descendents are known as “Hira 

Jati”.
3 

(Haloi, R. (2007), A Study 
on the Problems and Prospects of 

Pottery Industry of Hiras in 

Nalbari district with reference to 

Pub-Nalbari Block, (M. Phil 

dissertation), p-74 

 

From the ethnological point of 

view, the Hira people originally 

belonged to higher castes like 

Brahmins, Kalitas, etc. and 

Schedule castes Namasudras. By 

making a study in terms of 

“Gotra” the origin of the Hiras can 

be traced. The gotras of the Hiras 

of Assam are Parasara, Alemyan  

and  Kashyap  which  are  found  

to  be  similar  among  the  

Brahmins  and  the Namasudras. 

But it is a matter of regret that, at 

certain turns of history of our 

social system, they have fallen 

within the fold of untouchable 

under certain unavoidable 

circumstances.
4 

(Haloi, R. (2007), A Study on the 

Problems and Prospects of Pottery 

Industry of Hiras in Nalbari 

district with reference to Pub-

Nalbari Block, (M. Phil 

dissertation),p-75 
 

As per the 1931 census report, 

there were 17,000 Hira people, 

which has increased to 28,310 in 

1961, 32,622 in 1971 and to 

49,336 in 1991. According to the 

2001 census report, the Hira 

people live in districts like- 

Barpeta (15.7%), Kamrup (15.7%), 

Darang (13.5), Nalbari (13.1%), 

Marigaon (18.7%), Nagaon 

(9.4%), Goalpara (6.0%), 

Bongaigaon (5.2%), Dhubri 

(1.3%), Kokrajhar (0.7%) and it 

is 0.7% in Sonitpur district of 

Assam. But it has been observed 

that with the change in nature of 

the economy and due to the 

diversification of the attitude of 

the people of this traditional 

craft industry, it is going to 

disappear from our society. The 

social standing of this vulnerable 

community depends on the 

prospect of this industry, so 
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different scholars and researchers 

carried out a number of intensive 

and extensive studies with respect 

to mobility, origin of the pottery 

work and its socio-cultural 

importance in the live of 

Assamese people. In this regard 

Roy (1977), Medhi, B. (1992), 

Sharma and Sarma (1998), 

Sarmah, H. C. (1991), Sarmah, P. 

R. (2001) and Bezbaruah, D. K. 

(2003) focused on this craft 

industry through their research 

work. But till date no one has 

worked on the Hira community 

extensively from employment 

perspectives in the era of 

globalisation. 

AREA OF THE STUDY: 
The study was carried out in 

Karimganj district of Barak-Valley 

of Assam. It is selected keeping in 

mind the deplorable conditions of 

this craft industry. It has seven 

blocks and is surrounded by 

beautiful geographical and natural 

scenarios along with national and 

international border link. This is 

the first attempt to make a survey 

study in Karimganj district in 

relation to life conditions of the 

people of a marginalized 

community like “Hira” and the 

prospect for rural employment in 

their profession. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

The prime objectives of this study 

is- 

 

1.   to know about the prospect of 

the pottery industry with respect to 

rural employment in terms of their 

socio-economic conditions and 

participation in the profession of 

pottery works; 

 

2.  to know their views to 

overcome their problems. 

  

METHODOLGY: 

As there is a dearth of data, the 

study is exploratory in nature and 

is dependent upon field survey. 

For the purpose of interview, a 

structured open-ended 

questionnaire was developed. The 

interviews took place with the 

author writing down or a tape 

recorder was used to collect views 

of the people from this 

community. Each interview lasted 

for about 30 to 40 minutes. Here a 

sample of 25% families selected 

from Sadarashi block where the 

inhabitants of Kumar people are 

large in number out of seven 

blocks in the district as per report 

of the official person of the 

District Economics  and  Statics  

department  of  Karimganj.  The 

study was conducted under 

normative survey method. Besides 

official’s data, information from 

memory of the old-age person and 

informal discussion were held 

with different social workers and 

with some people of Karimganj 

town area who exclusively deals 

in the business of earthen 

products. 

Apart from this, a case of example 

is also considered here for our 

better understanding of the 
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problems and for this purposes the 

“Rural Tourism Project on 

Terracotta Craft Cluster of 

Asharikandi” in Dhubri District of 

Assam is selected. 

DELIMITATION: 
 

1 The study is confined with the 

Kumar (Hira) people of Karimganj 

district, particularly in Sadarashi 

block; and 

 

1. The head of the family 

members were interviewed in this 

study. 

 

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS: 

 

1. The number of working Kumar 

people has decreased to a large 

extent during the last few years 

but up to the nineties pottery 

works had been their principal 

means of occupation. Altogether 

nine villages in the seven blocks 

of the district of Karimganj are 

inhabited by the Kumar people. 

But the number of families and 

workers has declined to a large 

extent and it is evident from the 

following statistical Table-1 
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The above table reveals that the 

number of family surviving by this 

profession of pottery decreased 

over the last decade. During 

nineties, altogether there were 262 

families which highlighted the 

importance of this industry for 

their day to day survival. In the 

absence of their  own  agricultural  

land  and  other  means  of  

occupation,  they  concentrated  on  

their inherited work culture and 

thus maintained a subsistence life. 

But at present approximately 44 

(16.79%) families are engaged in 

this sector. Interestingly, out of 

these 44 families, all the members  

of  each  family  are  not  engaged  

in  this  profession,  rather  they 

are  seeking or diverting to other 

jobs for day to day survival. 

 

A Case of Example: 

Under the “New Country 

Programme 2003-07” sponsored 

by “United Nations Development 

Programme” (UNDP), the 

honourable District Commissioner 

of Dhubri district of lower part of 

Assam inaugurated a new project 

entitled “Rural Tourism Project on 

Terracotta Craft Cluster of 

Asharikandi in Dhubri District” at 

a proposed cost of Rs. 70 lakhs. 

Though the project has not been 

formally inaugurated but it has 

practically started to reap benefits 

out of it. It benefits directly 400 

artisans and indirectly 1000 people 

at present. Thus, it is expected that 

the completion of the project 

would cater to   the need of the 

tourist and the artisans and the 

villagers in bigger manner and this 

experience can provide a good 

example for our proposed study. 

 

2.         Another important 

observation regarding the Kumar 

workers is that all the workers 

engaged in this profession are not 

able to earn the minimum income 

for their subsistence level and at 

the same time the rate of 

dependent person is also very high 

indicating disguised and 

underemployment in the study 

area. 
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It is evident from    the Table-2 

that out of 56 person 27 (48.21%) 

person are engaged in pottery 

works whereas 21 (37.5%) 

number of people are workless.  

Moreover, although 48.21% 

people are working in their own 

profession but only 18 (66.66%) 

workers can earn their minimum 

income and the rest 33.33% 

people are unable to earn their 

minimum income and thus show a 

significant percentage of disguised 

unemployment. 

Another important feed-back 

gained during the survey is that in 

most of the family only the head 

persons are engaged in the works 

of pottery and their children are 

not interested in becoming potters. 

As a result the real incomes of the 

workers have declined over the 

years instead of increasing in 

tandem with the growth of the 

economy. This calls for policy 

changes both at the Centre and 

state level. 

 

3. Almost more than 90% people 

engaged in pottery industry in the 

survey area said that the demand 

for their products is very high. 

Though it is a season based 

business, but throughout the whole 

year they can produce and sell it at 

local market. But the marketing 

system followed by these people is 

not organized in nature and in 

general they sell their products to 

the whole seller or to the 

middleperson. 

4. Regarding the educational 

status, the number of literate 

person is not so less compared to 

other communities but the quality 

is very poor. Low income, 

improper guidance, lack of 

educational environment and basic 

facilities are the factors 

responsible for their educational 

hindrance. In our survey we found 

that 85.17% people are literate 

(can just read and write their 

mother language) and remaining 

14.83% are illiterate. Sex-wise the 

literacy rates among the peoples 

are not equal. It is found that 

88.23% male persons are educated 

against 81.81% female candidate. 

But the number of higher educated 

person (minimum graduation or 

more) is less than 10.71% in the 

study area.  So  they  do  not  

know  or  are  not  aware  of  the 

environment of modern business 

and consequently unable to 

receive the benefits of new 

economic and industrial strategies. 

 

5. During the study period it is 

observed that apart from their 

conventional hindrance this 

industry has suffered due to its 

being unorganized, with the 

additional constraints of lack of 

education, low capital, poor 

exposure to new technologies, 

absence of market intelligence, 

and a poor institutional 

framework. 
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6.   One of the paradoxes of a 

nation full of paradoxes is ours 

attitude to its crafts and 

craftspeople. Even craftspeople 

themselves do not respect their 

own skills and traditions. Only in 

our society the potters think it as a 

liability rather than an asset with 

enormous potential whereas the 

countries like Thailand, Indonesia, 

Nepal and even the Philippines 

have realised that indigenous 

crafts can give them an 

international edge.5 (   Yojana, 

May, 

2010, (A Development Monthly 

Magazine), Upkar Prakashan, 

Agra, p-32     ) But during our 

study period an important feed-

back was gained that most of the 

young boys and girls are not 

interested in becoming potters due 

to the lack of dignity of this work. 

They think that workers of this 

profession do not have high social 

status or value in the eyes of 

society. Accordingly, they jump to 

other areas and jobs which clearly 

indicate mobility of occupational 

pattern. 

 

VIEWS OF SOME HIRA 

WORKER TO OVERCOME 

THEIR PROBLEMS 

 

With respect to solution of their 

problem most of the Hira people 

of the surveyed area opined that- 

 

i)  Earthen product produced by 

this community can give them 

national or international edge and 

in the long- run the upcoming 

generation will also be inspired to 

work in such industries. 

ii)  Since it is an eco-friendly 

product to some extent compared 

to plastic product, its use can 

protect our environment. The 

scarcity of raw-materials 

particularly of fire-wood and Hira 

soil can be overcome if the 

government lends its support; 

 

iii)  To reduce their physical 

labour they want modern 

equipment’s; 

 

iv) They feel that if possible, at 

least one “Work-shed house” 

should be supplied to this section 

of the people engaged in this 

sector; 

 

v) They also suggest that special 

awareness/training programme 

should be organized to encourage 

the youth so that their mind-set 

can be changed. 

 

PROSPECTS FOR RURAL 

EMPLOYMENT IN POTTERY 

CRAFT 

 

The future prospect of pottery 

craft with respect to employment 

generation will depend upon 

certain consideration regarding its 

modernization keeping in view its 

demand and use of potteries. In 

fact craftspeople need what is 

called market professionals; 

require education, investment, 

research and development, modern 
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technology, design and product 

development, credit facilities, 

proper work places, market access 

and most importantly social 

acceptance and status, and 

thereafter we can expect a 

favourable effect on this industry. 

 

i)  Specialization of work will take 

place among the members of Hira 

people. As an outcome, along with 

the male and female members, 

youth can pay wholehearted 

attention to their industry.  So,  it 

can  be expected  that  this 

industry will  be able  to  cut  the 

massive unemployment not only 

among the Hira community people 

but also among the people living 

in other backward classes in our 

society. 

 

ii) With the development of this 

industry its demand will rise, and 

consequently the production of 

pottery industry will get enlarged 

and this sort of enlargement will 

widen the scope of market and the 

skills of an entrepreneur in 

sourcing inputs and selling their 

product will also rise. Thus, there 

is a scope for policy intervention 

for providing appropriate and 

sustained market intelligence and 

necessary supply conditions for a 

sustained growth path of the 

artisans. 

 

iii)   After the modernization of 

this industry, its output can 

compete with the substitute items 

produced in large and medium 

scale industries and at the same 

time the country’s heritage and 

history can be protected and 

developed. 

 

iv) The migration of labour force 

from the rural areas can also be 

checked. By developing such 

crafts industries, basic 

employment opportunities in the 

rural areas can be provided. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The future of this marginalized 

community and the profession of 

pottery lies in our attitude, in our 

ability to recognize that our 

unique heritage and a large 

number of living practitioners are 

an enormous strength rather than a 

weakness and also in recognizing 

that they require encouragement 

and investment. The Kamauli and 

Nidhanpur Grants refer 

respectively to Kumbakara 

(Potter) and Kumbhakaragarta (the 

Potter’s pit) and it is obvious that 

pottery was then an important 

village craft as it still is.6 (Barua, 

B. K. (2003), A Cultural History 

of Assam, (Early Period), Bina 

Library, Guwahati (Originally 

Published:1951), p-110). “We are 

talking about inclusive growth 

excluding the already 

marginalized..............” and 

therefore it is observed that the 

problem with crafts and 

craftspeople today is not 

dwindling market demand,  or  

even  access  to  a  globalised  

market.7  (Yojana,  May,  2010,  
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(A  Development Monthly 

Magazine), Upkar Prakashan, 

Agra, p-35) It is our own attitude 

to crafts people of this  

community.  Even  crafts  people  

of  this  group  do  not  respect  

their  own  skills  and traditions. 

Craftspeople belonging to this 

Hira community need to change 

their mind set and should 

concentrate on their own work 

culture, and at the same time this 

beautiful art of these people 

should have social 

acceptance.Then only time will 

tell whether these wonderful skills 

and tradition end up a triumphant 

success story or a tragically lost 

opportunity. 
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Abstract 
The painful and tragic experience of the African- Americans in the United 

States of America led them to struggle for and establish an identity of their 

own. The survey of the history of the African- American people in different 

geographical spaces such as the African homeland, the middle passage, the 

American South and then the industrialized North, presents a picture where 

identity has been the foremost casualty in a history of displacement and 

migration, embittered by a conflict with the majority voice, engaged in a 

struggle for survival against unexpected suffering. The tragedy was that the 

African- American‟s quest for identity began over the things for which he 

himself was not responsible- his black colour, his race, his ancestors, and his 

physic. All this led the black men to turn himself into an object. It is under 

such circumstances that an unending and always expanding quest for identity 

began. Both the African- American men and women were the victims but 

there is a marked difference in their approach. While the men had to fight 

only in terms of race and class, the women were additionally burdened with 

the issues of gender as they saw that it is not only the white man but also the 

black man who often ill-treated them or misrepresented them in the 

literature. 

The experience of the African-

American people, one of the 

largest ethnic groups in the United 

States of America today, has been 

varied, painful and tragic. For this 

minority group displacement, 

deprivation, suffering, 

marginalization, resistance, 

survival, and an urge to create and 

assert a sense of identity against 

the process of marginalization, has 

been the burden of history. 

Deprived of any sense of identity 

or any satisfying feeling of the 
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self, they throughout the centuries 

have been engaged in attempts to 

define their existence in definite 

terms. Their cultural aspiration, as 

expressed in their literature, seems 

to revolve round an inevitable 

urge to reinvent and reassert an 

identity of their own. This turns 

out to be their primary quests. 

 Identity may be thought of 

in terms of self-personal, group or 

societal. There is no objective or a 

priori definition of self or essence, 

that is, of the unit‟s identity or of 

what qualities the unit should 

display. What its identity consists 

of is those aspects of its existence 
which enable its constituent frame 

of reference or meaning. 

According to The Oxford 

Companion to African American 

Literature, identity as a concept 

can be defined “as the search for 

self and its relationship to social 

contexts and realities” (Gates.p-

270). What the existential thread 

or meaning is that which allows 

them to hang together is a matter 

of observation, not a priori 

definition. There is no such thing 

as the essential nature of human 

beings or groups, that is, a priori 

characteristics which transcend 

individual variations or exist 

whether persons or groups 

actually display them or are aware 

of them.  

 The African-Americans in 

their passage through slavery had 

to struggle to establish a sense of 

identity, to find a voice, and to 

claim a political and cultural space 

in the United States of America. 

This murderous transit has formed 

and reinforced an autonomous 

sense of black identity. Black 

literature, music and culture are a 

testament to that story. Africans 

were first brought to America as 

slaves and in this process they 

were displaced from their native 

land and culture. 

           They were hurled into a 

new land, strange and hostile, 

where, for a second time they felt 

the slow, painful process of a new 

place and as a result of this 

confronted a concerned attack on a 
stable sense of identity. They 

could neither call themselves 

Africans nor Americans. The 

institution of slavery, thus, forced 

on the African-Americans a 

strange culture. Overnight the 

Negro has been given two frames 

of reference within which he had 

to place himself. His metaphysics, 

or, less pretentiously, his customs 

and the sources on which they 

were based, were wiped out 

because they were in conflict with 

a civilization that he did not know 

and that imposed itself on him. In 

the New World the. Negro, not 

only lost his culture but his very 

personal name. He was either 

given a Christian name or the 

surname of his master so that he 

could be easily identified that, he 

belonged to a particular master. 

The Negro, in this process lost his 

very personal indicator of identity. 
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 The colour of the skin “is 

the most obvious outward 

manifestation of race” and so “it 

has been made the criterion by 

which men are judged irrespective 

of their social or educational 

attainments” (Burns.p-16). In the 

white world the man of colour 

encounters difficulties in the 

development of his bodily schema, 

where, the common remark made 

by the white was “Look a Negro” 

or “Mama, see the Negro I‟m 

frightened” (Fanon.p-110). Along 

with. the colour of the skin, the 

physical features like hair, stature 

also made the life of a Negro 
miserable. The imperialists of 

Europe made their profits by 

making the black bodies, the „big 

business‟ of the 18
th

 century, 

which only a few industries of the 

world could yield. Their hunger 

for more wealth increased the 

importation of the Black slaves. 

But these Europeans, whenever, 

they saw that the populations of 

the Black slaves were exceeding 

the whites, they transported them 

to other places. In this process 

many Black families were broken. 

The African-Americans, thus, lost 

the sense of a definite kinship. 

This is the effect of forced 

migration. 

 The Africans, transported 

to this New World also lost their 

primitive religion. The religion 

which had helped them together 

was snatched from them and they 

were given the new religion of 

Christianity. The Blacks, to some 

extent responded as fervently as 

did the rest of mankind to the 

exhortations of the Quakers in 

their call for liberty, equality and 

fraternity, to the expressed 

conviction that all men are equal 

in the eyes of God. But soon they 

were disillusioned. Their captivity 

under Christendom blasted their 

lives, disrupted their families, 

reached down into the 

personalities of each one of them 

and destroyed the very images and 

symbols which had guided their 

minds and feelings in the effort to 

live. To evade the prevailing 
Christian injunction that all 

baptized men are free and equal, 

they culled from the Bible many 

quotable verses admonishing the 

slaves to be true to their masters. 

They extended Christian salvation 

to them without granting the boon 

of freedom. When praises were 

sung to God, it was enforced that 

the Blacks must not lift their 

voices in common hymn. 

  Each of the white man 

created an all-powerful 

atmosphere of ambition and 

passion in which the black slaves 

became the objects of exploitation. 

To protect their delicately 

balanced edifice of political 

power, the lords of the land 

proceeded to neutralize the 

strength of the blacks and the 

growing restlessness of the poor 

whites by dividing and ruling the 

Blacks, by inciting them against 
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one another. At this stage division 

also occurred among the Black 

communities. One group went 

against the other and in this 

process they began to loss their 

communal identity. The bringing 

in of the slaves or slavery as an 

institution was not confined only 

to the blacks. Even whites, 

because of abject poverty, were 

engaged in the plantation as slave-

labour. In the case of the blacks, 

however, the exploitation had two 

dimensions, based on race and 

class. Whereas the consideration 

of race was used to create a sense 

of restlessness and division along 
the colour line, class 

considerations enforced among the 

black people established a class 

oriented hierarchy of the ruled and 

the ruler when a section of the 

black labourers were engaged as 

slaves drivers or overseers. This in 

its turn further destroyed the sense 

of community life or any 

possibility of organization of the 

slaves as a community. This 

characteristic colonial feature 

dominated and contributed to the 

sufferings of the African-

Americans for a long time. 

 The African-Americans 

were also denied education. Their 

black bodies were regarded as 

good tools that had to be kept 

efficient for labour and hard work. 

Therefore, when schools were 

built, it was decided that the 

Blacks must not partake of the 

teaching in the schools. The 

whites leaped upon the road of 

progress and their leap was the 

windfall of the tragedy of the 

Blacks. The excessive love of life 

wove a deadly web of slavery; 

their sense of the possibility of 

building a more human world 

brought devastation and despair to 

the Blacks. The African-American 

desire to learn, to be able to use 

language as a tool for 

emancipation is very poignantly 

expressed in the Narrative of The 

Life of Fredrick Douglass, An 

American Slave, written by 

himself. He very poignantly states; 

„the means of knowing was 
withheld from me‟ (p-12). Even 

the Sunday schools were a mere 

mockery of education to the 

slaves. The desire to be able to 

read and use language to articulate 

grievances has been and still a 

very significant feature in the 

African-American quest for 

identity. Frederick Douglass 

ironically states: 

 the more I read, the more I 

was led to abhor and detest my 

enslavers……As I read and 

contemplated the subject, behold! 

That very discontentment with 

which Master Huge had predicted 

would follow my learning to read 

had already come, to torment and 

sting my soul to unalterable 

anguish. As I writhed under it, I 

would at times feel that learning 

to read had been a curse rather 

than a blessing (P-33).  
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       That was Frederick Douglass 

in 1845. But African-American 

history has since than been a 

struggle to master language and 

use writing as action in the search 

to understand and express a sense 

of the self. 

 A shared sense of the past 

plays a pivotal role in the way 

values and visions are transmitted 

from one generation to the next. 

History is part of a society‟s 

attempt to structure a self image 

and to communicate a common 

identity. The African-Americans 

unable to assimilate and integrate 

with the whites began to look back 
to their African past. The new 

American nationality was 

inescapably English in language, 

ideas and traditions because it was 

able to melt all the European 

customs and traditions leaving the 

black Americans outside the plate. 

Their folkways and folktales, 

which had once given meaning 

and sanction to their actions faded 

from the Black consciousness. 

They were now no longer the 

typical Negro nor were they 

regarded as equal to the sense of 

identifiable self, which would not 

oversimplify the multiplicity of 

simultaneously being an African, 

an American, and a human being. 

 The Negro‟s search for 

identity began over the things for 

which he himself was not 

responsible. He was not 

responsible for his black colour, 

for his body, for his race, for his 

ancestors, but still then he was 

subjected to crude definition as a 

mute object. The white men by 

capturing the black men in Africa 

and bringing them to slavery in 

America killed the black men-

killed him mentally, culturally, 

spiritually, economically, 

politically, and morally. Hated 

from outside and therefore hating 

himself, the Negro was bound to 

take him far off from his own 

presence and contribute to the 

process of turning himself into an 

object. All he wanted was to be a 

man among other men and live in 

a world that he could say, also, 
belonged to him, but which 

ironically was denied to him. A 

concomitant to this state is an 

unending and always expanding 

Quest for identity in an ever 

changing context.  

 African-American fiction 

uses the above stated historical 

forces as the backdrop. For the 

African-American writers, men 

and women, it has been unending 

individual quests as part of the 

larger quest of the community for 

a sense of identity, however 

changing, fragile and temporary it 

may be. A study of African-

American culture and its literary 

expression of identity is defined 

essentially by the dimension of 

race and in some cases class. The 

African-American fiction came to 

be seen as dominated by the 

struggle for freedom from all 

discriminations and also striving 
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to establish one‟s identity as an 

African-American. The male 

writers also portray the African-

American male protagonists 

engaged in a quest for identity 

through an alternating pattern of 

withdrawal from and involvement 

with the community, and the 

female characters as stereotypical 

one dimensional figure. They 

remained concerned only with the 

black male psyche and at times 

even branded their women with a 

negative image.  

 The writings of the 

African-American woman, though 

runs parallel to the writings of 
men, have their own particular 

views-that of gender. The 

institution of slavery branded 

them within the narrow scope of 

certain stereotype images which 

denied the scope of a fully 

developed notion of the self. The 

women saw that, in most cases the 

slave narrative or the later day 

writings of the black male failed to 

give a correct picture or 

expression to the idea of a 

complete woman. The negative 

stereotype image of black woman 

continued to show its presence in 

contemporary writings while the 

other aspects of the Negro life 

went through a series of change. 

The African-American women, 

thus, not only had to fight in terms 

of race and class but also had to 

struggle to change the negative 

images in their real life as well as 
literature. They seem to give 

greater importance to community 

involvement, thus designing more 

prominent and centrally dominant 

position for the African-American 

women.  
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Abstract 

A group of Indian Historians described the Revolt of 1857 as people‟s revolt 

and regarded its leaders as national Hero‟s. Further, some Indian and British 

Historians have termed the Revolt of 1857 as the „Mutiny of the Sepoys‟. 

Opinion differs among the Historians as to the nature of the Great Revolt of 

1857. I am trying to continue my brief discussion from this background in 

this essay.  

A group of Indian Historians 

described the Revolt of 1857 as 

people‟s revolt and regarded its 

leaders as national Hero‟s. 

Further, some Indian and British  

Historians  have  termed  the  

Revolt  of  1857  as  the  “Mutiny  

of  the Sepoys”. Opinion differs 

among the Historians as to the 

nature of the Great Revolt of 

1857. 

             At the outset we must 

keep it in mind that if a rebellion 

when successful is described as a 

War of liberation. A War of 

independence when unsuccessful 

is dubbed as a rebellion. The 

Indians regard the heroic uprising 

of 1857 as the Indian first war of 

Independence, but the British 

dabbed it as a sepoy Mutiny in 

which they only found that the 

sepoys fought for their narrow 

interest. 

           It appears that more than 

two hundred thousand gallant sons 

of Mother India gave their blood 

in the rebellion. 

Historians observed that the 

movement was marked by absence 

of cohesion and unity of purpose 

among different sections of rebels. 

There was also absence of rules of 

civilized warfare on both sides and 

both sides fought with peculiar 

savagery. If the mutineers were 

guilty of terrible enormities the 

British troops were also on 

occasions tarnished the fair name 

of their Country by a severity that 

was hardly tempered by good 

sense or moderation. 

            “Meri Jhansi Nahi Dungi”- 

“I shall not surrender my Jhansi.” 

– was the call of Rani Laxmi Bai, 

a widow queen of Jhansi, gave a 

spontaneous expression of her 

patriotic feelings. What was 
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Jhansi? It was a small state in 

Bundelkhand, a part of present 

Uttar Pradesh. Annual Revenue of 

the state was Rupees Twenty 

Lakhs only. After the Annexation 

of Jhansi British Empire 

sanctioned  a monthly pension of 

rupees five thousand to Rani. But 

Rani was not ready to bend her 

head before the British for her 

personal welfare. She could 

realize that British would 

gradually grab the entire India in 

future. She was firm in her 

decision not to surrender to the 

enemy whatever mighty they may 

be. She possessed an iron will and 

refused to surrender. 

          We observe that Rani Laxmi 

Bai lastly got fatal hurt while 

fighting riding on a horse in 

„mans‟ dress with a sword in her 

hand and ultimately died. Her 

heroic death  was  only  a  

sacrifice  of  life  in  the  aspiration  

for  freedom for motherland. 

          It reveals from the 

proclamations issued by the 

leaders of great Indian Revolts 

that they wanted earnestly to unite 

all classes of Indian people 

specially Hindus and Muslims 

against the British. Records speaks 

that both the Hindus and Muslims 

unitedly fought against the British 

with a view to oust them from 

India. Attempts were made to 

satisfy the poor‟s by giving higher 

honor, post and position. There 

was no sign of communalism. The 

rebels gave greatest importance 

for the national safety. Their 

slogan was “Delhi Cholo”. They 

declared Bahadur Shah-II, the last 

Mughal Emperor as their leader. 

         The British rulers tried to 

divide the Hindus and Muslims to 

their level best. The Lieutenant 

Governor Russel Colvil said in 

grief, “…at the time of revolt…the 

benefit of division between the 

Hindus and Muslims could not be 

gained up…” 

        The principal Secretary of 

Bahadur Shah-II was one 

Mukundaram. Azimullan Khan 

was the principal advisor of rebel 

leader Nana Sahib. Afgan Soldiers 

were among the main bodyguards 

of Rani Laxmi Bai of Jhansi. 

        Captain Gowan secretly 

proposed to the Thakur 

Community of Bareilly to give 

them Rs. 50,000 as bribe to creat a 

division in the unity of Hindus and 

Muslims. But the “Thakurs” 

rejected that abhorred proposal. 

          James outram a 

contemporary observed that the 

revolt was not a thoroughly 

organized national movement, nor 

“a war of independence”. British 

Historians like J.W. Keye, G.B. 

Malleson, G.M. Trevelyan, 

Lawrance have termed the revolte 

of 1857 as the “Mutiny of the 

Sepoys”, “Religious war against 

the Christians”, “War between 

Black and White”, “A struggle 

between Oriental and Occidental”, 

“A Hindu Muslim conspiracy 

against the British” etc. 

           The famous Indian 

Historians namely Dr. Sukumar 
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Ch. Sen and Ramesh Ch. 

Mazumder tried to evaluate the 

Great Revolt of the 1857. They 

however, differ in their 

interpretation of the events of the 

Mutiny. Dr. Sukumar Sen believed 

and regarded the Revolt as a “War 

of Independence”, while Dr. R.C. 

Mazumder found that the Revolt 

of 1857 was neither first, nor 

National nor a “War of 

Independence”. Infect, the Revolt 

of the Sepoys gradually developed 

in the areas Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 

Delhi etc. as a general revolt in 

which sections of Civil population 

of all types of classes who were 

discontented due to tyranny of the 

British took part and which was 

the first great and direct challenge 

to the British Rule in India on an 

extensive scale. Dr. R.C. 

Mazumder observed “…it was 

nothing but a mutiny, of sepoys 

only since some sepoys revolted 

for their self-interest. So it cannot 

be termed as a national war or 

struggle for independence. There 

was no sign of rising of nationality 

in the heart of rebels”. 

          Thompson and Garret 

regarded the mutineers as 

“murderers of European Woman 

and Children.” They call it a 

mutiny or revolt. Dr. R.C. 

Mazumder further observed that 

“…the sepoy mutiny inspired the 

national movement for the 

freedom of India from British 

yoke which started half a century 

later”. 

            Many prominent historians 

found patrictic favour in the Great 

Revolt of 1857. Rajani Kanti 

Gupta in his “Sepahi Juddher 

Itihas” admitted and showed with 

details facts that “the sepoys and 

their associates wanted the end of 

British rule in India being 

enlightened with the ideal of 

Nationalism. Prominent Historian 

V.D. Savarkar in his book “The 

Indian War Of Independence” 

described the great revolt as 

“…well planned National struggle 

for Independence”. He termed 

revolt as “the first war of 

independence”. Historian Sashi 

Bhusan Choudhury in his “Civil 

Rebellion in the Indian Mutinies”, 

not only titled the revolt as a 

national war against imperialism 

but also pointed out that it was a 

“General Rebellion”. He followed 

that during the year 1857-58 the 

Civil people in many parts of India 

became hostile against the tyranny 

of the British Empire. 

           Most carefully, historian 

Dr. Sushobhan Chandra Sarkar 

observed that general people got 

united with a view to end the 

British Rule. They may not have 

any idea of “National Country” 

but they must have the sense of 

nationality and that is why the 

revolt should be termed as 

“National Struggle”. 

Karl Marx wrote that the rebellion 

which the British termed as a 

military uprising was actually a 

national movement. 
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             Mr.  Disraeli, a leader  of  

British  Empire  proclaimed  in  

the  British Parliament that the 

revolt was not a mere uprising of 

the sepoys. He told that the revolt 

was a national movement in India, 

where the sepoys were an 

instrument only. 

             Discussing the nature of 

various movements of the world 

like Carbonary movement of Italy, 

Movement of Poland against 

Bonaparte etc, it is followed that 

there were lack of various reasons 

in the nature of the movements 

yet, those were recognized as 

national movements in the History 

of national agitation. 

            We see that Bengal, 

Punjab, Maharashtra, Madras and 

most of states of South India 

remained unaffected. But in 

Assam some of the sepoys 

mutinied. Maniram Dewan tried to 

organize an armed revolt by the 

sepoys to drive away the British 

from Assam. But his attempt 

failed and the mutiny was 

suppressed. 

             It is observed that all most 

all historians have admitted the 

fact that the rebellion of Oudh got 

a whole shape of national 

movement. Begum Hazrat Mahal 

of Oudh led the rebellion there. 

Md. Hassan of Gorakpur, Mehendi 

Hassan  of Sultanpur,  Beni  

Madho  of  Sankarpur, Udit  

Narayan  and  Madho Prasad of 

Birhur, Debi Box Singh of Dhorua 

etc – these all regional leaders 

took active part in the rebellion. 

              As per deed dated 13-09-

1857, East India Company, the 

Government found it difficult to 

detect the participants of the 

rebellion as a large number of 

general public took part in it. 

According to Gen. Homes  – only 

at Oudh 1.50,000 numbers of 

armed rebels were assassinated by 

the British to suppress to revolt 

there out of which only 35,000 

were the sepoys. 

             Nationality is a state of 

mind in which the supreme loyalty 

of the individual is due to the 

nations states. In Nationalism we 

observe a call to sacrifice life for 

the nation. The character of the 

Great Revolt show that certainly 

there was a feeling of nationalism 

in the mind of the rebels though 

they had no idea of a National 

Country. In his recent book 

„Argumentative Indians‟ Dr. 

Amartya Sen shows that the 

Indians were always 

“Argumentative”. This query 

mentality of Indians practically 

gave birth of the Great Revolt of 

1857. So it cannot be started  that  

the  revolt  of  1857  was  mere  an  

temporary  uprising  of  some 

conservative, superstitious, 

arrogant native Indians  

          It is obvious that the actual 

cause of the revolt was the 

tyranny of the British throughout 

a centaury upon the Indians. It 

would be a foolish task to 

evaluate the Great Revolt as a 

“Mutiny” ignoring this vital 

cause. The British could have 
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realized more or less, the actual 

cause of mutiny as it appears. We 

carefully observe that after the 

end of the Great Revolt the 

control of Indian Government 

was assumed finally by the 

British Crown. East India 

Company seized to exist. The 

army was thoroughly organized 

and the idea of division and 

counterpoise dominated British 

Military Policy in India. British 

Empire took up certain changes in 

their administration in India. 

        The sacrifice of life of the 

real heroes of the first war of 

Independence remained 

dishonoured and unsung for a 

long time but their supreme 

sacrifice kindled in the hearts of 

millions of Indians the flame of 

patriotism which would never be 

extinguished. Practically all the 

Indians were influenced and 

inspired by it and within a short 

period of next 50 years entire 

India became hostile against the 

British Rule and thus Mother 

India got her freedom in the birth 

of a new Nation, new  Nationality  

and  a  new  Unity  in  diversity.  

The supreme sacrifice of the 

Heroes of the Great Revolt of 

1857 had become thus successful 

in 1947 which the Nation would 

always remember with greatest 

regard. 
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Abstract 

             The ancient names of Assam were  Kamrupa  and  Pragjyotisa, 

which had been inhabited by the Kirata or Mongoloid people before the 

Aryan culture could spread its influence over the North Eastern part of India. 

Before the advent of the Aryan civilization, the Austric-Mongolian and 

Dravidian culture was the prevalent culture of the people of this area. 
According to some scholar, the Aryans advent in North East India was 

occurrence of the pre-Buddhist period. The period of the Brahmins was 

followed by the Buddhist period, so far as the cultural history of India is 

concerned. In comparatively, ancient inscriptions of Assam, we find that, the 

high caste Aryans like Brahmans, Shatriyas and Kalitas entered into Assam 

and began to settle here even during the Pre-Christian era. 

            The mention of Kamrupa and Devoka in the Allahabad pillar 

inscription of the Gupta king Samudragupta has an important bearing on the 

Aryanisation of North East India. In the domain of political system, it is all 

probable that the ancient Assam populated by the non-Khmer group of the 

Austric and the Tibeto-Burman   people   was   in   tribal   state   of   society.   

Narakasura   and Bhagadutta, the legendary kings of Assam were probably 

the first monarchical rulers  and  they were in  all probability the Aryanised  

or Hunduised Mongoloid persons. In other words, the tribal political system 

of Assam was changed into monarchical system by the influence of the 

Aryan culture. 

 

The ancient names of Assam were 

Kamrupa and Pragjyotisa, which 

had been inhabited by the Kirata 

or Mongoloid people before the 

Aryan culture could spread its 

influence over the North Eastern 

part of India. Before the advent of 

the Aryan civilization, the Austric-
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Mongolian and Dravidian culture 

was the prevalent culture of the 

people of this area. When and  

how the Aryans  entered  North-

East  India  and  spread  their 

culture is uncertain. However, we 

find, there are references in the 

Vedic and  later  Vedic  literature.  

The  gradual  advance  of  the  

Aryans  to  the North-East India is 

described in these works, the 

Sathapata Brahmana for instance, 

records the progress of the Aryans 

up to the Sadanira, identified with 

the Karatoya, and to the east of 

that river, the Karatoya as to Dr. 

P.C Choudhury was the ancient 

boundary of Pragjyotisa in the 

west and the source perhaps points 

to the spread of the Aryan culture 

to the land before the Buddhistic 

period. The Aitareya Brahmana 

gives further indication of the 

spread of that culture to Kamrupa. 

The Gapatha Brahmana records a 

tradition of the origin of the name 

of Kamrupa indicating an early 

contact of the Aryan and non-

Aryan elements. Moreover, the 

internal evidences of the Vedic 

literature itself not only throws 

light on the question of 

Aryanisation  of  Eastern  India  at  

an  early  period,  but  also  gives  

an indication of the composition 

of certain portions of the Vedic 

texts by the Risis from said region. 

However, it is an undenying fact 

that, the Aryan- migration in to the 

North East India was held during a 

comparatively earlier period of 

History. 

           According to some scholar, 

the Aryans advent in North East 

India was   occurrence   of  the  

pre-Buddhist  period.  The  

antiquity  of   the Aryanised name 

Kamrupa that finds mention in the 

Gopatha Brahmana and that of 

Pragjyotisa, which occurs in the 

Sankayana Grahya Samgraha and 

the Ramayana points to the early 

migration to the Aryans. 

Nevertheless, simply the mention 

or references in some ancient 

scriptures and legends do not hold 

good that this portion of India was 

Aryanised at the time of the 

composition of those books. 

Again, some scholars are in the 

opinion that the name Pragjyotisa 

in the Ramayana was a later 

interpolation. 

            The period of the 

Brahmins was followed by the 

Buddhist period, so far as the 

cultural history of India is 

concerned. The important mention 

of the names like Lauhitya in the 

Nikayas, Udayachala in the 

Samhitas and Pragjyotisa - 

Kamrupa in the Puranas, preserve 

the tradition of the introduction of 

Aryan culture into the land. In 

some contemporary literary works 

like Kautilya’s – “Arthasastra”, 

refers to the Aryanised place name 

like Suvarnakudya, Paralauhitya, 

etc. in connection with the 

economic products  of  Kamrupa  

also  points  to  the  conclusion  

that,  during  the Maurya-period, 

an Aryan wave entered into the 

land. 
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              The details of the 

Aryanisation of North-East India 

are referred to in the 

“Mahabharata”. There is also a 

controversy about the 

interpolation of the name or 

Pragjyotisa in the Mahabharata. 

However, in the history of the 

Aryanisation of the North-East 

India, episode of Narakasure 

forms a significant symbol. Even 

though he might be purely 

legendary, it is told that, Naraaka 

was an adoption of Janaka, the 

Aryan King of Vedeha. He had to 

leave his ancestral house and came 

to Pragjyotisa with an Aryan 

culture. 

Just before and after the beginning 

of the Christian era, we have some 

literary evidences regarding 

Aryan‟s advent in Assam. The 

Brithat Samhitas reference to 

Pragjyotisa and Lauhitya on the 

geography of the Parasara-Tantra 

of the 1st  century A.D had an 

important bearing of the entry of 

the Aryans. 

              The Puranas definitely 

point to the settlement of the 

Aryans at least into the 

Brahmaputra Valley. The 

reference may be made here of the 

Markendeo, Skando and the Vayu-

puranas. The Markandeya Purana 

(57- 

58) mentions Pragjyotisa along 

with Udayacala, Lauhita and 

Kamrupa as countries in the East. 

The Skando Purana refers to the 

prevalence of the Sakti faith in 

Kamrupa. The Vayu Purana (45) 

includes Pragjyotisa and Lauhitya 

along with others among countries 

in the east. 

In comparatively, ancient 

inscriptions of Assam, we find 

that, the high  caste  Aryans  like  

Brahmans,  Shatriyas  and  Kalitas  

entered  into Assam and began to 

settle here even during the Pre-

Christian era. The mention of 

Kamrupa and Devoka in the 

Allahabad pillar inscription of the   

Gupta   king   Samudragupta   has   

an   important   bearing   on   the 

Aryanisation of North East India. 

             The “Accounts of Hieua 

Tsang” and the Nidhanpur 

inscription of the Varma king 

Bhaskaravarman definitely points 

to the settlement of the Aryans in 

ancient Assam of Kamrupa. 

According to Nidhanpur 

inscriptions, the king donated or 

granted land to the Brahmans in 

which more than two hundred 

groups were present. This is an 

indicator to the Proof that before 

the 6th   century AD, the Vedic 

Brahmanas were the dwellers in 

the region surrounding Nidhanpur 

in the Chandrapuri visaya. 

           As has generally happened 

all over non-Aryan India that the 

acceptance of the composite 

religion and culture of the 

Gangetic India and its way of life 

by the ruling classes brought an 

easy and inevitable merger of the 

entire non-Aryan Tribe or people 

within the ever expanding 

Brahminical Hindu world which 
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had the Aryan Language 

“Sanskrit” as its vehicle. 

          In the process of 

Sanskritisation, the place name in 

non-Aryan territories would 

normally be translated in Sanskrit 

or Sanskritised. Brahmaputra and 

Lauhitya, names of the Province 

are all likelihood approximation to 

Sanskrit of Pre-Aryan names. 

         In fact, when the Aryan 

entered into Assam, the modern 

form of Hinduism had developed 

with elements from the indigenous 

belief and highly philosophical 

Vedic faiths. In Assam, before the 

advent of the Aryan religion, the 

worshipping of “Mother  

Goddess” and  the  Kirata 

Mahadeva was in vogue. The 

Aryan culture with its belief in 

“Trinity” and the idea of “Mother  

Goddess” could easily make its 

headway in the life of the people 

of Kamrupa. 

           In the domain of political 

system, it is all probable that the 

ancient Assam populated by the 

non-Khmer group of the Austric 

and the Tibeto- Burman   people   

was   in   tribal   state   of   society.   

Narakasura   and Bhagadutta, the 

legendary kings of Assam were 

probably the first monarchical 

rulers and they were in all  

probability the  Aryanised  or 

Hunduised Mongoloid persons. In 

other words, the tribal political 

system of Assam was changed 

into monarchical system by the 

influence of the Aryan culture. 

         Over and above, the 

character of the script and 

language of the inscription of 

ancient Kamrupa clearly prove 

that, the Aryan language Sanskrit  

make  its  place  most  prominent  

due  to  explanation  of  Aryan 

culture in over this “Land of blue 

hills and red rivers”. 
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Abstract 

Tripura was a princely state and ruled by the rulers of Manikya dynasty for a 

long period. She merged with the Indian Union on 15
th

 Oct 1949. The rulers 
of Tripura wanted to modernise their state and educational modernisation 

was only a part of it. However, that process of modernisation was started 

only from the last quarter of 19
th

 century. Many schools, both primary and 

secondary were established during that short span of time. Nevertheless, due 

to its primitive and patriarchal character the ratio between the male and 

female literacy growth rate was not uniform. In this article the researcher 

tried to find out the female literacy growth rate in Tripura before her 

amalgamation and historically analyse the real cause behind the negligence 

of women education in the Princely state Tripura on the basis of various 

statistical records.     
 

Education is one of the pillars of 

modernisation and literacy growth 

rate is an indicator through which 

the educational growth can be 

measured partially. Tripura was a 

princely state before her 

amalgamation with the Indian 

Union. It was a tribal inhabited 

state based on its primitive culture 

and tradition. Hence, the state was 

far away from modern educational 

system. The process of 

modernisation was started from 

the last quarter of 19th century. 

However, due to the lack of proper 

educational infrastructure the 

literacy rate was very negligible in 

the state. During the last three 

quarters of Manikya rule, it is 

evident that the literacy growth 

rate of the state increased 

handsomely. However, the 

conditions of women literacy rate 

in Tripura were very insignificant. 
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A country or a state cannot 

make her progress only with her 

male or female citizens. Both have 

their equal roles behind the 

development. Nevertheless, in the 

patriarchal society the domination 

of male citizens and in the 

matriarchal society the domination 

of female citizens is evident and 

thus, those countries or states offer 

us a halfway developmental story. 

In 19
th

 century, in a primitive state 

like Tripura with her patriarchal 

outlook give us an idea about the 

social condition of women in 

Tripura.  

In 19
th

 century Tripura, 

tribal people were majority in the 

state under the Manikya rulers. 

Table No. 1 depicts that during the 

period there were very few 

numbers of schools in the princely 

state Tripura and the total numbers 

of pupils were very poor but 

unfortunately, there were no trace 

of any female students during the 

period. Hence, it is clear from the 

report that the female education 

was never appreciated by the 

rulers of Tripura.  

 

Table No. 1. Educational account of the state Tripura (1894-95) 
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Sadar 
1

0 
0 

1

0 

44

8 
0 

44

8 

5

6 
64 

3

3 
0 184 85 11 15 

34

2.

89 

0 

Sonamur

a 
8 0 8 

18

9 
0 

18

9 
2 0 

3

1 
0 61 82 0 13 

13

2.

41 

0 

Bilonia 5 0 5 
13

7 
0 

13

7 
0 0 0 0 54 83 0 0 

95

.3

6 

0 

Kailasha

har 

1

2 
0 

1

2 

30

6 
0 

30

6 
0 

17

4 
0 

1

5 
65 50 0 2 

23

4 
0 
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Total 
3

5 
0 

3

5 

10

80 
0 

10

80 

5

8 

23

8 

6

4 

1

5 
364 300 11 30 

80

4.

66 

0 

  Source: The Administration Report of Tripura State For the Years (1894-

95,1914-15, 1918-19), Tribal Research & Cultural Institute, 

Government of Tripura, Agartala, 2004 

 

The aborigines were 

primitive, lived in deep forests and 

were satisfied with their age old 

culture and traditions and the 

people those who lived in urban 

area i.e. only the town Agartala 

and divisional headquarters were 

also very few in numbers. 

Accordingly, the Census Report of 

1901 reveals that the educated 

tribal people in Tripura were very 

few in number. Until the thirties of 

20
th

 century, the „Thakur‟ families 

represented the educated section 

of the tribals (Bareh, 2007).  Table 

No. 2 shows the educated 

aborigines of Tripura in the year 

1901. 

 

Table 2. Number of Educated Tribal people (Census 1901) 

 

Total Population  1, 73,325 

Name of the Tribes Tribal Population Educated Tribes 

Chakma 4,510 10 

Tripura 75,781 107 

Kuki 7,547 04 

Halam 2,215 Nil 

Lushai 135 Nil 

Mog 1,491 137 

Total 91,679 258 

Source:   Atish Chandra Choudhury Census Report 1310 T.E. (1901 A.D.), 

Tribal Research Institute, Government of Tripura, Agartala, Re-

printing 1995.         

 

Hence, from the above 

table it becomes clear that only 

0.28% of the tribal population 

were educated. The person those 

who were educated other than the 

tribal peoples were especially the 

Bengalis. The reasons behind it 

was that, the progressive rulers of 

the state wanted to make their 

state modern and in this process of 

modernisation they invited 

educated intellectuals of colonial 
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Bengal. Thus, a large numbers of 

educated intellectuals begin to 

immigrate into the State especially 

from Bengal. While, the total 

number of Bengali people living 

in Tripura in the year 1901 was 

59,689 (Choudhury, Re-print 

1995), it was enumerated that 

43,894 people migrated to Tripura  

(Choudhury, Re-print 1995), 

though in the Imperial Gazetteers 

of India Vol. XIII the number of 

immigrants were 40,000  (Imperial 

Gazetteers of India, Vol, XIII 

(New Edition), 1908).  

  As the educated Bengali 

immigrants began to immigrate 

into Tripura, the number of 

literacy increased but the census 

report 1901 reveals that though the 

number of male literacy increased 

significantly, the female literacy 

growth rate was quite insignificant 

(Table No. 3).  One of the reasons 

behind this insignificant growth 

rate of female literacy was that, 

during the period those who 

migrated from Bengal to Tripura 

were moved by the easy earning in 

Tripura. The officials, government 

employees, farmers and the 

working class came to Tripura for 

employment only, not with the 

intention of settling in the State 

permanently and therefore, they 

left their family members at home. 

The new comers do not at once 

entirely leave their residence in 

British territory, they keep their 

families and friends there, and 

make in Hill Tipperah only 

Khamar Baris or farmhouses in 

which they live for the purposes of 

carrying on their cultivation 

(Annual Report on the General 

Administration of the Political 

Agency of Hill Tippera for the 

year 1886, No-407, dated , 7th 

July, 1887, para-34).          

           

          For the first time one girls‟ 

school was opened within the 

campus of Imperial palace by the 

Queen Maharani Tulshibati. In 9
th

 

April, 1894 the school with the 

name „Agartala Balika Vidyalaya 

started her journey. The school 

was completely aided by the 

Queen‟s personal treasury. At 

first, only the girls from royal 

families got their education from 

the school but later, girls from 

various places took admission. 

However, if we see table no. 3 

than it depicts that initially the 

school was unable to increase the 

number of female literacy in the 

state, though it was an outstanding 

effort on the way of women 

education in Tripura. According to 

the Imperial Gazetteers of India, in 

1901, only 2.3 percent of the 

population could read and write 

(The Imperial Gazetteer of India 

Vol. XIII, 1908) and among them 

4.1% were males and 0.2% was 

females. In the year 1903-04 the 

numbers of educational 

institutions were 103 in Tripura 

and the number of pupils 

increased to 3125 (3008 boys and 

117 girls) in the year 1903-04  
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(The Imperial Gazetteer of India 

Vol. XIII, 1908). That number of 

schools and their pupils increased 

in the later years. 

 

 

Table: No. 3 Number of peoples (according to their religion) those who 

were educated in different languages in Tripura in the year 1901 

 
 

   In the year 1914-15, the 

numbers of schools increased to 

154 and among them only 12 nos. 

of schools were made for the girls.  

Hence, though the number of male 

literacy increased in Tripura 

during the period the female 

literacy did not increase in the 

same proportion (Table No. 4). In 

addition, if we compare both the 

table no. 4 and 5, then we find that 

in 1918-19 the total literacy 

growth decreased though the 

numbers of administrative 

divisions in the state were 

increased. In both the tables, 

though we find that the number of 

schools for the girls remained 

same but the number of female 

students and their attendance were 

downwards in the later year.    
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Table 4 Educational account of the state Tripura (1914-15) 

Divisions 

Number of Schools No. of Students 
Average daily 

attendance of 

For 

boys 

For 

girls 

Tot

al 
Boys 

Girl

s 

Tota

l 
Boys Girls 

Sadar 50 2 52 2095 174 2269 
1511.6

3 
82.73 

Kailashahar  18 4 22 901 55 956 690.97 46.20 

Sonamura  20 1 21 1029 39 1068 802.3 34.99 

Belonia 13 1 14 699 23 722 569.85 14.89 

Khowai 8 1 9 215 12 227 160.46 8.42 

Dharmanag

ar 
16 1 17 555 48 603 419.06 32.01 

Udaipur 11 2 13 241 35 276 167.42 21.11 

Sabroom 6 0 6 189 11 200 157.10 7.80 

Total 142 12 154 5924 397 6321 
4478.6

2 
249.15 

Source: The Administration Report of Tripura State For the Years (1894-

95,1914-15, 1918-19), Tribal Research & Cultural Institute, 

Government of Tripura, Agartala, 2004 

 

Table 5 Educational account of the state Tripura (1918-19) 

Sub-

division 

Number of Schools No. of Students 
Average daily 

attendance of 

For 

boys 

For 

girls 

Tot

al 
Boys 

Girl

s 

Tota

l 
Boys Girls 

Sadar 51 2 53 1643 105 1748 
1191.3

1 
64.06 

Kailashaha

r  
11 4 15 743 100 843 504.83 63.29 

Sonamura  19 1 20 689 29 718 514.43 22.18 

Belonia 10 1 11 517 23 540 351.5 14.07 

Khowai 5 1 6 137 14 151 104.96 8.89 

Dharmana

gar 
14 1 15 619 26 645 403.54 14.99 

Udaipur 3 2 5 181 33 214 117.48 20.39 

Sabroom 8 0 8 92 8 100 69.79 5.8 

Amarpur 6 0 6 53 0 53 52.68 0 

Kalyanpur 1 0 1 42 0 42 18.86 0 

Total 128 12 140 4716 338 5054 
3329.3

8 
213.67 
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Source: The Administration Report of Tripura State For the Years (1894-

95,1914-15, 1918-19), Tribal Research & Cultural Institute, 

Government of Tripura, Agartala, 2004 

 

However, the process of 

modernisation in Tripura 

continued and in that process of 

modernization, many schools 

including primary and secondary 

schools were established by the 

ruler of Tripura. In the year 

1922(1332 T.E.) the number of 

schools were 168 and among them 

152 schools were for the boys, 

while, the girls‟ schools remain 

the same. In the next ten years i.e. 

upto 1931-32, 56 nos. of new 

schools were established 

(Debvarma, 1997). A bold step 

had been taken by the royal 

administration in 1931-32 when 

compulsory primary education 

was introduced in Agartala, under 

the State Act 2 of 1932 and later it 

was decided to expand its scope 

upto the valley of Howrah and to 

the linked areas of the Sub-

divisional town  (Menon, 1975). 

However, prior to her merger with 

the Indian union, Tripura had no 

facilities within her boundary for 

imparting collegiate education. 

The below table no. 6 depicts the 

number of primary schools from 

the year 1907 to 1946. 

 

Table No. 6. Number of Primary schools in Tripura from 1907 to 1946 

Year Number of Schools Number of pupils 

1907-08 137 4,011 

1916-17 125 4,842 

1926-27 139 4,215 

1936-37 111 5,110 

1943-46 123 5,115 

Source: Tripura District Gazetteers, Government of Tripura, Agartala, 1975, 

p. 316. 

   

Therefore, as the number of 

schools was increased during the 

period, the literacy growth rate 

was also increased. However, 

table no. 7 shows that, the 

educated people in Tripura, from 

the year 1901 to 1941 were quite 

few in number and the number of 

female growth rate was quite 

insignificant.
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Table No. 7. Literacy in Tripura during 1901 – 1941.  

Year Total %  of 

literates 

Male Female 

1901 2.5 4.5 0.2 

1911 4.0 6.9 0.8 

1921 8.2 14.3 1.1 

1931 2.8 4.9 0.4 

1941 7.9 12.7 2.5 

 Source: 1. Atish Chandra Choudhury, Census Report 1310 T.E. (1901 A.D.), 

Tribal Research Institute, Government of Tripura, Agartala, Re-

print 1995, p. 16. 

2. Thakhur Sri Somendrachandra Debvarma, 1340 T.E. Census 

Bibarani of Tripura (in Bengali), (Census Report of Tripura 1340 

T.E.), Tribal Research Institute, Government of Tripura, Agartala, 

Re-print 1997, p. 60. 

3.  Census of India 1961, Vol. XXVI, Tripura, District Census 

Handbook, Section – I, C.R.Paul, Government of Tripura, 

Government Printing and Stationary Department, Agartala, 1964, p. 

296. 

 

The number of English 

educated people in Tripura was 

quite a few but the trends were 

always upward (Table No. 8). In 

addition, it was only due to the 

immigration of English educated 

peoples from Bengal to Tripura. It 

is also evident that the Bengali 

Hindu people were much more 

English educated than the Bengali 

Muslim people in Tripura in the 

year 1931. “In the state 0.8% of 

people were English educated and 

among them 0.14% of male and 

0.1 % of female were English 

educated. Among the Muslims 

0.4% of people and among the 

Hindus 0.9% of people were 

English educated. Among the 

male, 0.17% were Hindu and 

0.7% were Muslim English 

educated people.” (Debvarma, 

1997). Thus, we can affirm that 

the Bengali Hindu educated 

people migrated more than the 

Bengali Muslim educated people. 

 

Table No. 8 Number of English educated persons  

Year Number of English Educated persons 

1901 324 

1911 1208 

1921 1707 

1931 3087 
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Source: Thakhur Sri Somendrachandra Debvarma, Census Bibarani of 

Tripura, 1340 T.E. (Bengali). Agartala: Tribal Research Institute, 

Government of Tripura, Re-print 1997, p.61. 

In the year 1946, prior to 

the State‟s accession to the Indian 

Union (15
th

 Oct, 1949) there were 

only 5 Lower Primary, 6 Middle 

and one High English school for 

girls in the state. Besides, 4 nos. of 

free primary schools were run on a 

co-educational basis at Agartala. 

The enrolment of girls‟ students in 

all the schools during the period 

was only 1026 (Menon, 1975).   

Hence, though the rulers of 

Tripura instigated several steps to 

make their state modern but due to 

her primitive character, static 

social ethics and patriarchal 

outlook, female education was in a 

setback. Female education among 

the tribes was never encouraged 

by the rulers except few steps 

taken by the female personalities 

of Royal House. Whatever 

developments we observe 

regarding female literacy growth 

rate from various sources were 

only due to Bengali female 

immigrants. Hence, from the 

female literacy growth rate in 

Tripura it become evident that in 

the first half of the 20
th

 century the 

educational infrastructure still 

remain in a primitive stage.   
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Abstract 

Culturally the Indians were always “one”. The Titular Mughal Emperor was 

there to serve as a thread of unity among the Indians. The British showed 

disrespect to the Emperor which offended the Indians in General and the 

Muslims in special. India possesses its own economic system mainly based 

on agriculture and small industry. The foreign rulers were sending Indian 

raw-materials to Britain for feeding their new born industries and thus were 

exploiting Indian resources. The “Doctrine of Lapse” or “Escheat” policy 

destroyed the Indian Industries. Indian Artisans, craftsman etc. became 

jobless and the burden of farmland increased. Poverty grabbed seriously the 

people. The Indian soldiers were paid low-salaries (starting from Rs. 7 to the 

end of Rs. 9). Indian soldiers were ill-treated in Army by the English causing 

rise of discrimination in their mind. The number of Indians in Army was far 

larger than the British sepoys (ratio 6:1). Most of the Indian soldiers were 

belong to Brahmin and Thakurs of East-India. A general discontent existed 

among all the Indian soldiers. Such dis-satisfaction were intensified by the 

Lord Canning introduction of “General Service Act” which required by the 

sepoys to march anywhere of British Empire. It is obvious that Indian sepoys 

had natural love and respect their motherland and faith of their own religion. 

The introduction of Enfield rifle with the cartridges greased with the fat of 

cow and pig, obnoxious to both the Hindus and Muslims set the spark that 

enkindled the embers of discontent of the Indian sepoy stored in them for a 

long time. 

 

Culturally the Indians were always 

“one”. The Titular Mughal 

Emperor was there to serve as a 

thread of unity among the Indians. 

The British showed dis-respect to 

the Emperor which offended the 

Indians in General and the 

Muslims in special. The Muslim 

was already sore at the loss of the 

post supremacy. Lord Dalhousie‟s 

policy of annexation, the 

“Doctrine of Lapse” or “Escheat”-  
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by  which  may  princely  states  of  

India  were  indiscriminately  

annexed  to  British. Especially 

Nana Sahib the adopted son of last 

Peshowa, Rani Laxmibai of Jhansi 

and the Nawab of Avodh were 

extremely injured by this policy. 

             India possesses its own 

economic system mainly based 

on agriculture and small 

industry. The foreign rulers were 

sending Indian raw-materials to 

Britain for feeding their new born 

industries and thus were 

exploiting Indian resources. This 

policy destroyed the Indian 

Industries. Indian Artisans, 

craftsman etc. became jobless 

and the burden of farmland 

increased. Poverty grabbed 

seriously the people. 

             States and jaigirs of the 

princes and other aristocratic 

people were confiscated who 

became destitute and in the result 

skilled persons employed under 

them became jobless. This led 

them to join the revolt against the 

British. The soldiers of the 
confiscated states lost their 

means of bread. So they also 

joined the mutiny against the 

British. 

            It is a fact that the Indian 

life is based on religion. The 

attach men of religion has kept 

the Indians united. As per Hindu 

customs adoption was an 

important ritual which was 

refused by the British. This 

refusal affected the social and 

religious sentiments of the 

Indians. 

           Abolition of “sati” 

Custom by the Lord William 

Bentinck, Hindu Widow 

Remarriage by law etc. put a deep 

hit on the Hindu religious 

feelings. 

           Seizure of religious grants 

to both Hindus and Muslims and 

side by side condemnations of 

eastern religious (Hinduism, 

Buddhism, Muslimism) also 

deeply it in the religious faith of 

the Indians. 

          The unwarranted 

aggressive spirit of some 

Christian Missionaries on 

systematic planned manner, by 

giving jobs to the converted poor 

Indian to Christianity was also 

hated seriously. These types of 

conversions too created hate 

against the British. 

          The spread of English 

teaching in Schools, spread of 

Western culture, introduction of 

railways, telegraphs system etc. 

were also began to eye with 

suspicion among the Indians as 

because they were seriously 

oppressed by the aggressive 

imperialism of British as whole. 

The efforts of British to invite 

western culture to Indian life lad 

to a serious discontent. 

            The Indian soldiers were 

paid low-salaries (starting from 

Rs. 7 to the end of Rs. 9). Indian 

soldiers were ill-treated in Army 

by the English causing rise of 
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discrimination in their mind. The 

number of Indians in Army was 

far larger than the British sepoys 

(ratio 6:1). Most of the Indian 

soldiers were belong to Brahmin 

and Thakurs of East-India. They 

were sensitive being high caste 

Hindu. A general suspicion grew 

up in their mind as to the 

westernizing and christianizing 

policy of the British. 

             Such dis-satisfaction 

were intensified by the Lord 

Canning introduction of   

“General Service Act” which 

required by the sepoys to march  

anywhere of British empire. A 

general discontent existed among 

all the Indian soldiers. 

           It is obvious that Indian 

sepoys had natural love and 

respect their motherland and faith 

of their own religion. 

          The introduction of Enfield 

rifle with the cartridges greased 

with the fat of cow and pig, 

obnoxious to both the Hindus and 

Muslims set the spark that 

enkindled the embers of dis-

content of the Indian sepoy stored 

in them for a long time. On 29-

03-1857 the Brahmin sepoy 

“Mangal Pandey” fired the first 

short of the revolt 1957 in 

Bengal. 

           The  participant  of  the  

the  revolt  were  both  Hindus  

and  Muslims.  The  Zaminders, 

Artisians,  Pndits  Phakirs,  

businessmen  all  gradually  joint  

the  revolt. Hindustanies,  

Marathies, Rajputs, Jats, Ruhilas 

all fought together against the 

British under leadership of 

Bahadur Shah-II the last Mughal 

Emperor. 

          We observe that the 

backbone of the revolt was Army 

(Sepoys). Nana Sahib Peshwa, 

Azimulla Khan, Mughal Emperor 

Bahadur Shah-II, Begum Hazrsat 

Mahal of Oudh, Rani Laxmibai of 

Jhansi, Khan Bahadur Khan of 

Barrielly all led the revolt. 

Kanwar Sing aged about 80 

years, Tantia Tope, Moulavi 

Ahmed Shah, Raja Honumant 

Singh fought to oust of the 

British. 

           We  see  that  Hindu  

Mukundaram  was  principal  

Secretary  of  Bahadur  Shah-II, 

Azimulla Khan was the principal 

advisor of the renouned revel 

leader Nana Sahieb. This clever 

and intelligent leader published in 

his newspaper- “Piyas-I-Azadi”- 

“The Hindu and Muslims 

Brothers of India awake”!! Dear 

brothers be hostile to British. The 

best thing that God gifted man is 

“Freedom”. The oppressive 

foreigners snatched away that 

supreme wealth of us by playing 

falsr tricks. Shall we bear this 

forever? No, never……The 

English Government will try to 

use Hindus and Muslims each 

other. Dear brothers never put 

your steps in their devil trap. Dear 

Hindu and muslim brothers 

forgetting minor discrimination 
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get together unitedly under a flag 

in this war for independence.” 

(Adhunik Bharoter Itihas, by 

Goutam Chattapadhyay and 

Manju Chattapadhyay). 

            It appears that the leaders 

of the rebellion were fully 

acquainted with their weakness as 

well as their target and as such 

they earnestly wanted the unity of 

both the main classes of India and 

in this juncture they were very 

much successful to remove 

communalism from the Indians. 

              In Delhi Bhakat Khan a 

sepoy led the rebellion. In Kanpur 

Nana Sahib declared himself as 

“Peshuawa”, Tatya Tope and 

Azimulla Khan organized the war 

on behalf of Nana Sahib. In 

Lucknow Begum Hazarat Mahal 

of Oudh led the revolt of declaring 

her adopted son as Nawab of 

Oudh.  Rani Laxmibai of Jhansi 

conquered Gwalior with the help 

of Tatya Tope In  Bihar  Kanwar  

Singh  of  Jagdispur,  a  Zaminder,  

led  the  rebellion.  Moulavi 

Ahmedulla led the rebellion at 

Faziabad, Rohilakhand. All of 

them fought against the British to 

oust them from Hindustan. 

             In North and Middle post 

of India a “General Revolt” started 

side by side the rebellion. The 

civil populations, displaced 

peasants, dispossessed Zaminders 

oppressed  Tribal  populations and  

the dissatisfied sepoys fought 

together. The aggrieved people not 

only attacked the British but also 

destroyed valuable documents and 

official records by fire. 

            Though in this great revolt 

large number of general civil 

people, farmer, artisans and labour  

class  people  joined  themselves  

yet  some  Zaminders,  

businessmen,  influencial  persons 

favoured by British, showed their 

loyality to the British. Talmiz 

Khaldun pointed out that the 

Zaminders and Mohajon class of 

Bengal and also the English 

knowing intellectual class actively 

supported and help the British at 

the time of rebellion. (The great 

rebellion, T. Khaldun). 

           As per the dated 13-09- 

1857issued by the Company 

Government it appears that “As 

the revolt was shaped as favorable 

character and as it appears 

impossible to identify the large 

number of participants the 

Magistrates ordered to burn out or 

to destroy the villages as a whole 

of those villages from which the 

villagers took active part in the 

revolt.” According  to  general  

Homes  “  only  at  Oudh  1,50,000  

no‟s  of  armed  rebels  were 

assassinated, out of which only 

35,000 were sepoys.” 

            Noticing the uprising of 

10th May 1857 of the sepoys in 

Meerut,m the then Dewan of 

British of Assam, “Muniram 

Boruagh” was influenced and 

inspired to make free Assam from 

the grab of British. His plan was to 

drive away the English from 
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Assam with the help of Indian 

sepoys of Assam and to make 

“Kandarpeswar Singh” as the king 

of Assam. He accordingly sent 

secret message from Calcutta to 

Kanderpeswar Singh and Piayali 

Boruah and some others. 

             Thereafter and uprising 

grew up among the sepoys of 

Gauhati, Jhorhat, Dibrugarh and 

Goalpara. But the rebaellion was 

stronglu suppressed by British 

Officers and the conspiracy of 

Moniram Baruh  was focused  by  

one Harnath Parbotia  for  which  

the  entire  plan  was  failed. 

Kandarpeshwar Singh was 

arrested and abandoned to 

Bardwan. Piyali Baruah, Maya 

Ram Nazir, Patiram Baruh, Madhu 

mallik, Bahadur Gaonbura, 

Marangi Guru Gohai, Karmid Ali 

etc. were arrested, Some sepoys 

was suspended and some were 

abandoned Captain Charles 

halraid, the Commissioner 

Shivsagar ordered to hang 

Moniram Dewan and Piyali 

Baruah. It is observed that 

Moniram Baruah led the 

aristocratic class of Assam who 

were dis-satisfied upon the British 

for a 

Long time. 

           We carefully observed that 

in spite of great efforts by the 

leaders to generalize the revolt all 

over the India some states, land 

lords like Punjab, Gujrat, 

Hyderabad, Madras, Mysore, 

Bombay, Bengal, South India etc. 

did not join the revolt. Rather 

some of them directly helped the 

British with wealth, soldiers, 

fooding materials etc. 

           We noticed the educated 

Indians of various parts of India 

only find out that the rebellion was 

uprising for the interest of the 

Muslim Community to gain their 

lost pride. Further educated 

Bengali Hindus mainly observed 

the communal side of the great 

revolt. 

           At the time of great 

rebellion, various newspaper of 

Kolkata such as “Sombad 

Probhakor”, “Sombad Bhaskar” 

“Somprokash” etc. published 

various articles against the revolt. 

These newspaper mainly pointed 

that  “ the revolt was 

………associated with the interest 

of regaining  political  power  of  

the  Indian  Muslim  

Community….the  communal  

figure  became prominent in lieu 

of   national figure of the rebellion 

to the educated Bengali Hindus” 

(Banglar Samajik Itihaser Dhara 

by Binoy Ghose, Page-293). 

           We see that Punjab and 

archa, Datia, Gewalior, sampthar 

etc. states of Uttar prodesh directly 

acted against the rebels. They 

fought against the rebel‟s along 

with the British Army. 

We carefully observe that from 

Bengal to Bihar, Uttar Prodesh to 

Delhi civil people join the sepoys 

who were directly or indirectly 

oppressed by the British. They 
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could realize that only by ousting 

the British they can earn peace and 

certainty in their life. 

           At the end of the revolt we 

see that the east-India Company 

ceased to exist. The control of the 

Indian Government finally 

assumed by the British crown. 

This revolt taught an extreme 

lesson to the foreign imperialistic 

traders, invaders. The active 

participation of various classes 

clearly indicates that there was a 

direct fight between mainly two 

classes one of which extortioner 

and the other is subjected to 

extortion. We can refer here the 

massage written in the essay news 

sent from India by Carl Marx that- 

“The rebellion which the British 

ruler termed as mere a military 

uprising was a actually national 

movement.” 

              In a national movement 

each and every class of people use 

to join it. The character of the 

revolt of 1857 clearly indicates 

that all class of the Indians of 

Middle and north India specially, 

directly or indirectly, were 

associated in the revolt which was 

brutally suppressed by the British 

Empire. But, the flame of 

nationalism kindled in the revolt 

by their supreme sacrifice of the 

rebels ultimately forced the British 

to Quit India within next century. 

The call of the “Delhi Chalo” and 

“Meri Jhansi nehi Dungi” – I shall 

not surrender my Jhansi – shall 

remain a call of aspiration for 

freedom in the mind of all the 

Indians forever. 
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Abstract 

The identity theory of mind is advocated and developed by different 

philosophers beginning with Place, Feigl and Smart. The main thesis of this 

theory is – states and processes of the mind are identical to states and 

processes of the brain. Although this theory is better than dualism and 

Behaviourism, still it has its own problems. This theory leaves many things 

unexplained with regard to the relation between mind and body, which have 

been questioned by different thinkers in different periods. Hence, in this 

article I am going to find out only the problem of identity in the „Identity 

theory of mind‟.  

There is a serious objection 

against the mind-brain identity 

theory that has not been 

satisfactory resolved. This 

problem concerns various non-

intentional properties of mental 

states on the one hand and 

physical states on the other. For 

example, after images may be 

green or purple in colour, but 

nobody could reasonably claim 

that states of the brain are green or 

purple. Moreover, it may be the 

case that with a fair degree of 

accuracy brain states are spatially 

located where mental states are 

traditionally assumed as non-

spatial. The identity theory thus 

appears imply violation of 

Leibnitz‟s Law, according to 

which two identical things must 

have the common properties and 

thereby their differences are 

indiscernible. 

Another problem of the 

theory is that it fails to give a 
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satisfactory answer to the question 

of the relation and difference 

between mental and physical. 

Hillary Putnam challenges the 

identity theory from consideration 

of multiple realizibility. 

According to him, „pain‟ is 

experienced not only by humans 

but also by many different species 

of animal. However, it seems 

unlikely that all these diverse 

organisms with the same pain 

experience are in the same 

identical brain state. Moreover, if 

the latter is the case, then pain 

cannot be identical to a specific 

brain state. 

J. R. Searle puts forward 

certain problems for the identity 

theory. He states that identity 

theory violates the principle of 

logic called “Liebnitz Law”. 

According to this law, any two 

things are called identical if and 

only if all the properties, which 

they bear, are found common to 

both of them. This means that the 

properties that we find in one 

thing are also the properties, 

which we find in another thing. If 

this law is violated, that is, if it is 

possible to show that the 

properties of mental state cannot 

be attributed to brain and vice-

versa then it refutes the identity 

theory.  

There is another objection 

against the identity theory. If the 

identity of mental states and brain 

states are empirical one, that is if 

the identity is discovered 

empirically, for example, if it 

could be discovered on the 

analogy with water and H2O, or 

lightning and electrical discharge, 

then it seems that there would 

have to be two kinds of properties 

which will define the two sides of 

identity statement. Moreover, 

these two kinds of properties must 

identify one and the same thing. 

Thus, when it is said by the 

identity theorists that „lightning is 

identical with an electric 

discharge‟ they must have to 

identify one and the same thing in 

terms of the properties of lightning 

and the properties of electrical 

discharge, or when it is said that 

„water is identical with H2O 

molecules‟ has to identify one and 

the same thing in terms of the 

properties of water and the 

properties of H2O. Thus, when the 

identity theorists claim that „pain 

is identical with a certain types of 

brain state‟ they have to identify 

one and the same thing in terms of 

the properties of pain and the 

properties of brain-state.  

Nevertheless, problem arises if it 

is believed that in the identity 

statement, there are two sets of 

properties and these properties are 

independent. In that case, it 

appears that there are two different 

types of properties – mental 

properties and physical properties. 

And this belief of two sets of 

properties takes us back into 

property dualism. 
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Again, if it is true that all 

mental states are brain states, then 

what appears is that brain states 

are of two kinds – mental states 

and non-mental states. The mental 

states of brain have mental 

properties and those of non-mental 

states of brain have only physical 

properties. If it is so, then it 

sounds like property dualism. 

Another objection slightly 

more technical was labelled 

against the identity theory and this 

was the accusation of „neuronal 

chauvinism‟. This objection really 

vibrated the identity theorists and 

they were indeed forced to do 

some modification in their theory. 

This charge was highlighted by 

Searle and says- “If the claim of 

the identity theorists was that 

every pain is identical with a 

certain kind of neuronal 

stimulation, then it seems that a 

being that did not have neurons or 

that did not have the right kind of 

neurons could not have pains and 

beliefs. But why cannot animals 

that have brain structures different 

from ours have mental states?  

And indeed, why could not we 

build a machine that did not have 

neurons at all, but also had mental 

states?”
 
 

Searle claims that facing 

this objection the identity theorists 

are bound to shift from what is 

called „type–type identity theory 

to „token–token identity theory‟. 

Thus in order to establish this 

claim Searle explains the 

distinction between type and 

token. Write the word “cow” three 

times: “cow” “cow” “cow”. A 

question arises whether one word 

or three words are written. It is not 

debatable that here one type of 

word is written in three instances, 

or three tokens of one word is 

written. By types he means 

abstract general entities and by 

tokens he illustrates those which 

are concrete particular objects and 

events of those abstract generals. 

Thus when it is said that „a token 

of a type‟ it means that it is a 

particular concrete example of 

abstract general type. 

 Let us now see how Searle 

proves that the identity theorists 

are moved from a type–type 

identity theory to a token-token 

identity theory. According to him, 

it is the point of the type-type 

identity theory that every type of 

mental state is identical to some 

type of physical state. Searle 

claims that by their own assertion 

it is a bit sloppy of the identity 

theorists. Because the identity in 

question is not between abstract 

universal types but between actual 

concrete tokens. What the identity 

theorists mean is that for every 

mental-state, type there is some 

brain-state type and thereby every 

token of the mental type is nothing 

but a token of the brain type. The 

simple version of the token 

identity theorists, according to 

Searle, is- 
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“for every token of a 

certain type of mental state, there 

is some token of some type of 

physical state or other with which 

that mental state token is identical. 

They, in short, did not require, for 

example, that all token pains had 

to exemplify exactly the same type 

of brain states even though they 

were all tokens of the same mental 

type, pain. For that reason they 

were called „token-token‟ identity 

theorists as opposed to „type-type‟ 

identity theorists.” 

Searle claims that token-

token identity seems to be more 

plausible than type-type identity. 

In this connection, he cites an 

example that two persons may 

have same belief that „Denver is 

the capital of Colorado but it is not 

necessary to suppose that they 

have exactly the same type of 

neurobiological state. The 

neurobiological state of one‟s 

belief might be at a certain point 

of his brain and another‟s might 

be at another point although they 

have the same belief.   

Searle thinks that in giving 

examples the identity theorists are 

often found very weak and this is 

unfortunate. Although they have 

given different examples, the 

favourite one is that pains are 

identical with C-fibre 

stimulations. But in giving this 

example both „type-type‟ and 

„token-token‟ identity theorists 

differ in certain extent. The former 

believes that every pain is 

identical with some C-fibre 

stimulation whereas the latter 

believes that not every pain but 

particular pain might be identical 

with particular C-fibre 

stimulation. Regarding other 

pains, they think that this might be 

identical with some other state of a 

brain or machine. However, all 

these are designated by Searle as 

„bad neurophysiology‟. In 

explaining, the status of C-fibre 

Searle says that C-fibres are a type 

of axon, which carries certain 

types of pain signals to the brain. 

Pain mechanism is a complex one 

in the brain and nervous system 

and C-fibre is just a part of this 

complex mechanism. Thus, 

neurophysiologically it would be 

ridiculous to think that except C-

fibre stimulation, there is nothing 

in the pain. Thus, there is a good 

deal of debate centered round the 

question whether or not we would 

get such type of identity as 

exemplified by the type-type 

identity theorists. Or is it token 

identity upon which we could 

hope for. Searle believes that in 

between type and token identity, it 

is latter one, which is more 

influential than the former. 

In spite of its acceptability, 

the token identity theorists have 

been facing another question and 

this is the question of 

commonness. What common 

things are there in all of these 

tokens, which make the same 

mental state type? If it is believed 
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by both X and Y that Denver is 

the capital of Colorado then apart 

from their brain state what exact 

thing is common in them but again 

both X and Y have different types 

of brain states? There are two 

answers that we find traditionally-

one is from the dualist‟s quarter 

and another from type-type. 

However, none of these answers 

will do for the token physicalist. 

Because the whole idea of the 

token identity theorists is to 

eliminate any type of irreducible 

mental properties and as such they 

cannot accept that the common 

thing in between X and Y is same 

irreducible mental properties. 

Again, the token theorists cannot 

accept the view that the same type 

of brain state is common in X and 

Y because it is this point 

disagreeing upon which there is 

move from type identity to token 

identity. Thus the answer that a 

particular mental state type and 

certain brain state type are 

identical cannot save the identity 

theorists from their downfall.    

Soul Kripke also raised an 

objection against type-type 

identity theory from consideration 

of rigid reference. The identity 

theorists claim that the identity of 

mental and brain states are 

contingent. But Kripke argues that 

this identity is necessary, if true. 

He introduces two types of 

designators of entity, namely, 

rigid and non-rigid designators 

and holds that rigid designators 

refer to the same entity in every 

possible world and therefore 

identity of two entities referred by 

two rigid designators are 

necessary. Non-rigid or flaccid 

designators may refer to different 

entities in different possible 

worlds and identities of their 

referents thereby are contingent. 

The expression „Benjamin 

Franklin‟, which always refers the 

same person is a rigid designator. 

The expression „The inventor of 

daylight saving time‟ which, 

according to him, is a non-rigid 

designator, although this 

expression refers to Benjamin 

Franklin in the actual world. In a 

possible world, Benjamin Franklin 

may not be the inventor of 

daylight saving time. Anybody 

else other than Benjamin, the 

actual inventor, might have been 

the inventor of daylight saving 

time. On the other hand, it is not 

the case that someone else, other 

than Benjamin Franklin, might 

have been Benjamin Franklin. It is 

due to this reason Kripke says that 

„Benjamin Franklin‟ is a rigid 

designator, where as „the inventor 

of daylight saving time‟ is non-

rigid. 

Thus with these two types 

of designators Kripke examines 

the mind-body identity statement. 

He claims that if one term is rigid 

and another is non-rigid in an 

identity statement, the statement is 

not necessarily true and it might 

turn out to be false. Thus the 
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statement „Benjamin Franklin is 

identical with the inventor of 

daylight saving time‟ is true no 

doubt but this truth is contingent 

one because there may be a 

possible world where this 

statement is false. Kripke says that 

a statement must be necessarily 

true if it is the case that both sides 

of the identity statement are rigid 

and the statement is true. In this 

connection he cites the statement 

„Samuel Clemens is identical with 

Mark Twain‟ and says that this 

statement is necessarily true 

because here both sides of the 

above statement mean one and the 

same person. It is impossible to 

imagine that there is a world 

where Samuel Clemens exists and 

also Mark Twain exists but they 

are not one and the same person 

but two different individuals. This 

is also true in the case of words 

that name natural kinds of things, 

for example, the statement „water 

is identical with H2O‟. Here both 

the expressions „water‟ and „H2O‟ 

are rigid and the stament is true, 

therefore, this identity is 

necessary. Kripke finds the 

relevancy of this kind of argument 

in the case of mind-body problem. 

He says that if it is found that both 

the expressions „mental state‟ and 

„brain state‟ refer rigidly and the 

identity statement containing those 

expression is true then the 

statement must be necessarily true. 

Thus „pain is equivalent to C-fibre 

stimulation‟ would have to be 

necessarily true if it is the case 

that pains were really identical 

with C-fibre stimulations. Here all 

these depend on the condition that 

if it were to be true at all. But 

Kripke claims that this statement 

is not necessarily true. Because it 

can be imagined that there exists 

pain without a C-fibre stimulation 

and also C-fibre stimulation 

without pain, although pains and 

C-fibre stimulations have strict 

correlations in this world.  Thus 

Kripke logically concludes that if 

the statement „pain is identical 

with C-fibre stimulation‟ is not 

necessarily true on the ground 

mentioned above then it cannot 

true at all, and hence it is false. 

His suggestion regarding 

identification of pains and 

neurobiological events is that there 

is a hope for identity theory if it is 

really the ide  
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